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Pawn a tittle! 'till nearer ! laqkt OK tits jab

Your workers must have the best light possible for
the job. It must be clear and shadowless for frac
tional accuracy-especially on precision jobs. It
Must be able to follow the work all over the job by
the slowest of degrees-and yet move out of the
way at a finger touch. It must be economical on
current. It must be rock steady and 'stay put'
in the presence of heavily vibrating machinery!
IT MUST BE ANGLEPOISE.

Every machine -room, every workshop, every
drawing office should have its battery of Anglepoise
Lamps, with its finger tip obedience, its 1001 angles,
as an aid to accuracy. Write today for fully descrip-
tive booklet PM.

Sole Makers: HERBERT TERRY & SONS LIMITED
REDDITCH  WORCESTERSHIRE  ENGLAND

THIS IS HOW ANGLEPOISE LIGHTS

UP THE JOB IN STRONG RELIEF-

SAYING EYESTRAIN AND FATIGUE

TERRYANGLEPOISE
LAMPS

Pat. all C(111711'it'S

SOME
ALTE R NATIVE

BASES FOR
ALL MODELS

HT I (I
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Use the drill to drive the B & D lathe -there's
no end to the variety of useful and attractive
articles you can make.

BLACK

L

With a new attachment, just out, you can
change the lathe into a sturdy saw bench.

efarn4f,
--

DO IT YOURSELF'
with

?AA"VeCr4e14.
PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS

This inexpensive stand makes awk-
ward grinding, buffing and wire -
brushing easy. And, of course, the
B & D drill cannot cause TV inter-
ference.

Home workshop projects are easy. Start by building
a useful work -bench. Black & Decker tools make
the job simple -take the hardest work out of every
operation you do.

He'll whistle while he works -with a power -packed B & D drill to
help him! It's the most versatile drill ever made . . . speeds through
hundreds of tasks in workshop and home. Add a sanding disc, and it
turns into a sander. Add a lambswool bonnet, and it becomes an
electric polisher! Put up wall fixtures; prepare wood, metal for paint-
ing; make furniture, toys, shelves, tables . . . turn wood. Any man's
a.handyman with the B & D 1" Drill. There are 8 different B & D
Home Workshop Outfits all available on easy H.P. terms.

Send for frill details and for the first in a new series of
hints for the handyman -"Drilling Jobs Around the

Home."

& DECKER LTD  DEPT 32A HARMONDSWORTH  MIDDLESEX

°MONEY BACK

U GUARANTEE

GRA 6677

621 RONFORD RD. LONDON, E.12.

0.101
COD

RADIO CRAM CHASSIS 29/S Including Speaker
5 VALVE S1HET. 3 w/band. A.G. mains, complete but less valves and dial.
All used tested, and guaranteed. Carr. 4/6. Drawings 2/6 or free with order,
Knobs 1/6 a set extra. Complete with valves 97/6.
RADIO CHASSIS. 7/9. A.C. or universal, sthet receivers, less valves & Dial,
and electrolytics, otherwise believed to be in working order. Note :-Our 8in.
M.E. Speaker fits some of these sets. We match on request with order. P. & P. 3/6.
V.H.F. 1124 RECEIVER. 17/6 with 6 valves,
ex-W.D., new condition, 6 channel switching.
Receives T.V. sound, police, fire and amateurs.
30.5 m/cs to 40 mks. I.F. 7 m/cs. Post 2/6.
Drawings and Conversion data free with each set.
SPEAKERS. 12/9. 8in., 6/in., Sin. and 3tin. Std.,
3-5 ohms, or with O.P. transformer, 14/9. Recon-
ditioned. Post 1/9.
SPEAKERS. 2/9. 8in. M. Energised. Field lk,
2k and 5k ohms ; or with O.P. trans., 4/9.
Reconditioned. Post 1/9.
V.H.F. 1125 SET. 7/9. New and boxed. This little
set is a V.H.F. receiver, requires modification to put it into service.
with valves. Post 2/3.
R.F. 24 UNIT. 12/6. New and packed, tuning 20-30 m/cs. Including 3 valves.
Post 2/-.
T.V. TUBES AND T.V. CHASSIS. We hope to accept your further orders
this month, after we have completed your overwhelming response to our previous
ads. We are sorry for the past delay in despatch.
O.P. TRANSFORMERS. 1/9. Salvage, used, tested, guaranteed. Std. size.
Post 9d. Sample will convince you.
2 GANG CONDENSERS. 2/9. Std. size ; .0005 used, tested. Also 3 Gang
at 2-9. Post 9d
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. 2/6 pair. 465 k/cs. Post 6d.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 5/9. 350-0-350, 12V -I -4V. Primary 100, 120,
200, 250. Make ideal auto trans. Post 2/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 9/9. 350-0-350, 2V heater windings. 6V and 5V.
Post 2,-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 3/9. 350-0-350, 4V+4V, primary 200-250. Tested,
guaranteed. Post 2/-.
TILLEY LANTERNS. 49/6. Famous everywhere for excellent light and low
paraffin consumption, no smell. List price 68/-, complete with new mantle and
globe. Postage and packing 1/6.
MOTORS. 12/9. 240V. Scophony. Ideal for small grinder, polisher, etc. P. &
P. 1/3. 12-24 volt motors, with flexible shaft, 18 ct. gold brushes, 7/6. Post 2'6.

2,.d. stamp only for Complete Catalogue.

Complete

DIESELS
Precision built and world
famous for their speed,
performance and reliability
under all conditions. Easy
to fit, simple to operate -
and equally suitable for
use in model aircraft, boats
and cars.

The range also includes :

E.D. 1.46 c.c. HORNET, 62.17.0.
(Water cooled model, 63.18.11.)

E.D. 2 c.c. COMPETITION
SPECIAL, 0.1.9.

(Water cooled model, 64.5.6.)

E.D. 3.46 c.c. HUNTER, 0.1E1.5.
(Water cooled model, 0.4.6.)

E.D. 5 c.c. MILES SPECIAL,

(Water cooled model, £9.19.6.)

All prices include Purchase Tax.

Order from your
Model Shop.

THE FINEST ENGINES

FOR

YOUR MODELS

E.D. .46 c.c. BABY
The smaller E.D. Diesel with
a mighty performance. Just
the engine for the beginner.

Price 0.13.5.

E.D. I c.c. BEE
The engine with a sting.
Very compact, weight only

oz. Price 0.15.0.
(Water cooled
model, 0.16.0.)

E.D. 2.46 c.c. RACER
The holder of many world
records and numerous com-
petition successes. Particularly

suitable when
exceptionally high
speeds are vital
to success. Price
0.18.5.

(Water cooled
model, E5.4.6.)

Write for new illustrated list of E.D. Engines, Radio

E

Control Units, Spare Parts and Accessories, etc.

. .ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD
KIIKSTON DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
4411-2 18,VILLIERS ROAD. KINGSTON -ON -THAMES. SURREY. ENGLAND.
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EX-GOV. BARGAINS
6 x 30 MONOCULARS.-The Mk. H No. 4 Director. Fitted focusing
eyepiece and very accurate level. Cal. 10 degrees plus or minus and
reading to 5 secs. of arc. Complete in leather case, 50/- ea. Can be
converted to 25 x 45 telescope by fitting extension tube and Changing
O.G. Achro. O.G. to suit, 25/- ea.- See Booklets.
CHEMICAL BALANCES. -First Class in cabinets. From £5 to £20.
Weights £5 set.
MALLORY VIBRATOR PACKS -12 v. to 150 v. 60 ma. Self rect.,
unsmoothed, 21/- ea.
U.S.A. HIGH POWER SIGNALLING LAMPS. 24 v. 120 watt with
colour filters, 35/- ea. Ditto, 12 v. 80 w., 35/-. Both sealed beam type.
16 mm. RECORDING CAMERAS. -Complete in case with maga-
zine. Not suitable for normal cine use but ideal for adapting to nature
studies, etc., calling for speeded -up sequences of slow motion, also single
shot recording. Fitted F4 Bloomed lens. 24 v. motor driven,
2 frames per sec. or single shot. Tested O.K. Price £3/15/- ea.
HORIZON TYPE PROJECTION LAMPS. -230 v. 3,000 watt, £1 ea.,
or carton of 6 at £4.
PRE -FOCUS PROJECTION LAMPS. -110, 300 w. ,9/6 ca., 3 for 25/-.
PHOTO FLOODS. -l10 v. 250 w., 15/- doz.
F60 CAMERAS. 35 mm. Fitted 1Ein., F2 Anas lens. 24 v. Elec. driven.
Complete with supplementary focusing magnifier, 13/13/6, or less
mag. at 55/-.
OPTICIANS' TRIAL SETS. -FULL CASE, £20. Others available.
ANASTIGMAT LENSES. -Plain mount, no iris lin. F3.5, .21/-;
}Dn. F4, 30/- ; 13in. F2, 45/- ; lin. F2, 40/- ; Sin.. F4, £3. Pentac 8in.
F2.9 with iris, aspew, £5.
TELEPHOTO LENSES. -No iris, bloomed. All approx. F5.6 5in.,
back focus 3in., £2. 8in., b.f. 4in., 45/-. 10in., b.f. 6in., 50/-.
TELESCOPE OBJECT LENSES.-Achros. l in. dia. x 18in. focus and

x 19in., 25/- ea.
TELESCOPE EYEPIECES. -in. Orthoscopic, in focusing mount.
Unbeatable for general use, 50/- ea. Large W.A. 1 kin. focus. Covers
Zin. dia. ; 6 lens combination bloomed throughout. Focusing mount.
Gives 9X as hand mag. for 35 mm. colour transparencies. Ex. new
equip.,£5 ea., used £3. Ramsden, 1 -tin. focusing, achromatised. Brand
new, 5/- ea.

POWERFUL HAND MAGNIFIERS. -Consist of 2 achro. lenses,
in mount, 25/- ea. Magnifying lenses or Burning glass, 31in.

dia. Perfect, 10/6 ea., slightly chipped or scratched, 5/-.
ACHROMATIC LENSES suitable for 35 mm. or 2Iin. enlargers. New,
12/6 ea. Used, 5/-.
BOMB DELAY TIME SWITCHES.-Adj. 0-36 hrs., 8 -day jewelled
movement, clockwork, carry 2 amp. at 230 v., 21/- ea. in sealed tins.
35 mm. FILM, ILFORD RECORDING.-200ft. tins, 10/- ea. 35 mm.
H.P. x 80ft. tins, 15/-. Dufay Colour 100ft. £5.
KODAK.-Microfile, 100ft. tins, 12/6.
KODAK X-RAY PAPER. -Pure white double weight. Ideal for mount-
ing or drawing. Sealed boxes, 72 sheets, 24 x 11t, 10/-, plus 2/- post.
VOLTMETERS. -0-40. 2Iin. sq. flush. New and boxed. Moving coil,
10/- ca.
R.A.F. PILOTS' MICROPHONES, with switch, 2/6 ea. Midget carbon
button mikes, 2/6.
TELEPHONE SETS. -Type D, with combination handsets, 35/ -
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS. -In case slightly soiled. Will do all
that £5 set will do. Price 12/6 ea.
FILTER GLASSES by Zeiss. 4in. dia. in mount. Light, Med., or Dark
Yellow, 21/- ea.
SURFACE ALUMINISED MIRRORS.-1Iin. dia., 3/6 ; 2Iin., 6/6 ;
3iin. x 21in., 10/-. 44ins. x 3ins. 15:-.
MASTER COMPASS UNITS. -24 v., includes ball gyro., converter for
same and servo -motor, relays, mass of gears, compass unit and correctors
and platinum contacts, worth 50J- as scrap. Complete in maker's
crate, unused, £5 ea. or with all platinum stripped, £3 ea.
Send S.A.E. for Free List of Lenses and Prisms, Radio and Scientific
Apparatus. If interested in making your own optical apparatus of any
description get our booklets :
" HOW TO USE EX -GOVERNMENT LENSES AND PRISMS,"

Nos. I and 2. Price 2/6 ea.
Also " 3D Without Viewers." A system of special interest in connection
with the viewing of large pictures either projected or prints, ccicurcd or
monochrome. Booklet giving full details with sample prints, 7/6.

H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh Road, Hutton,
Brentwood, Essex.

and re ciw- 6.Zrown

S. G. Brown provide
Headphones a n d
associated equipment
for all known pur-
poses. Brochure " P "

sent on request.

NU.

HEADPHONES
FOR MARINE
EQUIPMENT

Every seagoing
vessel in this
electronic a g e
relies on Marine
Communication
Equipment.

Our contribution is a
specialised range of

reliable Headphones
which provide ships'

operators with the clearest
possible reception of all

signals -Morse or speech.

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS
Telephone Watford 7241.

(I)

RADIO SUPPLY CO. (Leeds) Lid.
(DEPT S )

32, The Calls, Leeds, 2
Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D. ovet El. Postage extra under I0,-:

1/6 extra under a : 2/- extra under £3.
All Goods guaranteed. Catalogue 6d. S.A.E. enquiries.

CONVERT YOUR BATTERY R.S.C. 6 V. OR 12 V. BATTERY
RECEIVER TO A.C. MAINS.

R.S.C. BATTERY CONVERTER
KIT. A complete kit of parts for the
construction of a unit which will
replace both H.T. Battery and L.T.
Accumulator where 200-250 v. A.G.
Mains supply is available. Outputs
fully smoothed are 120 v., 90 v., 60 v.,
40 mA, and 2 v. at 0.4 a. to I amp. for
all normal Battery Receivers. Only 48/9.
Or assembled ready for use 8/9 extra.
R.S.C. BATTERY SUPERSEDER
KIT. -All parts to assemble a unit
(housed in metal case approx. 51 x 4 x
I lin.) to replace H.T. and L.T. Batteries
in ALL DRY RECEIVERS when mains
supply of 200-250 v. A.C. is available.
Outputs fully smoothed 90 v. 10 mA.,
1.4 v. 250 mA. For 4 valve sets only
35/9, or ready for use 42/6.
BATTERY CHARGER OR 12 V.
D.C. SUPPLY UNIT. For Electric
Train. Assembled in strong steel case.
Will charge 6 v. or 12 v. battery at I

amp. For mains 230-250 v. 50 c/cs. 19/6.
R.S.C. BATTERY CHARGER KITS.
-For A.C. mains 200-230-250 v. opera-
tion. Kit comprises Mains Transformer,
F.W. Selenium Rectifier Fuses, Fuse -
holders, etc., and Louvred Black
Crackle Case.

6 v. or 12 v. 2 a.... ... 31/9
6 v. or 12 v. 4 a.... ... 49/9
Supplied assembled and tested, 6/9 ex.

n.S.C. FILAMENT TRANS-
FORMERS. -Primaries 200-250 v.
A.C. 50 c/s 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 5/9 ; 12 v. I a.,
7/11 ; 6.3 v. 2 a., 7/6 ; 12 v. 3 a., 17/6 ;
6.3 v. 3 a., 9/9 24 v. 1.5 a., 17/6 ;
0-4-6.3 v. 2 a., 7/9 ; 6.3 v. 6 a ., 17/6.

R.S.C. CHARGER TRANS-
FORMERS. -Primaries 200-230-250 v.
A.C. 50 c/s 0 -9 -IS v. II a., 11/9 ;

0-9-15 v. 6 a., 22/9 ; 0-9-15 v. 3 a., 16/9 ;
0-9-15 v. 4 a., 18/9 ; 0-4-9-15-24 v. 3 a.,
22/9.

CHARGER.
For normal A.C.
mains input 200/
230/250 v., 50
c/cs. Selector
panel for 6 v. or
12 v. charging.
Variable charge
rate of up to
4 AMPS.
Fused, and with
6 amp. meter. Well ventilated metal
case with attractive crackle finish.
Guaranteed for 12 months, 69/6. Carr.
2/6.
HEAVY DUTY BATTERY
CHARGER. -For normal 200/250 v.
A.C. mains input. To charge 12 v.
battery. Variable charge rate of up to
10 amps. Fitted Meter and Fuses.
Guaranteed 12 months. Carr. 7'6.
£6/19/6.
PLESSEY 3 -SPEED MIXED AUTO
CHANGER. Takes 7 in., 10 in. and
12 in. records, standard long playing.
Crystal Pick-up with.Duo-point sapphire
stylus changed from standard to long
playing position by simple switch
movement. Limited number. Brand
New, cartoned, at only 10 gns., plus
carr. 5/-.
H.M.V. LONG PLAYING RECORD
TURNTABLE WITH CRYSTAL
PICK-UP (Sapphire Stylus). Speed
330 r.p.m. For A.C. mains 200-250 v.
Limited supply. Brand New Cartoned.
Perfect. Only E3/19/6. Plus carr. 5/ -
(Normal Price approx.).
AMMETER.-G.E.C. 2 in., Mic 0-5
amp., 11/9.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
2/6 v. a. H.W. 1/9
6/12 v.!, a. H.W.
6A2. v. I a. F.W. (Bridge) 5/9
6/12 v. 2 a. F.W. (Bridge) ... 9/9
EX. GOV. ACCUMULATORS
(NEW). -2 v. 16 A.M. with Non -spill
Vents, 5/9.
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Accessories
by

CARBORUNDUM
FOR YOUR HOME -WORKSHOP POWER TOOLS

SMALL GRINDING WHEELS
Small grinding wheels are available from stock to fit all

standard home -workshop machines. Coarse and fine wheels

are provided in a range of different grits and bonds for

grinding all kinds of materials, including plastics and

high -tensile steel.

5" ABRASIVE DISCS
Our 5", coated -paper discs have been specially designed
for home use on handyman's small -power tools. Discs
with an ALOXITE abrasive surface are
provided for light metal -finishing
operations, and discs with a
garnet abrasive surface for
use in woodwork.

ALL THESE ACCESSORIES SHOULD

BE AVAILABLE WHEREVER SMALL

POWER TOOLS ARE SOLD FOR HOME

USE. IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN CARBORUNDLIM
GETTING ANY OF THEM PLEASE

WRITE TO US: THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY LIMITED  TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER, 17

MOUNTED WHEELS AND POINTS
For use with high-speed tools

CARBORUNDUM offer a complete range of mounted wheels
and points in standard shapes and sizes. They find a thousand and
one uses for small grinding work and for finishing operations in a
wide variety of metals and other materials.

Abrasive products by
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I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than ever-Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such
as that acquired by the I.C.S. Students
TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE TRAINED
MEN ARE URGENTLY NEEDED NOW
-BUT THERE IS NO WORTH -WHILE

PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED

Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in
listed below knows it thoroughly,
And he knows how to apply it

Accountancy
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemistry, I. 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering

any one of the subjects
completely, practically.
in his everyday work.

Electric Power. Light-
ing, Transmission
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Foremanship
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Maintenance Eng.
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanics

Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Engineering
Plumbing
Production Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodwork Drawing
Works Engineering

Students intending to sit for examinations in Mech. Eng., Architecture, Quantities,
Civil Eng., and others, should enrol NOW for preparatory Courses.
Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the student studies in his spare
time at his own pace and, with time for revision, sits with full confidence of
success.
Courses are also available for General Certificate of Education and most other
Technical, Professional, Commercial and Civil Service Exams.

(I.C.S. Examination Students are coached until successful)
Moderate fees include ALL books required.
REDUCED TERMS TO H.M. FORCES.

If you need technical training, our advice concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking -without obligation. Let us send our special

free booklet on the subject in which you are specially interested.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Dept. I69B, I.C.S., 71, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

CUT HERE 1

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. 169B, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

REDUCED SUMMER TERMS : This coupon will save you money.

Please send me free booklet on

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)
Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
1 Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. Egypt : 40, Sharia Abdel Kkalek
! Sarwat Pasha, Cairo. Eire : 3, North Earl Street, Dublin. India : Lakshmi Bldg.,
I Sir Pherozsha Mehta Rd., Fort, Bombay. New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street,
I Wellington. N. Ireland : 26, Howard Street, Belfast. South Africa : Dept. L.,

IS, Shortmarket Street, Cape Town.
I
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Our new streamlined OUT OF INCOME TERMS are more
favourable than ever before. Study them carefully and
compare them with similar schemes.

SEE HOW MUCH LESS YOU PAY FOR CREDIT FACILITIES BY
ORDERING FROM

A. J. REEVES and COMPANY
EXAMPLES :- Cash Monthly payments

Price Deposit 12M. IBM. 24M
MYFORD M.L7. E7. 5.9 74,1£483.0Bench Lathe with standard equipment E7. 6.1 - 51/5

O. 5.9 40/ -

MYFORD SUPER 7 03.5.0 012. 5.9 110/3
Bench Lathe with standard equipment 02. 5.1 76/7

02. 6.5 59/S

FOBCO STAR £35.8.9 15.18.9 54/2
0-lin. bench drill with jacobs chuck, 05,19.9 -37/2
A.C. single-phase 15.18.9 28/4

WE PAY CARRIAGE OUT
If you wish to pay a larger deposit we shall be pleased to quote you ; charges will, of
course, be reduced by reason of the lower balance remaining after deducting the deposit
from the total cash price. LET US KNOW YOUR REQUIREMENTS -detailed
quotation by return post.

Illustrated literature gladly sent. All goods despatched fully insured agains
loss or damage in transit. A 1/- stamp will bring you a copy of' ou
comprehensive illustrated catalogue or blueprints, castings and materials
for many " L.B.S.C." designed small steam loco's, workshop equipment, etc.

A. J. REEVES & CO.
416, MOSELEY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 12
Grams : " Reeve -see, Birmingham." Phone : CALthorpe 2554

"THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE"

VIVA& 731 RI

e
ELECTRIC

TOOLS ON EASY TERMS

124.!

5in. PORTABLEPORTABLE
SAW ATT. FOR USE CRAFTSMAN'S LATHE AND
WITH lie. DRILL. lie. DRILL.
1001 jobs can be tackled with these high
quality tools. Save money by " Doing it
yourself." Every item fully suppressed and
guaranteed. Build up your home workshop
stage by stage. Write for free full catalogue
and easy terms schedule.

CASH 8 Mthly
PRICE Deposit of

lin Drill ... ... £5.19.6 14/6 14'6
On. Stand .. ... £3. 7.6 8/3 8/3Craftsman'sLathe £5. 5.0 12/10 12110
5in. Portable Saw

£3. 5.0 8/- 8/ -Lathe Saw Table £2.15.0 8/9 6/9lin. Drill ... £12. 7.6 30/3 30/3
On. Stand £5.10.0 13/6 13'65in. Sander/

Polisher £8. 7.0 20/6 20/65in. Sander/
Polisher Kit ... £9.17.6 24/2 24/2'in. Drill Kit ... £11.17.6 29/1 29/1Disc Sanding ...
Table Att. ... £1.12.0 3/11 3,11

Gin. H.D. Saw ... £17. 5.0 42/2 4212
When ordering please send Cash Price or
Deposit and slate Mains Voltage. All items

are post free.

THE "I & G"
UNIVERSAL SAW
Fits any electric hand
drill. Will Jig saw, Cross
cut, Rip saw. Hack saw,
etc. Complete
with attach-
ments and twoextra saw
blades. Send
Mr leaflet.

Cash Price IR NO

49/6 -obustVibration
-LightPost Free.

OR EASY 6,, deposit & 8
TERMS mme°nnttshlYof

pay-

" I & G" LATERAL
SANDER -POLISHER !
The first lateral sander to be
produced in this country at such
low cost. Works on a vibratory
principle at approx.
12,000 strokes
per minute.
200 / 240v.
A.C.only.

Ideal
for

anding
W ood,
Plastics

n d
burn-
ishingmetal.
Polishing Cars, Furniture,
Leather, Silver, etc. Complete
with flex, sandpaper and polish-
ing cloth.

75,
I deposit &

=OR Sr mi 8rarnvonniethnitys

Post Free. 01 10/-.

1" MICROMETER
This precision instrument is offered at
a fraction of the normal price and is '

BRITISH MADE. Simple to operate.
and essential to schools. garages,
students, the general handyman
and model makers. This is what

Li you have been waiting for at a
price to Packingsuit your 10/ and
Pocket. Postage ea.

AUTOMATIC
BLOWLAMP - -
Self pressurising, BurnsMethylated.Spirits,
weighs only. 7 ozs.
high. Attains tempera-
ture of 2.000 Deg. F. Will
Soft Solder, Silver Sol-
der, Strip Paint, Bend
Glasa, etc.
Packing & 12/6Postage 9d.

TILE MAIL ORDER DOUSE FOR

KINGSWOOD SUPPLIES (Dept.P.M.9);
PROMPT ATTENTION
a& 4, SALE PLACE, LONDON,

Telephone PAD 8189
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Power your model boat with
a BASSETT-LOWKE motor

THE MARINE

The Marine (Illustrated)
A powerful permanent magnet
unit for models up to 39in. long.
Will run from dry batteries or
accumulators ; 3in. length, 2in.
width, I lin. height. Weight
I 5oz. Price 52/6.

The Super Marine Motor
This is a larger edition suitable for
model boats up to 5ft. Length

Cin., width 2in., height
24in. Weight 21b.

. BMW

Powerful Clockwork Motor
This Motor is suitable to drive models up to
30in. long. Constructed with a stout steel
main frame, with steel cut gears. Length
51in., height ;in., width over spring 21in.
Weight I3oz. Price 28/7.

Write for "Model Shipping and Engineering Catalogue,"
price 2/-. A Mcnual every model engineer will wont to possess.
Give the ref. MS/12.

Price E6.2.6.

BASSETT-LCIWKE LTD.
Head Office: 23, Kingswell Street, NORTHAMPTON
LONDON : MANCHESTER :
112, High Holborn, W.C.I. 28, Corporation Street

MOORS

"Baker's."
Megtl

tAAI N G ,t,
044
clAFC°Ft "Lb

I *
Bakes

4,oph,

PUICKCLEANCERTAINECONOMICAL
PRODUCT OF SIR Wm. BURNETT & COAChemicals)LTD.

GREAT WEST ROAD  ISLEWORTH  MIDDLESEX  ENGLAND
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You
MAKE
THE BRICKS

327

TO BUILD
THE HOUSE

this simple way:

Just a simple wood mould with a tape or paper strip base-
and there's your home-made brickworks, ready supply you
with " Pyruma " bricks for building houses, walls, farm buildings,
model railway stations etc. Just one of the ways of modelling
in Sankey's " Pyruma " plastic cement explained more fully in
the Instruction Book offered below. Other and simpler ways of
modelling are also described, showing how to make many useful,
permanent stone -hard objects which can be painted in colour, from

SANKEY'S

PYRUMA
PLASTIC CEMENT

Pyruma is ready for use from its airtight tin-to be modelled
while plastic. It dries or bakes to stone hardness and, after
treatment as instructed, can then be painted or enamelled.

Pyruma is ideal for modelling Houses, Railway and Airport
Buildings, Farms, Docks, Figures and for making Ashtrays, Book.
ends, Plaques, Dolls Furniture, Relief Maps, Animals, etc.

Sankey's PYRUMA and

TILUMA are inexpensive

and obtainable in air -tight

tins from Ironmongers, Art

Material Dealers, Hobbies

Shops, etc.

POST
THE
COUPON
TO -DAY

To :- SAN K EY& SON. 1..T..'

Enclosed 4d. in stamps for PYRUMA
addressed to :

(Dept. P.M.)
ILFORD, ESSEX

MODELLING INSTRUCTION BOOK

NAME (Block letters)

ADDRESS
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GOOD and CHEAP NUT
AND BOLTS, I+ TC.

Item No. MIXTURES
8001 POT LUCK. Almost anything, but chiefly

Screws, Bolts, Washers, Rivets 4" to 6 B.A. 4 lbs.
5/-, 8 lbs. 9/-, 20 lbs. 20/-.

8002 SMALL RIVETS, 1/32", 3/64" and 1116" dia. in
copper, brass and steel. This mixture has been
produced to meet popular demand. Approx. 5
gross assorted, 5/- ; 2 gross, 2/6.

8003 MIXTURE 5/16" and 4" Nuts, Bolts, Screws,
Washers, etc. 2/- per lb. (chiefly I").

8004 MIXTURE. 2-6 B.A. Nuts, Bolts, Screws,
Washers, etc. 3/6 per lb. Over 300 to the lb.
4 lb. 2/-.

8005 MIXTURE Rivets up to 3/16" dia. 3/6 per lb.
(chiefly Aluminium). 4 lb., 2/-.

8007 MIXTURE Emery Cloth and/or Sandpaper.
Various grades. This is another value guaranteed
line. 24 lbs. for 2/6 ; 5 lbs. for 5/-.

8008 MIXTURE Screws and Bolts, 6 B.A., 8 B.A.
(chiefly Steel), about 600-700 to the lb. 5/- per
lb., 21/- for 5 lbs.

8009 BRASS NUTS 0 B.A. to 6 B.A. All good thread
nuts but may be sub -standard on thickness or
cham. Approx. 1 gross, 3/-.

8011 INSULATING MATERIAL. All sorts. Paxo-
lin, Tufnol Bakelite, Ebonite, etc. Washer strips,
bits and bobs. Very useful. 1/- per lb.

8012 SELF -TAPPING SCREWS. Another popular
demand item. Approx. I gross, 4/- ; 1 gross, 2/6.

8013 B.A. WASHERS, 2 to 10 B.A., in brass and steel.
Another one you asked for. Approx. 4 gross, 5/-.

8014 TAPER PINS 1/16" to 5/32" dia. Various lengths.
Steel. Approx. 1 gross, 2/6.

8015 MIXED SPRINGS. Over 20 types all useful
Model Engineer's stock. Packet containing 100
to 150, 5/-.

8015A LARGER SPRINGS up to 6" long, various types.
2/6 per doz.

8016 CARBON BRUSHES suitable for small motors
and generators. 1 doz. assorted, 2/6.

8017 PHILLIPS RECESS SCREWS, chiefly 4 B.A.
3/16" and 4" Whit. A wonder assortment, only
2/6 per lb.

8018 ROUND HEAD Steel Whit. Screws, all threaded
to head. 4" x 1r, II" and f", 3/32" x 11", 1", r
and I". 5 gross assorted, 5/-.

8018A WHIT. NUTS " and 3/32" to match up with
Mixture 8018. Pressed steel. 5 gross for 5/,

Item No.
8019 WOOD SCREWS 1" to 14" long. Chiefly csk.

steel. 2/6 per lb.
8019A WOOD SCREWS II" and over. Chiefly csk.

steel. 2 lbs. for 2/6.
8020 WASHERS 4" to 4" steel. 3 gross for 51-.
8021 SPLIT PINS up to I" dia. 5 gross for 5/-.
8021A SPLIT PINS 4" dia. to I" dia. 3 gross for 5/-.
8022 B.A. STEEL STUDDING (Screwed Rod), 1' each.

Size 0 B.A. to 10 B.A. (11'). 4/-.
8023 &A. BRASS STUDDING. Similar to 8022.

11', 5/-.
8024 B.A. NUTS, Full Plain Steel. 2, 4 and 6 B.A.

Approx. S doz. each size. 4/6 for 2 gross.
8024A B.A. NUTS, Full Plain Brass. 2, 4 and 6 B.A.

Approx. 8 doz. each size, 6/- for 2 gross.
8024B B.A. NUTS, 2, 4 and 6 B.A. Approx. 8 doz. each

size. Steel Self-locking (Simmonds, Aerotite,
etc.). 4/6 for 2 gross.

8025 6 B.A. C.H. SCREWS up to 1" long, chiefly plated
steel. 3 gross for 5/-.

8026 RUBBER GROMMETS 3/16" to 4" bore. 1/-
doz., 3/6 I gross, 6/- per gross.

8027 INSULATION TAPE, non -sticky, as used in Coil
winding and Transformers. 5 lbs. for 5/-, 12 lbs.
for 10/-.

8028 COPPER AND BRASS TUBE, chiefly copper,
1/32" dia. to 4" dia. My assortment odd lengths
(nothing under 6" charged). 10' for 5/6, 20' for
10/-, 45' for £1.

8029 BRASS FOIL. One each 7 pieces 12" x 6", .001",
.002", .003", .004", .005", .006" and .010" thick.
10/- packet.

8030 1/16" INSULATION in mixed parcels. Special
value, 6 lbs. for 7/6, 12 lbs. for 14/- (nothing less
than 5" wide).

8031 3/16" and 4" Whit. Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Washers.
3/- lb.

8032 COPPER RIVETS. Special boiler maker's
mixture. 1/16" to r dia., 4" to I" long. R.H.
and csk. 3 gross for 6/-.

MECHANICAL ITEMS
2007 VEE BELTS (endless). Size M35, I.E. 4" wide

at top x 35" inside circumference, M.L.7. Motor/
countershaft size. 2/6 each, 25/- per doz.,
£7/15/- per 100. (Normal price 6/4 each.)

2007A VEE BELT (endless), M.26. 2/6 each.

Item No.
200713 VEE BELT (endless), M.22. 2/6 each.
2007C VEE BELT (endless), A.33. 3/. each.
2007F VEE BELT (endless), B.105. 10/- each.
2007G VEE BELT (endless), extra small section 3/16"

wide, 28" inside cir. What a useful little belt.
3 6 each.

200711 VEE BELT (endless), A.26. 2/6 each.
2010 FLEXIBLE COUPLING (Universal Joint), con-

sisting of leather disc. 24" dia. x 4" thick. Fitted
with two Bronze Spiders to fit t" dia. shafts.
Ox erall length 2-7/16". New and boxed. 2/6 each,
25,- per doz., £7/15/- per 100.

2018C OILITE BUSHES 1/16" flanged, 4" I/D, f" O/D,
1" long. 6t1. each, 5/- doz.

2018D OILITE BUSHES 1/16" flanged, 4" 1/D, r O/D,
4" long. 4d. each, 3/- doz.

2046 OIL PUMPS. A super engineering lob, 1/1,000th
of a gallon per rev. 14" x 14" x la" with 4" shaft
I° long each side. Normally for low pressure.
Can be used up to 20 or 30 lbs. 0". 8/6 each.

2047 DRAIN COCKS, Solid Brass, by Rotherham.
5;32' bore, threaded r Whit. 2/6 each.

2062 CLOCK TYPE SPRING, each one 15' of 4"
.020" spring steel. Eye each end. 1/- each, 10/- doz.

2060B FLEX DRIVES 4' 0" long, 4" dia. outer, r dia.
shaft. Union nuts each end threaded 15/16" x 20
t.p.i. Shaft ends .150" sq. Very -handy for
workshop use. 10/6 each.

ELECTRICAL ITEMS
3005 JETTISON SWITCH. Push switch with spring -

loaded door to stop inadvertent pushing. Push
breaks 5 amp. knife switch and makes I amp.
contact. Over 60 parts in each switch. 8d.
each, 6/- doz., £3 per gross.

3003 RELAY P.O. TYPE 600. 500 ohms. 1 pair
changeover, 2 pair make, and I pair break.
All Platinum Points (18). Will work 10-30 v.
D -C. 17/6 each.

3022 SWITCH Cooker Type by Hart (U.S.A.). Suit-
able for 3 -heat control with 2 elements, i.e.' 1, 2,
or both in series. Complete with modern knob,
15 amp. at 230 v. Worth double. 5/6 each.

3030 CARTRIDGE ELEMENT, 230 volt 40 watt, r
dia. x 21" long with 8" long leads. Suitable small
soldering irons, heating dies, moulds, etc. Not
suitable for direct immersion in liquids. 3/6 each.

SEND FOR 1,000 ITEM LIST. It's most interesting. All Goods on 28 days' approval against cash. 15/- WORTH AND
OVER POST FREE (Inland). Please send plenty of postage with small orders. Surplus will be refunded with order.

K. R. WIIISTON (Dept. P.M. 5), NEW MILLS, STOCKPORT 'PHONE: NEW MILLS 2028

MONDEX

TOOLS ON TERMS
MONOEX

An Engineer's IMONDEX INTRODUCE
tool at the
Handy-
man's price

BRIDGES
DR. 2T

4" ALL PURPOSE DRILL
With built-in ItadiMI.V. sup-
pressor, Key -type chuck and
I /3rd h.p. cartridge -type motor.

A first - class investment for those
requiring a tool for heavier work.
Has many applications. (lash price
£7.10.0 or 80/- deposit and
6 monthly payments of

Accessories Available. 22/-
FULL RANGE OF TOOLS BY BLACK & DECKER
AND WOLF ON TERMS. SEND FOR LISTS.

ABSOLUTE INSTANTANEOUS
SOLDERING

,

j'
lipoc,molubui

ete

1' 1

1111
By Stanley, Tyzack, Woden, Whitehouse, etc.,

QUALITY TOOL KITS
------, 1

THE UNIQUE I I

made up in kit form TO YOUR E8 En
SOLO TOOL

TION soot supplied on terms if ever 23. Enquiries

Cold when connected Mit not in use. Solder detailing your requirements invited. PROMPT
ATTENTION GUARANTEED.triggers from reel in handle. Works from 4.6 v,

/ 8bits, reel of solder and flex. 85/-, or 16/- de), 12

battery or from mains, De -Luxe Outfit as TLIGHT
WHEREillustrated with matching transformer in steel case, -pole

and 6 monthly paymenis of ,

Solo Solder Tool for 4-6 v. operation, 37/6 ; Matching
mains transformer, 2813. Details on rem,.t.

The Tool that every
Handyman has
always wanted

Cuts swiftly and
effortlessly
through lin.
wood or 1/10in
metal like a
knife through
butter for any
length. With
FREE PLAN

FOft USING AS A JIG.
SAW. Scud for details

Lightweight

Effortless

Built-in Driving Unit

HANDLES LIKE A
FRETSAW BUTINFINITELY

FASTER
With 4 blades,
plan and built.in
finger-tip switch.

POST FREE.

MONDEX
PRODUCTS LTD., Dept. PINE 21,
5, Roswell Road, London, E.C.1.

56/-
..';'1.7.21;of

10/6
pag mends

YOU MOST
WANT IT
Invaluable to craftsmen.
Hangs, clips, stands any-
where. Bends any posi-
Don. With 40 w. bulb,
switch and flex, with
plated stem And coloured
modem tapered shade. 22/6 POST
FREE or add it to your account.

,fflifirfroffr "PP

.41111111

MASON MASTER
ARE THE BEST YOU CAN BUY
AND TO. BE ON THE SAFE SIDE USE

JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH, LTD., BRAUNSTON, Nr. RUGBY
Telephone : Braunston 238. Telegrams : Drills, Braunstori Rugby.

AT LAST!
 AN ACCURATE

.001-I" PRECISION
MICROMETER

 For Model Engineers, Technical
Students, Handymen. . . .

FOR ONLY 101-
including p. & p. Money refunded if not satisfied.

Send 10/. P.O. to :-
TRINITY SUPPLIES,

GRANGEVIEW ROAD, LONDON, N.20
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INTERESTING BARGAINS SARI FACTION
ELECTRIC GYROSCOPIC SPHERE
Sin. diameter, 24 v. A.C.

P. &
Weight 2 lbs. ra /6

P. 1/6. Ar
The top half of this
beautifully balanced
piece of mechanism re-
volves at an incredibly

fast speed.
Transformer to oper-
ate from mains, 22/-.
There are many devel-
opments requiring a
fast smooth running motor which can
be adapted from this gyro.
NO PHYSICS LABORATORY CAN
AFFORD TO MISS THIS BARGAIN

REV. COUNTERS
BRAND NEW. Cali-
brated 1,000,5,000 r.p.m.
3i1n. lum. dial. 4 : 1
ratio. COMPLETE WITH
25/ 48in. Flex Drive.i- post free.
With 211n. Flex Drive,

PRESSURE GAUGES
Boost ... -.6- +24 p.s.i.
Air 0- 80 p.s.i.
Air 0- 500 p.s.i
Air ... 0-1,000 p.s.i
Hydraulic 0-1,000 p.s.i.
Air ... 0-2,000 p.s.i.

6/- each post free.

POLYTHENE
The new plastic TUBULAR Film. Laydat
tubular widths :

2in. 4d. 121n. 1/- 36in. 3/-
41n. 6d. 18in. 1/6 481n. 4/-
6in. 9d. 24in. 2/ -

Prices per yard. add 6d. p. & p. total
order. Tubular film opens up to double
above widths, thus 48in. tubular makes
96in. sheet. Heat sealing. Of interest to
all. S.A.E. for free sample.

TERRY CLIPS
Always useful in home or workshop. all
nicely boxed in dozens, some complete .
with screws and where can you buy
cheaper?

Makers Our Price
Size Price Per doz.

1/- 641.
1/6 9d.

I' 4/9 2/2
4/9 2/2

1" 2/6 1/3
ll" 5/- 2/6
Postage 4d. per doz. Additional up to
1/-. r and 1" are the black enamelled

heavier quality.

BUBBLE SEXTANTS MK IX
A precision instrument of enormous
interest to the student of astro naviga-
tion and the amateur astronomer. Pro-
vided with illumination of bubble and
scales for night observations. In hand-
some carrying case complete with illus-
trated instructions, 35/, post free.

BAKELITE PANELS
Tin. x 3; in. from which a rectangle approx.
6in. x Silo. may be cut. 1/10th inch. thick.
9d. each, 3/6 per doz. post free.
We have 50,000 in stock and the attention
of trade fabricators Is drawn to this item
considerable reductions for quantities.

TRIPODS
21in. folded, 48in. extended, infinite varia-
tion, weight 24 oz.. suitable photography.
surveying, etc. A real bargain at 15, -
Post free.

STEEL WIRE
1,000 yds. of strong thin steel wire plastic
covered on wooden reel, 1216 post free.
WEBBING, liin. wide, white art silk,
very strong. 50 yds., 25/,
NYLON ROPE, lin. tire., 7fd. per yd.
NYLON CORD, din. diam., 2221b. break-
ing strain. 6 a 13ft. length, 5/-.
ELASTIC, /in. diam., 1/6 yd.
SEWING PALMS, 2/6.
PLUMBERS' WIPING CLOTHS, 36 x
10in.. 31,

All above post free.

MYERS & FOULKES PHONE
LEY 10t3

DEPT. P.M. 186,187 THE ARCHES, GROVE GREEN ROAD, Ell.

TO READERS OF PRACTICAL MECHANICS
THE VERY LATEST IN

EMULSION

PAINT
0,4/14;01/0/11/s.

"PLASTIMUL " is easy to use -
absolutely odourless and dries quickly

-I 2 FOR I
To introduce the world's
latest and finest Plastic
Paint to you, we will for
a short period present -

ABSOLUTELY FREE -ONE tin with EVERY tin ordered.
Eor instance :-If you order one pint you get two
pints -if you order two pints you get four pints
and if you ordered fifty gallons you would receive
one hundred gallons. All carriage paid home ! ! !

YOU WILL RECEIVE DOUBLE THE
QUANTITY THAT YOU PAY FOR

SPRING IS HERE NOW !!
and there is going to be a lot of painting done this
year. NOW is your chance -Stock up while the
going's good -This offer cannot remain open

indefinitely.
Write off at once now for your
FREE PRIVILEGE ORDER FORM,
beautiful brochure and colour chart

Write to Desk P.M.P. 5:
Plastics Division

THE LAYMATT FLOORING COMPANY
36-40, Seabourne Road.
Bournemouth, Hants

Agriculture
Architecture
Aircraft Main:enance
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Commercial Art
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Electric Wiring
Accountancy Exams
Auctioneer's Exams
Auditing
Book-keeping
Civil Service
Commercial Arith.
Costing
English
General Education
Geography
Journalism

GENERAL CERT. OF EDUCATION.

Engineering D.nwings
Fire Engineering
Forestry
Locomotive Engineering
Machine Design
Mechanical

Engineering
Motor Engineering
Plumbing
Power Station Eng.
Quantity Surveying
Languages
Mathematics
Modern Business

Methods
Police Subjects
Salesmanship
Secretarial Exams
Shorthand
Short Story Writing
and many others

If you lack the qualifications which would get you a better job ; more pay and quicker
progress ; .if you wish to know how The Bennett College can guarantee to teach you
up to qualification stage by one of the easiest, quickest and soundest methods of mind

training ; if you wish jo learn how Personal Postal Tuition can
prove that you are cleverer than perhaps you think you are -
if you like the idea of studying in your own time, at your own
pace, with your own tutor guiding you, helping you, teaching
you by post -send at once for this recently published important
book-' Train your mind to SUCCESS.' It is quite free. Just
fill in the coupon below and name the subject you are interested
in (some of the many Courses available are listed here). Send in
coupon to us TODAY. You will never,
never regret it. But do it today. Act NOW!

- - - - - - ----- - .;

Radio Engineering
Road Making
Sanitary Science
Steam Engineerinf
Surveyor's Exams
Surveying
Telecommunication;
Textiles
Wireless Telegraphy
Workshop Practic-

la
70
rag

ENNETT COLLEGE
(DEPT. E.76.F), SHEFFIELD

Please send me, without obligation, a free copy of " Train
your mind to SUCCESS" and the College Prospectus on:

NAME

...... ................... .......

R.S.A. EXAMS ADDRESS
asionmnimmi

I Please write in Block Letters. AGE (if under 2t)
16111=1M1110110111 . NM IMAM MIN =

MIS DAY
COULD BE THE TURNING -

POINT IN YOUR LIFE.

7W/,S' COUPON
COULD BE YOUR PERSONA!

PASSPORT TO SUCCESS.

SenefieNOW/
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NOW!
CELOTEX

RECD TRADE MARK

HARDBOARD
* EXCEPTIONAL

STRENGTH

4. LARGE SIZED
SHEETS FOR
ECONOMY

*ATTRACTIVE,
RICH

BROWN COLOUR

* IDEAL FOR ALL
APPLIED FINISHES

*EASILY, QUICKLY
HANDLED & FIXED

for quicker and
more economical
results
Every sheet of Celotex
Five - Star Hardboard is
ready for instant use and it
can be used right up to the
last piece. It is grainless,
so that you are never
troubled by knot - holes
and it will not crack, split
or splinter. Supplied in
4" and ,3," thicknesses, it
can be cut, nailed,

bevelled and shaped with ordinary wood -working tools. You
will find it cheaper, quicker and more reliable than wood for
innumerable household jobs. Your results will be just that
much better if you use Celotex Five -Star Hardboard ! Send
today for further details, samples and the name and address
of your nearest Celotex distributor.

CKP91:X
rIVE.STAR HARDBOARD

Made in Great Britain with all -British materials by
CELOTEX LIMITED,

North Circular Rd., Stonebridge Park, London, N.W. x o. Tel: ELGar 5757 ( o lines)

POWER MAGNET

POPULAR RANGE OF

PERMANENT MAGNETS
gay :t

wide range of types and
sizes always in stock

BAR MAGNET

 POWER MAGNETS Alcomax magnets in
three sizes. Use where extra performance
is required.
 BAR MAGNETS in pairs. For general
purposes. r and r sizes available.

 POCKET MAGNETS Useful to every en-
gineer for hundreds of uses in workshop or home.

MINOR MAGNETS Idr-; for the model
engineer. Compact yet power..?7'.

 POT MAGNETS in threesizes.Power.
ful Alcomax assemblies for holding and lifting.
Mild steel pot can be machined.

 BUTTON MAGNETS For magnetic indi-
cators. doorcatches and as magnetic collectors.
In three sizes.

POCKET MAGNET

BUTTON MAGNET

Made by James Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
and obtainable from your usual tool distributor

FM37

Keep lathes, drills
and hand tools
thoroughly lubricated,
clean and rust -free
with ESSO HANDY
OIL. This specially
blended, all-purpose
oil, in a can with a

long oiler spout, is
always ready
for instant use.

Use regularly for
BICYCLES
PERAMBULATORS
LAWN MOWERS
SEWING MACHINES
CAR FITTINGS
LOCKS. HINGES.
GUNS

query handy man needs

Fsso Handy Oil
OILER TIN WITH SPOUT 1/3d
REFILL BOTTLE - - 1/-

STEMCO LTD., LONDON, N.W.I
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You can save money by laying your own floors with these amazing plastics.
They can be laid over almost any surface.

POLYFLEX-POLYVINYL
This revolutionary plastic floor requires no mixing or keying. It comes in
handy cans ready to lay with a trowel. It has a beautiful marbled finish
that forms as you spread it ! Awarded the Seal of the Good Housekeeping
Institute, it is GUARANTEED not to crack, lift or craze. Many colours
available.

POLYFLO
Here is a plastic you can apply with a brush ! It's not a paint, but a REAL
PLASTIC floor. Just think, a different colour in every room of your
home ! Ideal also for surrounds, window sills, table tops, shelves, etc.
Easy to keep clean, it will not crack, lift or discolour. Costs far less than
lino.

x43239
Barr:sift

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING INSTITUTE

GUARANTEES
ROOD Of MOST OR PRIA(11.11
if NOT IN fORFORMiII Ven1 1,1

111$11TUICS SWOODS

WR/TE FOR BROCHURE
ABOUT THE FLOOR/MG
YOU REQUIRE . . .

POLY
FLO

PiooRAs

FROM : THE SURFEX FLOORING COMPANY,
(Dept. P2), 48, HIGH ST., CAMBERLEY, SURREY

From

This simple -to -use Mole wrench
really grips firm and leaves both
hands free to work on the many
repair and maintenance jobs that
arise in the home and workshop.
It serves as pliers, clamp, vice, and
so on-a most useful tool for
handymen and engineers alike-
your " third hand " in fact !

7in., 12/6 ; 10in., 15/-.

Ironmongers, Motor or Motor Cycle Accessory
Dealers.

SELF -GRIP WRENCH
M. MOLE & SON LTD., CHARLOTTE STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 3

The 111155 is considered
to be one of the finest

CLEVELAND Hi Fi
GRAMOPHONE UNIT

3 -speed record player with pick-up using
the famous Acos " Hi G " turnover
crystal-motor also by very famous_
maker-speed selection is by Bakelite
knob. All on unit board ready for instal-
lation. A wonderful bargain at 261101 -
plus 5/- carriage. Hire Purchase 15/ -
deposit.

in, MICROMETER
Exceptional purchase enables
us to offer a lin. precision
micrometer at the very low
price of 10/-. A micrometer is
an essential part of an en-
glneer's equipment. You, no doubt,
will have found the need for one on
many occasions in the past for
measuring wire gauge, etc. If you
act quickly yoti can acquire one now
at the remarkably low price of 10/-,
post free.

PORTABLE RADIO CASE
Complete
with leather
handle and

clasps-
suitable
for al -
m o s t
a n y
portableinstru-ment.
Limited

quantity -
price 23/6, carri-

age & packing 2/6. A similar model but
lightly smaller and in one colour. 19/6,

plus 2/6 carriage.

THE TWIN 20
This Is a complete fluorescent lighting
fitting. It has built-in ballast and starters
-stove enamelled white and ready to
work. It is an ideal unit for the kitchen,
over the work -bench, and in similarlocation. It uses two 20 -watt lamps.
Price. complete less tubes, 29/6, or with
two tubes, 39/6. Post and insurance 2/6.
Extra 20 -watt tubes. 7/8 each.

GRAMOPHONE AUTO -CHANGER
The latest models by very famous manu-
facturers. 3 speed, mix 10in. and 12in..
with crystal turn -over pick-up, brand
'new and perfect in original cartons.Price 21110', Carr., etc.. 12,6.

FISHING ROD
FROM

DINGHY MAST
Tubular aluminium, not
separate sections, ex-
tends like telescope from
15in. to Oft. 3/8 each,
post 9d.

SENSITIVE
ALTMETER

Slightly imperfect
These contain ane-roid barometermovement and

useful gears.
Price 7/6 plus 1/ -

post.
Note.

Also a few Mk. XVIIa unused and in
good working order available at 22/6

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER R1155
communication receivers
available today. Its
frequency range is 75 kc/s
to 18 Mc/s. It is complete
with 10 valves and is
fitted in a black metal
case. Made for the R.A.F.
so obviously a robust
receiver which will give
years of service. Com-
pletely overhauled and

YOURS FOR 30/ -
guaranteed in perfect
working order. Price.
29/19/6, or will be sent
on receipt of deposit of
30/-. Balance by 12monthly payments of
16/3. Carriage and
Transit Case 151- extra.
Mains power park avail-
able. price 2.5/10'- or in
cabinet, £6'15:-, can be
added to hire purchase.

M ULTI-SPEED
MOTOR

Works off A.C.
D.C. mains fitted
with gear box gives
any speed from 1
r.p.m.. 22,6, post
and packing 1/6.

ELECTRICIAN'S TOOL KITS
37/3 DOWN

This is as illustrated and contains 55 fine
tools arranged on 5 trays in an automatic
steel tool -box. The tools are all that a
practical electrician needs, including
tenon saw, ratchet brace. hack -saw,
chisels for wood. brick and steel, pliers.
side counters, hammers, spanners, socket
wrenches, pad -saw, etc. Price, 212/10/,
or H.P. if required. Deposit 37/3 and 12
monthly payments of 20/5. Carr. 7/6 extra.

2 -VOLT ACCUMULATORS
Made for the Forces by one of
the most famous firms in the
world. 15 amp. -hour, size approx.
6 x 1 lin. square in ebonite case.
pre -charged. only need filling
with acid, 219 each, plus 1/- post
and insurance.

BEETHOVEN
5 -VALVE

SUPERHET
Complete with valves
and Rola loud-
speaker, ready to
work off A.C. mains
-three waves (L.,
M. andS.)-large dial,
slow motion drive,

dust cored coils. etc., 28117/6, carr. 7/6.
CONSOLECABINET
Beautifully ven-
eered and polished.
Price 29/18/6. Plus
151- carr. and ins.
ALL
RADIO CHASSIS
5 -valve superhet
Edge -lit station
named dial. Price
29/19/6, plus 7/6
carriage and in-
surance.

BATTERY 3-VALVER 19/6
Good reception on
both medium and
long waves - all
the parts includ- .
ing valves, resis-
tors, tuning con-
densers, in fact
everything except
loudspeaker, cab-
inet, and metal
chassis (you mayalready have
something suit-
able, from an old
receiver for in-
stance). will cost you only 19/6. Data
available separately price 1'6.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, Ltd.
Post Orders should be addressed to :
DEPT. I, RUISLIP, MIDDLESEX.

Personal shoppers, however, should call at any of our following branches
42/46, WINDMILL HILL 29, STROUD GREEN 152/153, FLEET STREET

RUISLIP, MIDDX.  ROAD, FINSBURY LONDON, E.C.4
PARK.

Phone Ruislip 5780 Phone : Archway 1049 Fhonc Central 2833
and 249, KILBURN HIGH ROAD, KILBURN, LONDON, N.W.

Phone : MAlda Vale 4921.
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOKfair TO AMBITIOUS

filLE INNERS
Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
"NO PASS-NO FEE"

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT
MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL RADIO

ENGINEERING ENGINEERING ENGINEERING
Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main- Gen. Elec. Eng.-Semen- Gen. Radio Eng.-Rodio
tcnance - Draughtsman- tory & Advanced Sec. Servicing, Maintenance &
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die Technology - Installations Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
& Press Tool Work-Weld- Draughtsmanship-Supply jection - Telegraphy -
ing-Production Eng.- -Maintenance - Design Telephony - Television -
Jig & Tool Design-Sheet -Electrical Traction - C. & G. Te/ecommunica-
Metal Work-Works Mon- Mining Electrical Eng.- tions.
agement - Mining - Re- Power Station Equipment,
fr igeration-Metallurgy. etc.

AUTOMOBILE CIVIL
ENGINEERING ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.- Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitcry
Motor Maintenance & Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Repairs - High Speed Road Eng. - Reinforced
Diesel-Garage Mngment. Concrete-Geology.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation -Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying - Clerk of Works
- Carpentry and Joinery
-Quantities - Valuations

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC. ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.P.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.San.I., F.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS,
COMMON PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.

Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

.,ar HOW ;.o get a better paid, more
''' interesting job.

" HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a " key -man " . . .

quickly and easily.

lir HOW to benefit from our free
" Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

^ HOW, irrespective of your age,
education cr experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than k15 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

TO : B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

Only t¢d.
stamp is

needed if
posted in an

unsealed envelope.

NAME

ADDRESS

I

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE I
I

IS THE. LEADING INSTITUTE
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VOL. XXII. No. 2S7
The Movies -are temporarily incorporated

The Advance of Craft Interest
UNTIL the advent of the cinema,

and to some extent the develop-
ment of road travel, every man

and boy in this country had a practical
hobby of some sort. Woodworking
predominated, since such does not
require a great amount of equipment,
but even so larger numbers of people
owned lathes, equipped small workshops,
and spent their leisure hours watching
some creation of their mind come to life,
one of the most joyous experiences of the
human being. Some made furniture,
others models, some built full-size boats,
built cameras, or made home equipment.

The counter interests of the cinema
and road travel caused a gradual cessation
from interest in craftsmanship over the
years, and the later introduction of radio
and television added to the decline in
interest in the practical crafts. It is true
that radio and television in themselves
created other hobbies. The shortages
of labour and materials during the war,
however, has caused a return to interest
in hobbies which fall under the general
heading of " do-it-yourself." In America
large numbers of firms now manufacture
special tools and parcels of materials
and patterns for hundreds of thousands
of people who prefer to make, repair and
maintain their home and its equipment.
The high price of labour coupled with
labour shortage is not the only reason
why more and more people prefer to do
a job themselves ; they are finding that
it is fascinating and that in many cases
a better job results, on the principle that
if you want a job done properly you
should do it yourself.

That is one reason why this journal,
which has not an English competitor,
is in greater demand than ever before.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS is taken not only
for the quality and diversity of its articles,
but also for the valuable advice on
practical problems which it dispenses
through its free advice bureau. That
is why its questions and answers pages
have always proved such a popular
feature of this journal. In its pages are
crowded a selection of each month's
replies to queries-only a very small
selection from the hundreds of letters
we answer every week. It is obvious
from those queries that there is a
reawakening on a vast scale of interest
in practical hobbies. The hundreds of
new readers who join our ranks issue by

Editor: F. J. CAMM

FAIR COMMENT
By

The Editor
issue are reminded of this service, but
we would ask them to co-operate with
us by being brief and writing queries
on different subjects on separate sheets
of paper. Do not enclose an order for
an index or a book with your queries.
They should be sent to the Publishing
Department ; do not comment on an
article and in that same letter ask a
query. Experts on various subjects
handle the queries within their special
fields, and it makes for speed when the
queries are written on separate sheets of
paper, each containing the name and
address of the sender. Don't omit to
enclose the query coupon, a. crossed 6d.
postal order and a stamped and addressed
envelope.

Radio Controlled Models

THE advance of interest in radio
control was responsible for the

formation of the International Radio
Control Model Society, which this year
will hold its Annual International Contests
for radio -controlled models in the North
of England, on July 3oth, 31st and
August 1st. This was found to be
necessary owing to the large number
of entries last year. The contest for
radio -controlled model boats will be
spread over the first two days, and it
will be held at Saltwell Park, Gateshead -
on -Tyne, and will be split into three
classes-model boats with any form of
power, model yachts, and internal
combustion or steam -driven model
boats, points being awarded for steer -

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - - I4s. per annum.
Abroad - - - - I4s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in " Practical Mechanics " is
specially reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of

these are therefore expressly forbidden.

ing only, with bonus marks for speed.
The radio -controlled model aircraft

competition will be held at Croft
Aerodrome, near Darlington, on Monday,
August 1st, in conjunction with the
S.M.A.E. Northern Gala and will split
into classes for power -driven aircraft
and gliders. In the power -driven class,
a separate class, a separate prize will be
offered this year for aircraft controlled
through a single channel, i.e., not tuned
reeds, audio or similar systems. This is
planned to encourage those competitors
who have not progressed to the more
complex systems.

P.M. and M.C.-First Birthday

THE May issue of our companion
monthly journal, The Practical

Motorist and Motor Cyclist, which in the
short space of one year has broken all
sales records for motoring periodicals,
celebrates its first birthday and to
signalise the event a 24 -page detachable
booklet entitled " The Beginner's Guide
to the Motor Car and Motor Cycle " is
included with every issue. If you own
a motor cycle or motor car, this is the
ideal periodical for you. Its contents
are entirely devoted to upkeep, overhaul
and repair. There are no road tests,
no touring articles, no racing reports.
For a shilling a month, you can save
pounds on repair bills. This journal
teaches you also how to run your car
economically, and how to tune it up.
Like all other journals in our Practical
Group, it is backed by a free advisory
service. You save money by spending
a shilling a month on this important
addition to our Practical Group.

This Atomic Age
THE announcement that atomic power

generating stations, which will
provide atomic energy for peaceful
purposes, are to be erected, is an indication
that atomic power is passing from the
experimental stage to the practical.
Atomic power is likely to be costly in
its initial stages, but of course it is
inevitable. The plan is that atomic
energy will eventually provide the major
part of our electricity throughout the
national grid system. Other problems
will arise, of course. Radio -activity is a
major concern of the medical profession
at the moment. In all new developments
snags arise, but scientists nearly always
find a solution.-F. J. C.
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THE trend towards frozen foods has been
very evident in the U.S.A. for some
years and is increasing rapidly in this

country. Advantages are claimed in flavour
and keeping properties of meat, fruits and
vegetables over alternative canning and
bottling methods.

The purchase of even a small home freezer
involves the outlay of a considerable sum of
money and yet the work is well within the
capabilities of the average handyman. The
high cost of the factory product is mainly
due to the expensive tools necessary to
achieve quantity production and the use of
expensive insulation to keep down bulk and
weight for transport.

A home -built freezer can be made more
simply and fitted into any convenient space,
while at the cost of some increase in bulk
can be built with cheaper forms of insulation.

General Design
A design for a small freezer

Fig. t, the internal dimensions
giving a storage capacity of
about 81 cubic feet. Greater
capacity can be obtained by
increasing the sizes, but con-
venience of access determines
the maximum width and
depth. It should be possible
to reach into the bottom of
the storage compartment with-
out excessive stretching or
standing on a chair ; the
weight of a large lid may also
be inconvenient. In practice
it is not desirable to- increase
either the width or depth and
extra capacity is obtainable by
adding to the length.

For the external construc-
tion, timber has been chosen
for ease of working; although,
of course, metal sheeting is
used on commercial cabinets
and is eminently suitable. The
inner line to which the
evaporator coil is attached is
made from galvanised steel
sheet for durability. The
external dimensions will de-
pend upon the thickness of
the insulation which is to be
used.

Insulation
Heat will always flow by

conduction, convection or
radiation from a point at any
given temperature to one at
a lower temperature and there
is no known substance which
will prevent this flow.

is shown in

Constructional Details of a Small Home Freezer
By C. MONDAY

although insulating materials are used to
reduce it as much as possible.

There are many forms of insulation, vary-
ing considerably in efficiency and cost. Cork
slab or " Onazote " are among the most
effective but both are expensive. Regrartulated
cork is nearly as good and costs less than
slab. Fibreglass mats of the type made for
ceiling insulation in houses are very efficient
and reasonably priced, while various forms of
mineral wool for loose filling are available,
these also being suitable. Among the less
effective insulating materials are wood
shavings and wood wool, whose chief merit
is cheapness.

Owing to the varying- conditions of
temperature and the amount and type of
food stored, it is difficult to calculate insula-
tion thickness and it is more usual to base
the amount upon experience and general
practice. A minimum thickness of about
4in. of corkboard, Onazote or Fibreglass
mat would be satisfactory, while about 6in.
of granulated cork or mineral wool and at
least tzin. to ain. of wood shavings would
be necessary.

It is desirable, when possible, to increase
the amount of insulation beyond these figures,
as the contents of the freezer are kept in
better condition. The r*igeration plant
consequently has less work to do, will last
longer and uses less electricity.

Having decided upon insulation thickness,

2. insulation

r
el

Evaporator coils -I.-

the first constructional step- is to make up
the base, which is formed from a frame of
4in. x Ain. with a single 'lin. x 'lin.
stiffener, and is covered with Sin. boarding.
The four corners are notched 2in. x tin. in
which the uprights can be secured. The con-
struction of the sides and ends is straight-
forward, the framing being tin x tin. with
a covering of Sin. waterproof plywood or
tin. tongued and grooved boarding.

Vapour Sealing
At this stage the vapour seal is inserted

and this part of the construction is most
important if satisfactory results are to be
obtained. When the freezer is operating the
temperature of the contents will be at about
o deg. F., while the outside air may be
anything 'up to about 90 deg. F., with high
humidity in the summer.. The difference
between the external and internal vapour
pressures under such conditions may be as
much as 28 mm. Hg., quite sufficient to
cause an appreciable amount of vapour to
be driven into the cabinet insulation. At
some point condensation will occur and the
insulation will become saturated and its
efficiency reduced disastrously. It is essen-
tial, therefore, that an effective barrier to
moisture penetration is inserted as near as
possible to the warm side.

There are several forms of vapour seal,
such as bitumen applied hot or various cold -

Fig. t. Design details of a small freezer.

setting compounds, but one of the cheapest
is a waterproof paper similar to sisalkraft.
Any good heavyweight grade may be
selected or two layers of a lighter one used.
It must be sealed in place with bitumen and
not nailed or otherwise fixed by penetration,
and the joints should be overlapped by tin.
No tarry material may be used in either
paper or sealing, as otherwise stored food-
stuffs become tainted. A special odourless
and taintless bitumen is made especially for
this type of work. The paper is brought out
about 6in. at the top all round to allow for
folding over the insulation after the latter
is installed. No particular neatness of con-
struction is called for at this stage and odd
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pieces stuck over tears or at awkward joints
are quite permissible.
 When the vapour seal is complete the

bearers for the liner are fitted. Three trans-
verse members of Sin. by in. are used,
with longitudinal pieces of Sin. by tlin.
jointed to them. The assembly is set in the
sealing compound to avoid penetrating the
vapour seal with nails or screws.

The lower part of the insulation is now
introduced. It is filled up to the level of
the top of the bearers, packing loose filling
material firmly but not tightly. Whatever
material is chosen it must be as dry as pos-

2.

R.H. end Front

tile. _timber. Waterproof paper is attached
to the 'framing and allowed to project up-
wards about .6in. This can be nailed in
place as the fixings are in a cold zone -where
moisture will not be present.

A notch about 2in. wide by ...in. deep is
marked and cut in the top of the cabinet
frame to admit the two pipes to the evapora-
tor.

The liner is lowered into the cabinet and
rests inside the bottom tray. It will be held
by the cover board eventually, but one or
two temporary supports nailed to the ex-
ternal and internal framing may be used if

T- L.H. end-1 Back

\

_J
Fig. 2.-The liner and evaporator opened out for clearnesss, showing shape of coil.

sible when installed as otherwise condensa-
tion and freezing will occur.

The metal tray forming the base of the
storage compartment is 2in. deep and made
from 22 to 26 s.w.g. galvanised sheet, the
corners being overlapped and soldered. It
is an easy fit over the inner liner and can
be fitted as soon as the bottom insulation is
in place. Small plates soldered to the sides
allow it to be screwed to the bearers with-
out being pierced for fastenings.

The inner liner is also formed from gal-
vanised sheet 22in. deep, made up .into
rectangular shape 36in. by 18in., with a
soldered seam.

Evaporator
For the evaporator coil, in. outside dia-

meter soft copper tube is used, a refrigera-
tion quality being best, as it is dehydrated
and sealed after manufacture. The arrange-
ment of the coil is shown in Fig. 2, which
depicts the liner and evaporator opened
out for clearness. There are seven runs of
pipe in the depth of the liner, the centre to
centre spacing being 3in_, which is a con-
venient bend for this size of pipe. If any
difficulty is experienced in bending, a steel
spring made especially for this purpose is
obtainable to slip over the pipe at the bend.
This effectively prevents kinking and helps
to make a neat job.

The end of each lower run of pipe is
brought up at a corner of the liner and bent
to form the top run of the adjoining wall.
As the two ends- occur at the -rear right-
hand corner they are bent up to emerge
just below the cover board, as -seen in Fig. t.
Copper pipe is supplied in coils of loft., and
joints may be brazed, the end of one pipe
being belled out to take the other. As an
alternative, soldered sleeves are available
and are perfectly satisfactory. The pipe
ends should be kept sealed to exclude mois-
ture, except when joints are being made.

The completed evaporator is mounted
inside the liner and secured to it, as shown
in Fig. 3, by two shaped supports screwed
to each wall. A few ;in. dia. holes are
drilled in the liner between pipe runs to
allow the little moisture remaining in the
insulation to pass into it.

Fitting the Liner
The trimming at the top of the liner is

shown in Fig. 3, an internal trim of water-
proof plywood being screwed through the
sheet into an external framing of 2in. by

required. The vapour seal paper must be
folded down under'these and also under the
two 2in. dia. pipes.

When the liner is in place the space
between it and the cabinet is filled with
insulation. The latter is packed in up to
the top and then the two projecting paper
sheets are folded over each other to cover
it. The notch cut for the evaporator pipes
must be sealed with bitumen and loose
insulation.

One this is done the cover board is fitted,
a mastic compound or cold bitumen adhesive
being used between the board and external
frame to prevent moisture ingress. It is
attached by countersunk screws to the
external and liner framing and the cabinet
construction is then complete.

Lid
The lid frame is made from 2in. by thin.

timber. This is faced with waterproof
plywood top and bottom, with 2in. of
Onazote or Fibreglass insulation inside.
Vapour sealing is carried out at the
top and sides. A small quantity of
good insulation is used so that the unit is
not too heavy. The lid should extend to
the full dimensions of the cabinet and a soft
rubber gasket is nailed to it to form a seal
between lid and cover board. A second
gasket 2in. or 3M. inside the first is valuable,
as a pocket of air, itself a good insulant, is
trapped between them.

Two strong galvanised or non-ferrous
hinges are screwed to the back, and some
form of fastener is fitted to the front. An
over -centre clamp of the type shown is
desirable as it enables the gaskets to be com-
pressed and so ensure that the air trap is
sealed off.

Finishing
The completed freezer cabinet can be

sandpapered and then painted with any
normal type of paint suitable for woodwork.
Most freezers are finished in white or cream,
and the use of a light colour does help to
reflect heat to a certain extent. No internal
painting of the evaporator or liner is
desirable,

Refrigerating Plant
The refrigeration plant selected depends

upon the size of cabinet and the amount of
freezing that is to be done. The refrigera-
tion load consists of three parts: (t) heat
ingress through the insulation; (2) heat

generated by the stored produce; (3) heat to
be removed from'produce for freezing. The'
first and last of these are the heaviest.

Heat ingress cannot be prevented and the
flow is determined by the formula Q=UA
by Td., where Q=heat transfer in B.Th.U/
hr., I. = coefficient of transmittance,. A=
external surface area in sq. ft., and Td=
difference in temperature between outer air
and air in freezer in deg. F.

The term U comprises a number of
different factors, but sufficient accuracy for
practical purposes can be obtained by ignor-
ing all but the one relating to the insulation.
The formula can then be simplified to
Q = kA -- by Td, where k = resistance

t

coefficient of the insulation, and t =thickness
in inches.

For cork, Onazote, Fibreglass, and mineral
wool a k of o.3 to 0.35 is sufficiently accurate
and the heat flow can then be calculated as
the other factors are known.

The freezing load depends entirely upon
the type and quantity of produce that it is
desired to freeze at one time. To reduce a
package of food from ropm temperature to
o deg. F., sensible heat bEtween 0.25 and o.6
B.Th.U. per pound (specific heat) per deg.
F. must be removed until it cools to 32 deg.
F. At this temperature the latent heat of
fusion, amounting to between 35 and 120
B.Th.U. per pound must be removed, after
which further cooling at approximately the
previous specific heat occurs from 32 deg. F.
to o deg. F. The figures for most foodstuffs
fall within the range given, those with the
largest water content having the highest
specific and latent heats.

It is not practicable to construct a home
built or commercial freezer which can be
fully loaded with produce to be frozen in
bulk. The plant required would be out of
all proportion to the size of cabinet. A com-
promise is thereby made so that the plant is
adequate to keep the produce down to tem-
perature, operating under loads (t) and (2)
above, by running about 12 to 15 hours a
day according to conditions, leaving some
additional capacity for freezing. Manufac-
turers supply B.Th.U. extraction rates for
their units based upon standardised tempera-
ture conditions and these can be obtained
upon request.

For normal service a freezer with 8 -to cu.
ft. capacity would need a refrigeration unit
of about r/5 to 4 h.p.; a cabinet of 15-30 cu.
ft. about a to h.p. and larger ones approxi-
mately # h.p.

Working Principles
Refrigerating units comprise an electric

b... Waterproof paper

rammiow

Al
A8A

Waterproof
plywood trial

Timber coif supports
fkl"

Galvanised steel liner

Insulation

Fig. 3.-A section through wall of cabinet
showing method of attaching evaporator coil.

motor, a compressor, condenser, and liquid
receiver. The motor and compressor may be
separate units, linked by a vee belt or com-
bined to form a sealed unit. Servicing of the
former is simple but the main disadvantage
is the presence of a shaft seal to make a gas-
tight joint where the drive shaft emerges and
this sometimes gives trouble after much
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running. The sealed unit has no such gland
but any service work usually entails a return
to the maker.

The function of the condenser is to remove
the heat from the refrigerant gas leaving the
compressor and cause it to condense and
pass to the liquid receiver where it collects
before recirculating in the system. Practi-
cally all condensers for this type of service
are air-cooled, as the additional complication
of water cooling is not necessary.

The unit may be mounted at any suitable
place within about t5ft. of the freezer, the
only connections required being two copper
pipes to the evaporator coil. It should be
away from any major source of heat and the
condenser must have an adequate supply of
cool air to work properly.

An expansion valve is inserted in the pipe
line from the liquid receiver to the evapora-
tor while the return or suction pipe goes
direct to the compressor. The function of
the expansion valve is to meter the liquid
refrigerant through a small orifice and to
create a pressure drop in the evaporator.
This causes the liquid in droplet form to
boil at low temperature and thereby absorb
heat from its surroundings, in this case the
inside of the freezer. A thermostatic type
is best for this application as the refrigerant
flow is automatically adjusted to suit the
load. In nearly all small household plants
the refrigerant used is Freon 12 or Arcton 6.

There is nothing very complicated in the
refrigeration circuit shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 4 or in the connection, charging and
operation of the plant. The difficulty for the
amateur is that a good deal of expensive and
specialised equipment in the form of high-
pressure cylinders, gauges and tools is neces-
sary. If this is not available it is better
to entrust the work to a refrigeration service
engineer. Many small firms would be willing
to do this and also supply the unit, expan-
sion valve and other items. The connection
and charging of a plant of this size is only
the work of an hour or two.

Air, moisture and dirt must be kept from
the system. Air is non -condensable at the
temperatures and pressures encountered in
the refrigeration circuit, and the presence of
a small quantity will cause unnecessarily
high pressure in the compressor, although
the plant will still work at reduced efficiency.
Moisture is carried round the system and
eventually freezes at the expansion valve

causing a blockage. Dirt will also lodge in
the expansion valve or other restriction. If a
service engineer is employed to connect up
the plant the only precaution necessary for
the constructor is to see that the evaporator
coil is clean and dry internally.

A thermostat should be provided which is
set to switch on the unit at about +3 deg. F.
and off at -3 deg. F., which should ensure
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MI111111111111110
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1111111111111111110
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Expansion valve

Cold
vapour

Compressor

Gas

Packaged foods for freezing should be
placed in the freezer in contact with the
coil. In a freezer of the size shown an aver-
age of about 20 to 251b. may be frozen at
any one time although more may be put in
on a cold day with the freezer nearly empty
than on a warm day with the storage com-
partment nearly full. As the frozen foods
stored build up, a space should be left
adjacent to the coil so that fresh packages
can be stacked against them.

When fully loaded a 9 cu. ft. cabinet will
hold between 23o and 3oolb. of produce
according to the type and package.

Motor

Evaporator

Fig. 4.-A simple refrigeration circuit shown
in diagrammatic form.

reasonable operating cycles. The thermostat
is attached to the outside of the freezer and
the phial protrudes through into the storage
space. Proper sealing of the opening to
exclude moisture is necessary. A thermo-
meter can also be fitted if desired.

The plant will be left running by the ser-
viceman and at first, even with the freezer
empty, the unit will operate continuously for
a considerable period until the evaporator
coil, liner, internal air and part of the insu-
lation is down to working temperature.
After this the unit will alternately run and
stop, the relative lengths of the cycles
depending upon the load.

It is not possible in this article to give
details of the preparation of foods for freez-
ing. Most meats, fruits and vegetables are
suitable, and there are a number of books
available dealing with the subject, while
articles on frozen foods also appear in papers
and magazines.

Maintenance
As regards maintenance, little

is needed except to watch for
overheating of the unit and de-
frosting of the evaporator. The
former may be due to over-
loading, and on most modern
units a thermal overload is

provided which automatically stops the
motor to avoid damage. Make sure that
the condenser is not blocked or choked by
dust or that too many fresh packages have
not been put in the freezer. If overheating
persists send for a serviceman.

If the coil ceases to frost up while the unit
continues to run it is usually a sign of a
blockage. Frost appearing on the pipe line
from the liquid receiver to the expansion'
valve indicates a block somewhere near the
point where the frost starts. Otherwise wrap
a warm cloth round the expansion valve. if
this causes frost to re-form on the evaporator
then moisture is in the system and a service-
man should be called to fit a drier. This
item is often fitted as standard practice and
may save a lot of trouble.

Deliberate defrosting of the coil is neces-
sary occasionally, perhaps about every three
or six months. Excessive frost formation
reduces heat transfer to the coil and results
in additional load on the plant. It is best
done when the storage compartment is nearly
empty. Remove the packages and store them
in the coldest place available, wrapped in
newspaper. Switch off the unit and open
lid. Most of the frost can be scraped off
with a piece of wood and some will thaw
and drip off as water. It will all collect in
the tray whence it can be removed. Restart
the unit and replace the frozen foods as soon
as possible.

A D*17 MOUNTING
PRESS

T. W. CLEMENTS
Details for Converting a Letter Press
Received in Answer to a Letter in

Information Sought.

THE press was approximately t5in. by
izin. and a piece of fin. steel plate was

obtained the same size as the top plate.
This was drilled at intervals of about zin.
near the edges and at suitable points over
the surface, the holes being countersunk to
accept kin. 1.3SF countersunk bolts. This
plate was clamped to the top plate of the
press and gin. BSF tapping holes drilled
through the top plate. Four 45o watt
electric iron elements were obtained, and
positioned on the plate so that each element
had an equal area to heat. Holes were
drilled in the top plate to allow the con-
necting strips of the elements to be pushed
through; if sufficiently large holes are drilled
no insulation will be found necessary. A
quantity of mica sheet was obtained
(old iron elements) and pieces were placed
on the plate to provide distance pieces

between the top plate and steel plate so
that the sandwich of top plate-elements-
steel plate could then be screwed up dead
tight without bowing or buckling, also
ensuring that the elements were clamped
really tightly over their whole area. This
is important, otherwise the elements over-
heat and burn out. Finally, after connect-
ing all elements in parallel with asbestos -
covered wire and fitting a mains lead, a box
form cover was made from 18 g. sheet iron.

This device was used professionally for
dry mounting for a number of years with
every success. The even heating of the
elements left nothing to be desired, and a
tzin. by toM. print could be mounted at
one pressure of about 12 seconds.

It was never necessary to fit a thermo-
stat, although this would be a refinement.
After a time I fitted a thermometer by
drilling a gin. hole through the sandwich
and cementing the bulb in with Pyrumit
fire cement. The thermometer stood
vertically so that it was necessary to drill
the sheet iron cover in order that it could
poke through. This press took about
zo minutes to heat up to the required 17o`',
and could then be switched off and used
continually for about zo minutes without
further heating. This represents a great deal
of mounting if the prints are already tacked

on the mounts. The thermometer men-
tioned can be obtained from Morris Allison
and Co. Ltd., 4-6, Theobalds Road, London,
W.C.t, for a few shillings.

A Free Pendulum Electric Clock
Correction

We regret that, as pointed out to us by
readers, there was an error in Fig. 2B of
the article A Free Pendulum Electric Clock,
which appeared in our February edition.
The author has redrawn and corrected the
circuit below.
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Photafrdphic Print Or
and akzer

A Handy Unit for the Home Photographer
By J. C. LOWDEN

MOST home photographers face one
serious problem-a successful even-
ing in the darkroom produces a

tray of sodden prints, all of which must be
dried with the utmost care. The usual
practice is to dry off the surface moisture
between sheets of expensive fluffless blotting
paper, and complete the process by lengthy
air -drying, preferably upon muslin stretched
between battens.

These methods work very well in spacious
premises, but in ordinary, busy homes they
have serious drawbacks. Attention is then
turned to the purchase of a drier. A small

Metal heating
surface

3 core cable
to mains

Earth

/2

Support

halving -butt joint was made, secured by two
screws. Dovetailing would probably have
made a more attractive joint, but the screws
are concealed, as will be seen later.

The box is then neatly " floored " with
stout hardboard, plywood or, better still, a
scrap of asbestos tiling as used in garage
construction; this is screwed to the base of
the box.

Once the box is secured it will be noticed
that the outer edges of the front and back
pieces present sharp corners above the
curved profile of the ends. Trim these to
shape with the plane.
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Sides 7/8" thick

Air space

Fig. t.-Constructional details of the drier and glazer. The apron and accessories

commercial drier costs about
increases with the print size.

It is possible, however, to solve this
problem at a cost of only a few shillings.
The requirements are simple, and the con-
struction of a simple drier is well within
the capabilities of the handyman.

£5, and

Construction
The first step is to prepare the front and

back of a shallow wooden box. Two pieces
of wood, loin. by 2in. by iin. are prepared.
Measurements are not critical nor is any
special timber called for.

The sides of the box are now prepared.
Similar timber is used, and two pieces are
cut to t2in. by tin. A pencil trace is made
across the timber at a height of On. from
the base. A smooth, even curve is then
drawn from one end of this trace to the
centre of the upper edge, then down to the
pencil trace at the other edge. This is
the most important piece of woodworking in
the job, and a little care with the spokeshave
or smoothing plane will be amply repaid.
The other side is then curved in a similar
manner, and the two pieces smoothed off
together to present a reasonably symmetrical
profile

The four pieces are then joined to form
a simple box. In the original a simple

Insulating Inside of
Box
First obtain a few

pieces of timber about
sin. thick, and secure
these on the asbestos
or plywood base, and
the walls of the box.
These are merely to
act as supports for the
true insulation, and to
provide an airspace
between it and the
floor. Do not use
adhesives for the job
-nails or screws are
more reliable.

Next procure from
any household stores
a couple of fair-sized
oven mats. These are
pure asbestos and
ideal for the job.
Carefully remove and
preserve the tinplate
edging. Using large -
headed cobblers'
rivets, carefully line
the inside of the box
all around with the
asbestos sheeting. If

/34 -

are not shown.

properly done your box will be virtually
fire -proofed from the inside. Now, cut a
sheet exactly to size to form the floor of
the box, but do not secure.

The Heater
A large, even spread of heat which can

be easily controlled and safely handled is
needed. These requirements were satisfied
by a resistance mat, supplied by London
Central Radio Stores, 23, Lisle Street,
Leicester Square, London, W.C.2, and are
supplied in three powers. The 550 ohm
mat was chosen and works well. The
price was 2s. 6d., plus postage.

The mat measures approximately 8 !lin. by
61in. The weight is negligible. It is made
up of heater element interwoven with
asbestos thread. Four securing holes are
provided, and two generous, well -insulated
connecting leads.

Secure the resistance mat to the asbestos
floor sheet, which has been cut in readiness.
Use large -headed paper fasteners for the job
-if necessary, extend the grip of the head
by pushing the fasteners through a scrap of
asbestos before securing.

Testing the Heater
Now make a preliminary test of the heater

mat by coupling the mat to the mains and
switching on. A cautionary note-if you
are unskilled in using mains electricity it
would be wise to have this test, and the
final wiring, carried out by a competent elec-
trician.

Photograph showing heating mat in position.
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Once satisfied that the mat is in working
order and stoutly secured to its asbestos base,
fit it into the box and nail it firmly to the
" joists."

Now for the metal top, which is a sheet
(tzin. x izin.) of stout, but flexible polished
alloy, costing is. 9d. at a Government sur-
plus store. This was trimmed to fit over
the curved top. A line was scratched at bin.
inside the edge, where it met the curved
edge. A series of nine holes, approximately
'lin. apart, was drilled with centres along
the scratched line. A further series was then
drilled along the opposite edge, being care-
fully spaced and located opposite to each
other. A dozen and a half round -headed
screws, about din. or fin., were required
next.

Before securing the metal top, however,
it is necessary to complete the final wiring.
Use about a yard and a half of 3 -core tough
rubber -covered cable. Connect the power
wires to the resistor mat leads, and, as an
essential safety factor, connect the green earth
wire to the metal top. Wire up to a 3 -

point plug in the usual way. (Note: quali-
fied electrical advice or assistance is desir-
able.)

Now screw the metal top to the curved
ends. Begin at the centre screws and work
outwards to the edge. Drive each screw in
turn, and the metal will fit firmly to the
curve.

The Apron
A further detail remains-some means of

holding the prints firmly in contact with
the drying surface. An " apron " is em-
ployed and this is made from a piece of
material the exact width of the metal sheet,
and 6in. or so longer. Closely woven canvas,
well stretched deck chair seating or even a
piece cut from an old raincoat will serve.
It should be stout, clean and free from any
form of dyeing, waterproofing or other sub-
stance which will run or stain under heat.

Fix one end of the apron firmly to the
back of the box. Use a plywood batten
about tin. wide, and screw the cloth and
batten to the back of the box. Now prepare
a further plywood batten about lin. wide and
a stretcher bar of softwood. 'Make this bar
the length of the box, and plane it to r din.
x din. or in.

Stretch the apron tightly and evenly over
the curved metal surface, and place the
stretcher bar firmly over the end of the
material. Draw the material up to the top
of the stretcher bar. Then secure it with
the second plywood batten. If you have
done the job firmly your apron will be drum
tight and wrinkle free.

The Clips
It now only remains to provide a method

of holding the apron in contact over the print
while the heat is " on." Buy two toolbox
clips. Screw the tongues on the ends of
the stretcher bar. Screw the female end of
the clips on the body of the heater. When
the two halves are united the apron is firmly
held.

To operate, lay the washed print face
uppermost on the metal surface. Clip the
apron down and switch on the heat. The
drying time for one print 84in. x 61in. is
about 2 minutes.

Glazing
A stainless steel or chromium glazing sheet

is essential, since the
sheet alloy used does
not have the mirror
finish necessary to
glaze the print sur-
face. These are not
unreasonable in price
-a loin. x 8in. sheet
can be bought for

The completed unit
about :Los.

After soaking the
with the apron. prints in glazing fluid,

according to directions on the bottle, squeegee
or roll on to the glazing surface. Place the
sheet, print upwards, on the heating surface
-clip over the apron and switch on. Do
not overheat, and keep on drying until the
print springs off the glazing sheet of its own
volition. Glazing time for print 8lin. x
6lin. is about Io minutes.

A Compensated Pendulum Bob
THE best material for the bob itself is

a piece of mild steel or cast-iron rod
6in. long x Sin. thick, which, after

machining, can be finely ground and either
lacquered in its natural colour, grey, or
painted. The local garage or engineer's
shop might supply and machine this as
similar pieces of about this size are often
seen lying about. A piece of window sash
counterbalance weight might also suit,
though a piece longer than 6in. would, in
this case, have to be cut, as these weights
are usually less than Sin. thick, and a length
of over 6in. might be difficult to machine.

Failing this, the bob could be cast in
lead at home. The material, whichever is
used, is drilled through its entire length
5/16in. clearance to accommodate the pen-
dulum rod and then redrilled lin. clearance
for a distance lin. greater than half its
length, or, in the case of a 6in. length,
3lin., the " blind " end then being faced
up with counterbore or D -bit.

A thick tin. brass washer with a 5/16in.
clearance centre hole is dropped in, and a
din. length of brass tubing lin. o.d., the
ends of which have been machined true, is
pushed up to the end of this lin. passage
which it should fit snugly, with about lin.
left protruding. Naturally, if any other
than a 6in. length of bob is chosen the
brass tube will be of a length to suit same,
but none of these dimensions is critical as
long as the lin. passage is drilled about
tin. deeper than the actual centre of the
bob. This is to move the centre of gravity
as high above where the actual centre would
be before drilling out the lin. passage.

The pendulum rod is then fitted, and the
brass blank shown run up the threads,
which should be full and well cut as upon

By J. A. ROBERTS

these is supported the whole weight of the
assembly, via said blank, the brass tube,
compensating washer and faced end of
passage.

Supporting face
and confre of

gravity

Direction of
expansion

Supporting face

Blank
15(14"

Details and

/near pendulum

liBrass washer
compensatorr.

Direction of
contraction

Actual
centre of
bob

Brass tube 20.0.

/6

rPoinrer

dimensions of the pendulum
bob.

A similar blank could be run up the
threads after the unit is assembled to act
as a grading ring, but I have obtained finer
limits of timekeeping by adopting the com-
mercial practice of adding small numbered
weights to the top of the bob or the support-
ing blank, or a small tray could be fitted
above and below the bob if this looks more
businesslike.

By this method of supporting the bob any
expansion or contraction of the same is equal
above and below the centre of gravity, the
effective length of the pendulum thus remain-
ing constant. It will also be seen that the
bob is raised and lowered by the expansion
of the brass washer to the same degree that
the suspension spring itself expands and
contracts, so that all three components of the
pendulum are fully compensated.

The thickness of the washer will depend
upon the length of the suspension spring
and the actual dimensions must be found by
trial and error.

I PRACTICAL MECHANICS

I HANDBOOK
7th EDITION

By F. J. CAMM
12/6, or by post 13/-.

Obtainable from booksellers, or
by post from George Newnes,
Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower
House, Southampton Street,

Strand, W.C.2.
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THE word workshop gives the impression
that a separate building is necessary,
and this is where the home mechanic

makes his first mistake. The best workshop
is inside the house and not tucked away in
some remote corner of the back garden ;
but let us consider the facts before accept-
ing this statement because seldom is much
thought given to the planning and layout
until after weeks have elapsed and construc-
tion is already well under way.

The greatest disadvantage of an outdoor
building is the heating of the structure, and
with this climate of ours it may need heat-
ing even in July. Most of us, however,
start to build when the light evenings com-
mence, and usually the building is a wooden
shed, perhaps of the prefabricated type, with
little attention paid to the fit of doors and
windows, and a makeshift floor consisting
of plain boards laid edge -to -edge.

With the advent of the colder evenings,
the interior is cold, and soon becomes damp;
draughts enter from all directions, including
the floor. Heating with oil stoves or an
electric fire does not help much, and soon
enthusiasm wanes and the tools stand neg-
lected and perhaps rusting.

A building within a building is the answer
to this problem. Use only tongue and groove
boards as these are good draught excluders
and well worth the extra money paid for
them.

The Floor and Base
Fig. r illustrates a cross-section through

the floor of a workshop, with the concrete
pillars set in the ground about gin. above
the garden level. Make these items about
24in. to 3oin. long. A long box, square or

This space is
blbcked off

Alternative ceiling
to give greater head

room

Ground /eve/
Fig. 2.-Two methods of providing storage space in the roof.

Basic Details of Design and Hints on Construction
By " TUBAL CAINE "

rectangular in shape, is used for the casting
process, or alternatively a similar impres-
sion cut in the ground to these dimensions
will do just as well.

This drawing shows the floor having two
" skins." The lower which rests on the
pillars is first nailed in place on the 2in. x
tin. wood frame and the assembly turned
over. The spaces between the frame -mem-
bers are filled with wood shavings, sawdust
or fibre-glass-the latter, of course, being
the most expensive. Next nail the actual
floor, taking care to pack the filling as you
go. A plan view of this assembly is not
shown, because the size will depend on the
site available and the size of workshop
required.

Intermediate cross supports are necessary
to take the weight of the
machines when they are
installed, and these give
added support to the
floor where it is subject
to continual walking.

Set the floor down on
the pillars in the manner
depicted in Fig. r. The
spacing of these pillars
is important in relation
to the finished size of
this building, so check
their position carefully
when bedding them in
the ground. Ow/ r

The Walls
Rainwater shed from

the roof would, in the
normal way, run down
the walls and collect in
pools at the bottom and
so cause the lower
portion to rot, despite
the generous application
of a preservative. To avoid this, cut the wall
boards about 4in. longer and nail them to
overlap the floor frame ; the water can then
run off without affecting the framework. A
twice -yearly application with a good preserva-
tive is then enough to stop the boards rotting.

No dampness reaches
the floor, and this does
not require further
treatment.

Complete the walls
and roof, using tin. x
2iII. timber for the
frame and tongue and
groove boards. When
satisfied t h a t the
boards fit properly
and that no cracks
exist, prepare to add
the inner skin. Use
good seasoned timber
-if the present day
supply is suspect, find
a woodyard that deals
i n second - hand
material ; often some
of this, though useless
for internal work in the

home, is still admirable for the lob in hand.
In the framework do not forget to add plenty
of supporting pieces on which to nail the
inner waIl-one every eft. is generally
ample.

Timber or hardboard is used for all walls
-the wood, of course, being the same tongue
and groove boards as used for the floor and
outer wall. The exclusion of draughts is
the reason for this. Hardboard, however,
looks well, and will take a coat of paint
easily, the result being rather a better finish
than the boarded wall. As you finally nail
the pieces in position, do not forget to insert
the filling in the same way as carried out
with the floor. If hardboard is used, cover
the cracks at the joints with strips about
sin. wide, and when cutting a board ensure
that it is a straight cut as  nothing looks
worse than a long crack covered over with

21(i frame two or three pieces of strip nailed at different
angles.

Hardboard interior
spaces filled with

fibre glass
2:+2fraine Tongue and groove

floor

14-- This distance to suit rile
of building

r.-A cross-section through the floor of a workshop.

The Roof
There is one more item to which it is

suggested you give further thought, because
when the workshop is empty working inside
is much easier. Usually one is content to
leave the roof space with just the inner skin,
forgetting that here is a considerable space
which requires heating and so tends to make
the shop colder; so why not add a ceiling?
It cuts off the hip roof and gives you an
opportunity to provide a white overhead roof
which is far more attractive. Whitening will
lighten the interior-a useful factor, especi-
ally when there is only one window. Again
you can use hardboard or ceiling board if
you can get it. If a storage space above is
considered an advantage, then board the
ceiling and add a sizeable trap-door at one
end-you can make this fit in an identical
manner as the loft in the roof of your house.

Paint the walls a very pale green-the
matt emulsion paints are useful, and I would
suggest white ceilings. The panel strips
would look pleasing in a darker shade. So
far the workshop will look as is shown in
Fig. 2.
An Air Lock

Another factor which is well worth the
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extra work is an air lock, built over the door
to retain the heat and to help to exclude
draughts. Fig. 3 depicts how this is added to
the building; it should be built outside rather
than inside the workshop. This is, of course,
to economise in space as most amateur shops
are usually about 8ft. long by 5ft. wide and
space is at a premium after a few months.
Have the main door in one corner as depicted
in the plan view, and place the outside door
at right angles to it. Slope the roof slightly
to shed the rain-either backwards or side-
ways but never forwards, as water will drip
down your' neck. Overlap the boards as
already described above. An anti -draught
lock of this design will retain a surprising
amount of heat; and will prevent the drop in
temperature to almost freezing when anyone
opens the main door.
Ventilation

Though the interior is apparently hermeti-
cally sealed, some air - will still penetrate
through the doors and windows, even though
they, are closed. This is enough for normal
breathing, providing a large number of
people are not preseni for any length of time,
but an occasional venting of the air is often
welcome. It is therefore advised that a small
ventilator high up on one wall, similar to the
air bricks seen indoors in bathrooms and
bedrooms, be fitted. This gadget requires
adjusting and completely closing when not
required. Make it circular and fit a disc
behind, which, on being rotated, will open
and close to regulate the flow of air.

A ventilator, 6in. diameter is sufficient for
the average shop, and if fitted in a corner
does not look unsightly.
The Shop Layout

This is naturally of some importance and
what is actually produced will govern to a
large extent how the plant is installed. I
had two windows in my workshop, where
they are depicted in the plan, Fig. 3, north
being roughly in the direction shown.

Along this side was installed the lathe and
fitting bench and, for newcomer's benefit, this
way is the best because it gives the steadiest
light free from the glare of the sun when it
does shine. Though some individuals may
prefer to work on the west side, the former
direction is the one most mechanics prefer
especially when carrying out such processes
as marking out and turning details on a
lathe. Rather a long window was installed
on this side to provide light for using the
lathe and still leave plenty of room for a
bench alongside it.

On the west side there is a smaller
window, and just to one side is bolted down
a small pillar drilling machine. By its side
is installed the milling machine-the light,
of course, being about evenly distributed
between them. The arrangement of the
machines was not made without some
thought, as the glare from the late evening
sun through the west window is obviously
a factor to take into consideration. The
lathe and bench vice are in almost continual
use, consequently the reader will work on the
north side for longer periods. Admittedly
when using the milling machine he may
have to work in the glare, but probably not
for many hours at a time.

On the opposite wall to the lathe is fitted
another bench which is to be used chiefly
for the storage of chucks and tools; there
are a series of cupboards underneath for a
similar purpose. Finally, the bench continues
round near the vice and this part is used
entirely for the assembly of a model or
apparatus. Linoleum on bench tops and
floor is an asset.

Generally
For those contemplating a workshop, or

the re -organisation of an existing one, this

design, 'though it may not attain the ideal
for some of you, is nevertheless a light, warm
building, and of a size which gives plenty of
room for the general run of model engineer-
ing. You cannot expect, with the present-
day prices of timber, etc., to make this work-
shop for only a few pounds, but the cost is
money well spent.

You must have the approval of the local
authorities before you commence to erect any
type of structure, but as a rule this is not
difficult to procure.

Never make your shop from asbestos
sheets, never have a concrete floor and finally
avoid corrugated iron sheets. All these
materials are suitable for the garden shed or
garage, but they are cold and damp
materials, totally
unsuitable for the
purpose of a
workshop where
warmth and dry- Vice
ness are -the chief

- factors.

The Indoor
Workshop

Those of you
who have a
suitable spare
room in the house
a r e strongly
advised to use it
instead of the
outside building.
Suggestions that
some degree of
smell arises from
the cutting oil
and that dirt and
swarf are more
easily carried into
the living
quarters aregreatly
exaggerated. One
feature with the
indoor workshop
is that you are in
a continuallywarm atm-

Lathe

Cupboards
or drawers undet'
al/ benches

sphere. Again, a room need not
become a jumble of machines and
tools, but A place where other
members of the family can come while you
are at work.

Layout depends entirely on the shape and
floor area. Those who must necessarily
move on to the floor above, should consider
very carefully the question of weight before
embarking on this project. Provided, how-
ever, you are satisfied with a 4in. lathe, a
small pillar drill and perhaps an equally
small shaper, together with a reasonable
selection of hand tools, then the floor joists
will stand the strain easily. Do not secure
the bench to the wall, but rather fix it by
means of angle brackets to -the floor joists,
as any holes drilled for screws will not show
if subsequently the space is needed for living
quarters once more.

Linoleum on both the bench and floor
should be used. Lino on the floor is par-
ticularly useful when such things as so B.A.
screws are. dropped. These tiny items are
renowned for falling into any crevice. Use
a cheap plain material, brown or dark green
in colour for preference. You must, of course,
treat it with respect and not carry out heavy
hammering operations on it, but with normal
wear it should last several years.

Tidiness
Some amateur workers have a habit of

trying to work with the bench littered with
various files, hammers and wthiches, spend-
ing many minutes looking for a particular
tool and so wasting valuable time. Keep

Too/racks
above bench

Swart and
scrapinb

N

Assembly bench

Main door

Slope slightly
downwards
r,5is way

Draught lock

Fig. 3.-Details of the layout of the workshop.

each item in a known place-on racks or cup-
boards where they are immediately to hand
-by doing so you can increase your produc-
tion and make far less mistakes. Hang up
your files and hacksaw and do not throw
them in a drawer with a variety of other
equipment, this is just one instance where
you can keep the workshop tidy.
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Constructing

OUT-OF-DOOR
-railways call for a

totally different treatment from those
which can be laid indoors when the

gauge and scale is as small or smaller than
the standard " 0 " gauge, which is the size
I have adopted in this article. The gauge,
or width between the rails, is rain. only and
whilst electrical propulsion and, in fact,
electricity is employed wholly and solely on
indoor tracks it is almost impossible to use
it safely out of doors. So much leakage
can occur in damp and especially in wet
weather that it would not always be safe to
switch on the current. It is proposed,
therefore, to adopt steam locomotives for
working the trains and the signals and
points can be mechanically worked; thus the
system would be mechanical throughout in
the same way as a normal railway is in full
size.

For the layout of the system a
or a portion of a garden, measuring 42ft.
by 25ft. is necessary. This is as small as
an " 0 " gauge conveniently may be. The
reader may, however, enlarge the plan to
suit the accommodation which he has
available, or he can reduce it, though such
reduction is not advisable for continuous

4181 -
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coal, carefully painted after being cemented
together and forming a movable wall which
will look like a rock cutting supporting the
track above it. This portion of the upper
track will actually be carried upon a board
which will serve as a roof to the tunnel.
The rock access is marked R.A. in the plan.
There are a few other points on the upper
level line where rock cuttings occur, and
these are lettered R.C.

As may be seen the top of the plan shows
the outside of an industrial district : S is a
large through and terminal station whilst
near this is a goods depot G and a small
marshalling yard. Farther along the line,
to the left, is the locomotive depot L with
its turntable T, water tank W, and the coal
dump C. There is another small terminal
station on a branch off the main line in the
right-hand top corner, whilst on the left-
hand side is shown a small country station.
There are at least two signal boxes B, though
it will be advisable to put another, or perhaps
two more, on the lines near the bottom
of the plan as well as upon the left-hand
side. In these boxes will be the levers
which should work the signals and points.
V is a viaduct and overbridge.

Q D

H(111.14041,
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By E. W. TWINING

a Layout in the Garden for Steam

running. For instance, he can increase the
scale, adopt in. to the foot and double the
size or, if he can find the space to do so,
he can use the same layout for 31in. gauge
and ride behind the engine, hauling trucks
carrying passengers. A well -made Pacific
(4-6-2) engine of 34in. gauge will easily
haul from six to eight children, perhaps
more.

Layout
Fig. t shows an " 0 " gauge railway

which is practically of figure eight in form
having the upper loop of the figure doubled
back over the lower half. There is, there-
fore, no crossover on the level or on the
same plane: one side of the figure being
tunnelled under the other at the intersection
and crossing over by means of a viaduct and
bridge at another point.

The items coming into the scheme are :
two tunnels having portals At, A2, A3, and
A4. The last two are at either end of a
long tunnel and it will be necessary to pro-
vide an access opening to the middle of this
to meet the emergency of a derailment inside
the tunnel. This will be provided by a
collection of rocks, or better, by pieces of

/n 75 up
ft. 30.5

Fig. 1.-Suggested layout for a garden -railway.
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The Levels on the Site
The reader will be able to understand

the lay of the land in the plan shown in
Fig 1, but to some extent this will depend
upon what is found to exist on the site on
which the railway is to be laid. At any rate,
the land must be levelled as much as possible
and the i in 50 gradient shown in Fig. I
must not be exceeded. It will be obvious
that it will be caused by the plus and minus

/ 0/ 2 3 4 5 6it I

Fig. 2.-The viaduct and bridge.

For actually putting the rails down some
preliminary work will be needed, drainage
must be provided for, and so it will be
necessary to go over the whole site for the
railway and form a bed of coarse gravel of
such a width as will exactly enclose the rail-
ways, that is to say: let the gravel, where
there is an up and down road, be as nearly
as possible &lin. wide by z 1. deep, then
on the top of this use coarse sand or Bassett -

Fig. 3.-The portal
of Ar tunnel.

7 8 9 /0// -"

5in. at the crossovers. On the long side of
the rise the gradient is I in 75. This is an
incline 3Ift. 3M. in length, whereas the

in 5o gradient extends for loft. loin.
All the rest of the track is level, indepen-

dently of how the ground rises and falls, but
if there is a general gradient, in one or other
direction, it would be advisable to level it
first all over, and then to form the little
hills where the rock cuttings occur. If this
is not done, there may be such deep cuttings
on one side that the trains would be hidden
from view during the greater part of their
journeys along that side, whilst on the other,
where the station and depots are, the ground
may have to be deeply made up with soil
from some other parts of the garden. It
will be best if the garden where the rail-
way is to be situated is on fairly level ground,
then all gradients will be artificial. All
artificial making up of ground, especially
that occupied by the track, should be well
rammed down in order to avoid the possi-
bility of subsidence. Note that there is a
retaining wall between the I in 75 grade
and the marshalling yard. This commences
at the end of the long tunnel and finishes at
a point in line with the coaling station
marked C in Fig. I. From this point, to the
top of the gradient, there is a slight rock
cutting about 4ft. in length.

The Track
When the ground is prepared to receive

it the track may be laid. The rails are best
made of steel. Messrs. Bassett-Lowke Ltd.
specialise in steel " O " gauge and advocate
it for out-of-door use. It is not of stainless
steel but is galvanised finely, and is intended
for out-of-door construction; there is some
in use which has been laid for five years
and is still sound. The rail is specially for
use on garden railways operated by steam
traction.

Lowke's fine
stone chips.
Sand may be
the easiest to
obtain in the large
quantities which will
be called for here, but
the stone chips make
beautiful ballast and
look well. Put lin. of
this on the top of the
gravel and finish off
smooth with a long
wooden straightedge.

With this same
straightedge settle the
two gradients of the
inclines. This can be
done by nailing or
screwing on to the
side of the upper edge
of the straightedge an additional straight
piece of wood as long as may be con-
venient ; let this extra piece make an
angle with the straightedge exactly equal
to the gradient being dealt with. For
instance, suppose the long glade of in 75
is being dealt with, cut the extra piece,
already planed true on its upper edge, 371in.
long. Screw it on to the side of the straight-
edge so that its upper edge, at one end only,
is flush with the upper edge of the straight-
edge which must have both its upper and
lower edges parallel. At the other end
screw it on the straightedge so that it stands
up proud by fin. If now the whole tool
is laid on the ballast, on its edge, and a
spirit level be put on the extra bar, when
the incline is exactly at I in 75 the spirit
level should be central because lin. in
371in. is the same as tin. in 75. So in
using this tool not only can you get the

t 4 '*
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/ 0 I 2 4
Fig. 4.

I Fin

track bed straight, but you can, at the same
time, get the gradient correct.

In dealing with the t in 5o gradient all
that has to be done is to mark the extra
piece of board at 25in., raise it until the
mark is at fin., rescrew it and it is set
for the gradient of t in 5o.

Both of these grades finish beyond curves,
but this fact will not interfere with the use
of the straightedge, the extra piece nor the
spirit level upon them, although in working
around each curve only one portion can be
trued at a time. That is why the length
and height in setting the gradient on the
straightedge in both cases is halved.

Viaduct and Bridge
Having laid all of the track on plain

portions the viaduct and bridge can be
undertaken. If you want this to be
absolutely permanent make it of concrete,
casting it in Portland cement I part mixed
with clean, washed sand z parts. I recom-
mend that it be cast in situ, one pier with
a half arch on each side at a time, using the
same mould for each arch. This mould must
be made up of four pieces, one for each
outer face and two for the centring. The
two facing moulds will not be arched and
neither will the arches themselves. All can

8/0 /?, K4 /6"

-The portal of No. A2 tunnel.
be solid and will be held together with
screws, so that having cast one pier and
two half -arches the mould is unscrewed
and moved for the centring to fit into one
half -arch already cast, the second pier is
cast and so on until the viaduct is complete.

The time between the casts must be
governed by the weather and time of year,
but it will be safe to let from 12 to 24
hours elapse between the casts. The cement
does not require to be dry, only set. By
having it so it is possible to work on it to
finish the mouldings, etc., and to clean up
and make good the joins in the centres of
each arch. The abutments on either side
of the plate girder bridge will each call
for a special mould, and these should be
dealt with last, using, so far as may be
possible, the side faces which served for
the other arches.

For the girder bridge, wait until the
concrete is in on both sides and then make
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the bridge to fit ; the side girders in one
piece with the bottom which will carry the
rails, sleepers and their supports. Note that
the height from the heads of the rails of
one set of lines up to the tops of those
which cross it is Sin. dear. This and
all details of the viaduct are shown in Fig. 2.

The Short Tunnel
The tunnel entrances and exits are all

lettered A in Fig. I and numbered I, 2, 3
and 4 in the order in which they occur in
moving around the track in an anti -clockwise
direction. A t, Fig. 3, is the first. This
with A 2, Fig. 4, is the exact copy of a
Gothic tunnel on the line between Bristol
and Bath at Twerton. The shape and pro-
portions are exactly the same, although the
size is slightly smaller than scale, because
the original was built to take the old Great
Western Railway 7ft. gauge. A 3 (Fig. 5)
is the western end of another tunnel on
the same line, nearer to Bristol. This is
not a pointed arch, but the flanking towers
are either Norman or Edwardian in style.
The opposite end Of this is not copied, but
it is a close imitation of the short Gothic
archway, both ends of which are alike, and
which follows on from Twerton tunnel, see
Fig. 6.

Now there are several ways in which these
tunnels can be formed, but I think that
nothing can be more simple than first
digging a trench, laying the drainage ballast,
then the track, ballast it, and then build
the tunnel over it in wooden boards.

Another method would be to arch over
the line with stout gauge sheet metal, zinc
or galvanised iron, though this may not
exceed the life of creosoted wood.

Another method which is adopted by
some railway model makers is to use drain;

y.,) -,;313e3
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and is perfectly straight. The second, or
long one, is /curved at each end and has an
opening on the inward side which is nearly
as long as the straight between the curves.
This opening is very necessary in cases of
derailment in the tunnel. The access is
normally closed by a retaining wall of rock
which is removable in an emergency.

The Long Tunnel
For the construction of this long tunnel

I can think of no better scheme than to
creosote, thoroughly and well, wooden boards,
and make the cross section of the tunnel
square or a little rectangular,
only having Gothic arches for
about a foot at each end. These
ends can be formed in concrete
as was the short tunnel. For
the rest of the curved portions,
short pieces sawn off 6in.
floorboards will be set on end
on each side of the track, then
similar pieces will be nailed
down on the upturned ends of
these. Where the emergency
access opening occurs, a long
straight board is used ; this is
laid upon and nailed to short
boards erected on the far side
with, on the near side, next to
the rock removable filling piece,
two or three (or as many as may
be required) slender uprights to
prevent the long board from sag-
ging.

The removable filling can be
either actual rocks or better still
one long concrete slab made on
a flat surface and in which the
pattern is impressed of pieces of
coal. The coals must be care-

fully chosen so that
the stratification is
continuous and all
slope in the same
direction. In the rock
cuttings the use of

..xe coal is recommended
either by taking im-
pressions in cement or

Fig. 5.-The portal of tunnel A3.

pipes of earthenware, but in this case the
cross section of the tunnel will be circular
and it must be of definite length if one
wishes to avoid the cutting of a pipe.

In the shorter tunnel concrete is recom-
mended. Bend a piece of sheet metal to
the required curve and pack concrete around
it until it is from ''Tin. to zin. thick, with
at least a ain. footing. Leave to set and
dry, then wriggle the sheet metal down-
ward, draw it together and remove it or, if
it is not long enough to cast the whole
tunnel, move it along to the next section
and do the same thing again. The footings
ought to go downward into the ground below
the level of the rails, but much depends
upon what weight of material is going to
be put on the top.

The first tunnel is about 5ft. in length

0 by actually using coal
embedded in concrete
to represent rocks in
miniature. This is the
scheme illustrated in
Fig. 7.

Tunnel Fronts
In my own railway,

which had Gothic
portals as Fig. 3,
wood was used for the
main structures, and
for wing walls where
these occurred, but all
the dripstone mould-
ings and projecting
string courses were

cast in lead. These were cast in rings, the
moulds for which had been turned in the
lathe in hardwood. The rings were then cut,
straightened, cut up to the required lengths
and mitred when and where required. Fig. 8
will make the process clear ; this shows not
only the sections of the mouldings but the
circular mould being filled with molten lead
poured from a ladle. It will be obvious
that the length of moulding in one piece will
depend upon the diameter of the circle
turned in the mould. There is one mould
made for the embattled tops of wall and
towers and another for the string course.
Others will be needed for the arched mould-
ings, but those drawn will be all that are
needed for any or all of the models. Of
course each bit of moulding will have to be
drilled twice, since two pins will be used to

(

fasten each piece of lead to the wood.
When each portal is completed, it is thor-

oughly painted with best white lead paint,
at least four coats being given of paint hav-
ing a stiff consistency with plenty of oil ;
use oil rather than turpentine but add patent
driers or Japan gold size to force the drying.
In order to remove the brush marks the
surfaces should all be stippled in each coat
of paint ; this will give it a sanded or granu-
lar effect. Finally, give each tunnel front
two coats of a greenish grey paint, darker
in colour than the priming coats which were
of pure white or very slightly grey. Very

0/ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8"
Fig. 6.-The portal of tunnel A4.

0/ 2 3 4 5 7 8 mese

Fig. 7.-Section tl rough a rock cutting.

Fig. 8.-Casting mouldings in lead.
slight differences can be made in the last coat
to represent some darker stones. The fore-
going treatment should protect the wood for
many years. Remember that the parts at
and below ground level must be treated as
carefully as those which are plainly visible.

(To be continued)
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Fig. 12.-Double E-14 model steam car.

IN a smaller model of the Serpollet, the
" Simplex," the designer cut out all extra
refinements and replaced the donkey

engine by a pump driven from an eccentric
mounted on the rear axle. Fuel was fed to
the burner by air pressure of around 2.5 psi.
in the fuel tank, and the schematic arrange-
ment seen in Fig. 14 gives an indication of
the various components in the Simplex
model.

The Stanley steam car was made in various
powers and achieved great popularity except
among members of motor clubs, at whose
rallies it invariably shared the trophies with
other steam cars, especially awards given for
hill climbing and acceleration tests. The
Stanley had a firetube boiler with approxi-
mately 30o half -inch tubes, steam pressure
being from 450 to 600 psi. The engine was
placed horizontally, and coupled direct by

Steam

Engine

Condenser.
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Basic Principles and Details of Development of the
Steam Car By G. W. McARD

(Concluded from April issue)

gears to the back axle. An excellent feature
of these cars was the relatively low ratio
of engine speed (rpm.) to car speed (mph.),
this being in the region of 15/r.

The White steam car, which went out of
production about 1915, had a 2 -cylinder
double-acting compound engine with piston
valve for HP. cylinder and flat valves for
the LP. cylinder, both controlled by Joy
valve gear. The fuel to the burner on many
White models was worked automatically by
a " flowmotor," itself governed by the
quantity of water flowing to the generator.
Thus the fuel and feed supply were intimately
related, and as steam pressure fell, the feeds
to burner and generator were again started
up. The water feed control was by means
of the diaphragm type of regulator seen in
Fig. 15. This fitting allowed the pump feed
to pass via the flowmotor to the generator

Pare//in oil Fuel.

Water

Generator

®s_

WP

A.P.

Rear exle

Fig. 14.-Serpollet's " Simplex " car schematic (1903/4). AP-Air pump. HP-Hand
pump. WP-Water pump. FR-Fuel regulator. WR-Water regulator. CV-

Check valve. RV-Relief valve. TV-Throttle valve.

Fig. 16 (Left). -
1921 Doble Mono -
tube Steam Genera-

- tor. Blower motor
and blower casing
are shown at left,
air is delivered up to
venturi tube, where
it mixes with the
fuel and is ignited
by the spark plug,
thence into the
combustion chamber
situated above the
coils. Water tubes
are at the bottom,
with exhaust gas flue
beneath. Super-
heater section is
nearest combustion

chamber.

Fig. 17 (Right).-
Doble auxiliary

unit.

143.

until the maximum steam pressure (65o psi.)
was reached when the regulator by-passed
the feed back to the tank.

In recent years a new steam power plant
for use in automobiles was developed under
the trade name of the " Planet. Fig. 9
shows the engine which had 4 cylinders each

36.
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Fig. 15.-Water feed regulator as fitted to the
" White " car. Key : 34-Water by-pass.
36-Connection to steam gauge. 37-Steam
pressure connection. 38-Spring adjusting
worm. 97-Water regulator washer plate.
132-Main casting. 133-Water regulator
cover. 134-Diaphragm. 135-Plug. 136-
Diaphragm pad. 137-Plunger. 138-Spring.
139-Lock-nut for plunger adjustment. 140-
Lever. 141-Water valve. 142-Spring
adjusting worm wheel. 143-Spring adjusting
pad. 144-Water valve seat. 145-Water

connection from feed pump.

82 mm. bore, and 83 mm. stroke. The
steam generator fitted was of a modified
" Derr " watertube type, capable of provid-
ing full steam pressure from .cold in well
under two minutes.

A car which has proved very successful in
service is the Doble seen in Fig. 12, a some-
what larger machine than the majority of
steamers produced except the Stanley higher
powered models. The engine for the Doble,
seen in Fig. 8, lies horizontally forward of
the back axle, while the generator, of the
flash type (see Fig. 16), is situated under
the bonnet, with the condenser in the posi-
tion normally allotted the radiator in an i.c.
car. Fuel is carried in a rear tank with the
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water tank situated approximately mid -way
between front and rear wheels, and an
auxiliary unit (see Fig. 17) combining feed
and vacuum pumps, dynamo and lubriator,
placed immediately in front of the water
tank. In some models a belt -driven fan
behind the condenser assisted the cooling
action, while in others an exhaust steam
turbine controlled the fan speed. Thus the
greater the exhaust volume to be condensed
the greater would be the draught. In this
car steam pressure is controlled by a unit
employing a diaphragm which is subject to
the ruling steam pressure; this fitting regu-
lated, by electrical means, the supply of fuel

and air for the burner, supplies being cut
off as pressure reached the top limit and
re -started when pressure falls. The layout
of components of one model of the Doble
is shown in Figs. 18 and 19.

From time to time makers of steam cars
exhibit their models at one or more of our
big towns after subjecting them to exhaustive
tests, and demonstrations are held in different
parts of the country. Engineers who are
interested in steam car design have excellent
opportunities of studying the earlier models,

Fig. t8.-Doble chassis-front and side views.

Fig. 19 (Above).-Doble chassis-rear and
overhead views. From left to right : Condenser,
steam generator, auxiliary unit (to right and
rear of steam generator), 17 U.S. gal. water
tank (below steering wheel), engine (horizontal
4-cyl. compound, integral with rear axle), 26

U.S. gal. fuel tank.

including the Serpollet, in the special room
set apart for this branch of engineering at
South Kensington Science Museum, from
which one always comes away with intense
regret that such a wealth of design has
lapsed for lack of ample financial backing.

The writer desires to make acknowledg-
ments to the editor of " Light Steam Power "
for his courtesy in providing the illustrations.

Fig. 1.-Some varying
types of nails.

T0 most engineers a nail is merely a
shaped piece of metal to be driven
into wood or thin metal for fasten-

ing ; but technological progress has not
left the nail unaffected, and there have
been remarkable improvements over the past
few years designed to give superior results
and facilitate construction. Before dealing
with some of these I should like to show
the extraordinary variety in which nails may
be found. Take, for example3 the materials
of which they are made. These include
steel, aluminium, copper, brass, bronze,
chromium alloy, nickel alloy, and an alloy
of silver for special purposes. The
" business end " may be either formed to a
particular shape or rounded off.

The Nail Heads
There is equal variety in the heads of

the nails. Some nails have, in fact, no
heads. Others have heads that are oval,
flat, rounded, cupped, slotted or chequered.
Some heads are conical, countersunk, of
hook form, brad form, double or spiral wire
form. There is equal variety in the methods
of treating nails, which include a blue
finish, annealing, tempering, galvanising,

NAILS and their USES
The Various Types of Nail and the Individual Uses of Each

By E. N. SIMONS

different forms of plating, phosphatising
and coating with resin. When we have
enumerated all these, we have still not
covered the tremendous range of sizes and
types.

Choosing Nails
Certain important factors should govern

the choice of nails for a particular job. In
the first place, the nail should have a
diameter large enough to prevent it from
bending or crumpling when struck. The
diameter varies in this respect according to
the type of material from which the nail
has been formed. For example, a hardened
steel nail could be made in a smaller
diameter than a copper or low -carbon steel,
nail. Normal practice appears to be to
choose the length of a nail according to the
type of -wood on which it is to be used.
If the wood is hard and close in structure,
a shank penetration of approximately one-
half of the nail length is allowed, which
increases to two-thirds for soft woods. The
object of the better nails designed of recent
years is to reduce either the diameter or
length of the nails without sacrificing any
of their ability to hold. It should be noted,
however, that roofing nails and those nails
required for securing heavy materials have
to be longer than stated above so as to
provide adequate holding power.

Nail Materials
The steel nail, made from a hardened

and tempered high -carbon steel, is used for
materials such as extremely hard wood,
concrete, or thin steel sheet. The ordinary
nails are made from a low -carbon steel.
Whenever corrosion or acid attack is likely
to be encountered, it is desirable that the
nails should be made from some material
capable of withstanding this. Among these
are nickel -copper alloys of the Monel type,-
austenitic chromium -nickel stainless steels,
alloys lower in nickel and chromium than
this, copper, brass and bronze alloys.

Resistance to Marine Atmospheres
Where it is essential to provide a nail

able to withstand the effects of marine
atmospheres, salt water, and similar atmos-
pheres liable to cause corrosion, aluminium
is being increasingly employed for nails,
and it is also exceptionally good for work
on aluminium roofing and sidings, asbestos
siding and roofing.

Nail Points
We have referred earlier to the wide

range of points available. The majority of
common nails have points of diamond form,
with a slow taper designed- to facilitate
penetration and minimise splitting when used
on wood. If the wood is of the harder
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type, however, the nails are rounded off or
blunted at the point, so as to penetrate
rather than scatter the close fibres. The
longer the point of the nail the more
rapidly it may be driven and the less the
offort required. On the other hand, the
point should be round for work on softer
materials, so as to avoid fracturing the
fibres and merely spread them.

For the hardest woods it is better that
the nail should have a chisel point, similar
to that of a screwdriver, because this is less
likely to split the wood than the point of the
diamond, blunted type mentioned above.

Nail Heads
Many people pick up and use nails with

varying forms of head without ever
appreciating the purpose of the particular
shape they use. The object of the head is
to prevent the nail from being drawn through
the material it is designed to fasten. The
more likelihood there is of this the larger
must be the nail head. Thus, materials
such as asphalt roofing, gypsum, sheathing,
insulating board and felt, call for the largest
possible heads. Such materials, and par-
ticularly insulation padding, are now being
nailed with nails having spiral wire heads,
as shown at A in Fig. a, because these can be
manufactured at a lower cost than specially
large flat -headed nails.

Nails with Minimum Heads
The nail with a head of the minimum

size, so that it would almost seem as if
the nail had no head at all, is designed
for use where the type of work calls for
as little nail visibility as possible. It is
important in using these nails, however,
that there should be a sufficiently high
degree of friction between the shanks of the
nails and the wood to prevent them from
being drawn through.

Nails with duplex heads are being used
to -day in scaffolding and framework in
which it is essential to draw the nails after
the structure is finished. ' Such a double
head renders removal of these temporary
nails simple.

Nail Shanks
Most of the modern developments in nail

improvement have concerned the shank, and
the experiments in this connection have
concentrated primarily on economy in manu-
facture and maximum resistance to with-
drawal. Another important aspect is the
ability of the shank to support a load. One
of the most useful modern advances is the
nail with helically and annularly threaded
shank, designed for use in building ships,
securing the linings of automobiles to the
bodies, and in making boxes, furniture and

.wooden pallets. In practical exp&iment it
has been found, for example, that whereas
nails with plain shanks would withstand a
lateral load of 36o1b. before being drawn,
nails with annularly threaded shanks would
withstand a load of 1,64o1b. without a

single nail drawing out or the material
failing.

Cost Factor
The threaded nails cost more, but the

slightly increased cost (about 331 per cent.,
according to one authority) is more than
compensated by the vastly increased strength
of the construction in which they are used.
It appears to be established that a correctly
threaded heat -treated nail can be made kin.
shorter in the total length than an un-
threaded nail of equal diameter. But, in
general, it is preferable to compromise on
kin. shorter shank and a slightly smaller
diameter, because in this way a minimum

splitting of the wood is achieved and thinner
material can be used, with economy.

Etched Nails
Another modern type of nail is that which

has a shank whose surface has been
roughened by means of an etching agent. It
is usually a round wire nail, and the object
of the chemical action is to give the nail a
greater holding power. It should be noted,
however, that such increase in holding power
is not permanent, because all wood contains
a degree of moisture, and this may cause
rotting of the wood fibres in contact with the
nail surface.

Barbed Nails
There is some advantage to be gained by

using nails along whose sides barbs or
indentations have been made, but for this to
be gained it is essential that the wood should
be as dry as possible and maintained in this
condition, or again there will be a danger of
fibre -rotting.

Resin -coated Nails
A novel and relatively new nail is that

which has been provided with a coating of
resin. The frictional heat developed by the
driving in of the nail causes this resin to
liquefy, and it then constitutes a cement
uniting nail and wood. Such a resin coating
has great advantages when employed on
woods of light character, but is not so good
for the harder woods. Moreover, its cement-
ing action may decline in time if the wood is
only partly dry or actually green.

Nails of Tapered Form
Nails of tapered form have a rectangular

cross-section and are primarily employed for
floorboarding, but they are not now so
popular as they were, their place being
largely taken by the better wire nails pro-
duced at less expense.

Twisted Nails
Nails are also being produced with a

square cross-section and with a twist from
head to point designed to produce grooves
that give the nail an improved holding power,
see C, Fig. L.

Nails with Threaded Shanks
The application and performance of these

depend largely on the type of thread. Some
have long pitch of thread, some have short
pitch, and the threads may be either helical
or annular. The theory behind their design
is that the fibres of the wood slip over the
thread and pass into the grooves, thus
closely gripping the nail. Unfortunately,
these nails do not appear to be widely used in
Britain as yet, and it is the fact that their
economical production has not yet been com-
pletely achieved. Nevertheless they have
great possibilities and have already proved
efficacious in a wide range of applications.
One is shown at B, Fig. t.

Clearance
These nails are sometimes made with un-

threaded portions at the top between the head
of the nail and the spiral threads. The
object of this clearance is to enable the nail
to rotate freely in the work as it is driven into
the lower piece. This gives a firmer fasten-
ing. The clearance is specially useful when
the unthreaded portion extends slightly
beyond the material being secured and the
threads begin in the second material. Such
clearance is designed for joining an upper
hardwood flooring strip to a softwood sub -
flooring.

It is also possible to obtain threaded nails
with a plain portion between the final thread
and the point. The object of this is to give
easier driving, and assuming the correct

thread to have been given to the nail, there
will be no decline in holding power.

Weight of Nails
There is great variation in the weight of

nails, which depends, of course, upon their
type and material. As an example, spike
nails, loin. long, weigh about 75olb. per
1,000, whereas wrought brads, kin. long,
weigh only 8oz. per 1,000. Wrought copper
nails of diehead type, sin. long, weigh 1161b.
per t,000, as against ,kin. brads which
weigh 31b. per t,000.

Holding Power of Nails
We have already given one example of the

relative holding power of nails, but it may
be useful to the reader to know that holding
power varies approximately in proportion to
the depth to which they are driven. For
example, 6in. S.W.G. No. a smooth wire
nails have been found to need about r,000lb.
per in. of depth for their withdrawal when
driven into hardwood. The holding power is
also affected by the condition of the wood,
i.e., whether seasoned or unseasoned, being
greater with unseasoned wood. The general
holding power is, as we have seen, increased
by giving the nail a screwed thread.

Slating Nails
For nailing slates on roofs, it is advisable

to employ composition nails, which have
greater rigidity than those of copper or zinc,
and cost less to buy. They resemble brass
in appearance. If, however, iron or low -
carbon steel nails are used, it is better that
these should be of galvanised type, though
a useful alternative is to boil them in linseed
oil. It is usual to employ two for every
slate, Lain. in length for the smaller slates
and for the larger slates from 'lin. to

long.

Nail Specification
There is a British Standard Specification

for wire nails and cut nails for building
purposes (No. 1202 of 1944). This provides
a range of standard sizes and dimensions of
wire nails and cut nails and includes
a comprehensive list of round wire
nails, as well as a shorter list of oval wire
nails, any of which may be of mild steel or
copper. The various surface finishes in
which the nails are available are also speci-
fied. The requirements in regard to cut steel
nails cover all those types normally employed
and give the standard sizes available. In
addition, the reader will find useful
appendices giving the approximate count of
nails per lb. in the case of both wire and cut
nails.
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MANY model steam engines which are
driven by one or two single -acting
oscillating cylinders are non-

reversible, that is, they can run in only one
direction. The general arrangement of a

Fig. i.-General arrangement of a single -acting
oscillating cylinder and steam block.

single cylinder, and its steam block, is as
shown in Fig. t, steam reaching the cylinder
through one of the ports (A) in the steam
block; (B) the other port; (C) being the
exhaust port. The direction of rotation of the
engine is clockwise, as indicated by the arrow.
It will be seen that if the function of these
ports could be reversed, and steam admitted
through port (B), the direction of rotation
of the engine would be reversed. This
condition can be brought about by the
addition of a reversing plate, in the manner
illustrated in Fig. 2. A new steam block
would also be necessary, in place of the
existing block, the only difference being the
additional steam port in the centre, and the
trued -up back face against which the
reversing plate works. If the old steam block
is wide enough the central port and side
hole for the steam pipe can be drilled in it,
and a new block would not be necessary.

Shaping the Reversing Plate
The reversing plate can be roughly cut

out with a hacksaw from a piece of sheet
brass kin. thick, and filed to' shape. The
centre steam cavity, which can be drilled
and chipped out with a small cold chisel,
need not be more than half the thickness
of the plate in depth.

It will be seen that when the reversing
plate is in the position shown in Fig. 2 the
engine will run in a clockwise direction, the
cylinder exhausting through port (C) on the
return stroke. When the plate is pushed
over to the other position steam is admitted
to port (C) and the engine will rotate in
the reverse direction, p^,* (A) then becoming

Here are Details of Two Simple Methods

the exhaust port. Short stop pins, cut from
1/32in. iron wire and soldered to the sides
of the steam block, limit the movement of
the reversing plate, and assure the correct
registering of the steam cavity with either
of the ports in the top of the steam block.

For Twin -cylinder Engines
Model stationary engines or locomotives

driven by two oscillating cylinders can be
reversed in a similar manner by a simple
reversing plate, which changes the cylinder

Fig. 2.-Showing the addition of a reversing
plate to an oscillating cylinder.

Fig. 3.-Elevation and plan of a reversing
arrangement fitted to a double cylinder model

engine.

steam ports to exhaust, and vice versa, as
required. In the illustrations, Figs. 3 to 6,
the arrangement is shown applied to a simple
locomotive, and for a stationary engine the
arrangement would be similar, the only
difference being that in the latter case the
cylinders would probably be wider apart,

thus necessitating slightly longer connecting
pipes.

A general arrangement of the cylinders
and reversing plate, in elevation and plan,
is given in Fig. 3, from which it will be
seen that two pipes lead from each cylinder
block of a central steam -distributing block,
on the face of which the reversing plate
works.

Steam -distributing Block
To make the steam -distributing block

take a small block of brass and carefully file
it up square to the dimensions given in
Fig. 4. Scribe the two centre lines and
centre -punch the centre of the block, after
which lightly scribe a circle of 3/16in. radius
and centre -punch the position of the four
ports on the face of the block as shown.
Mark the position of the holes for the steam
pipes on one side of the block and drill these
carefully right through the block with a
5/64in. twist drill, afterwards enlarging the
holes for a distance of 3/16in. with a kin.
drill to take the ends of the connecting
pipes. The four holes in the face of the
block can now be drilled, also with a 5/64in.
drill-the two marked S, E, right through
the block, and the other two to meet the
holes already drilled through the sides.

The holes S, E, should be enlarged at
the back of the block and tapped out to
take the screwed ends of the main steam
and exhaust pipes. The centre hole to take
the pivot -pin should be 3/32in. diameter,
slightly counter -sunk on the face of the
block.

The reversing plate and handle, R, can
be filed to shape from a piece of brass
5/32in. thick, and the two grooves made
in the face to the same radius as the holes
in the block. Make the grooves the same
depth as the diameter of the holes. The
best way to form the grooves is to drill
about five holes the required depth for each
groove and finish with a small chisel. Drill
the centre hole 3/3zin. diameter and slightly
countersink on the face of the plate, as
indicated.

The working faces of the steam block and
reversing plate must be prepared by rubbing
them down with pumice powder and oil on
a piece of plate glass, or a small surface
plate, after which, clean out the holes to
free them from any sediment. For the pivot
pin, a 3/32in. Whitworth bolt can be used
which is screwed for fin. at the end. The
spring can be of steel, or hard brass -wire,
about No. 21 gauge, and this is tightened up
with a nut and washer until the working
faces of the block and reversing plate are
pressed tightly together. To limit the move-
ment of the reversing handle two pins cut
from No. 19 gauge steel wire are pressed

Fig. 4.-Details of steam -distributing block and
reversing plate. 0
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Fig. 5.-Sectional view of the front part of a
model locomotive, showing the position of the

steam -distribution block and reversing plate.

into holes drilled near the bottom corners
of the block, as indicated.

Cylinder Steam Blocks
With regard to the cylinder steam blocks

already fitted to the engine the exhaust
ports have to be drilled out and tapped
in the same manner as the other ports (see
Fig. 3). For the connecting pipes cut four
pieces of *in. diameter brass tubing, one
end of each piece being screwed for a dis-
tance of 3/ r6in. Anneal each piece of tub-
ing by heating it in a gas flame and plung-
ing it into water, after which they can be
screwed into the steam blocks.

Bend each pipe lightly so that the pro-
jecting ends can be pressed into the holes
in the reversing block, as shown in Fig. 3,
after which the pipes can be neatly sweated
in place.

The reversing of the engine is brought
about ,in the following manner: when the
reversing handle is over to the right, as
shown in Fig. 6, one recess in the valve con-
nects the two top pipes with the steam
inlet port, S, while the other recess puts
the two bottom connecting pipes into com-
munication with the exhaust port, E. This
allows the engine to travel in one direction,
but on pushing the handle over to the left
the top pipes will be connected to exhaust
and the bottom ones to the steam Met, thus

causing the engine to run in the reverse
direction.

Angle of Steam -distributing Block
It will be noticed, with reference to Fig. 5,

that the steam -distributing b!ock is fixed in an
inclined position. This is necessary in order
to bring the face of the block square with the

Fig. 6.-Front view of steam block and connect-
ing pipes explaining the function of the reversing

plate.
centre line of the cylinders and driving axle
of the locomotive. In a model stationary
engine the same angle must be maintained
between the steam block and the centre line
of motion.

NVIDI2 ©EN
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How to Inflate Balloons with Hydrogen
Produced by Electrolysis

ELECTROLYSIS offers a simple means
of obtaining hydrogen to fill balloons,
and Fig. r shows a very simple

method of arranging a hydrogen -producing
plant of this kind. With its aid a number
of balloons may be filled for amusement,
though it must be
stressed that the pro-
duction of hydrogen by
this means is not rapid,
unless a powerful cur-
rent is available. With
the equipment shown

amps was used, and
this resulted in the col-
lecting vessel, 41in. in
diameter and 8in. high,
being filled in about
2 hours. It is thus
necessary to set up the
equipment and leave it
until such later time as
actual inflation is pos-
sible.

The Apparatus
The collecting vessel

is best made of glass so
that the production of
the gas may be
observed. It stands
upon two wooden strips,
which in turn rest upon
a sheet of glass on the bottom of the vessel.
The glass must not be omitted as it serves as
an insulator between the negative electrode
and metal vessel, and also prevents oxygen,
evolved at the positive pole, rising into the
collecting vessel. Though carbon is ideal
for the electrodes, the positive electrode was
obtained by taking one lead to the metal
container itself, as shown. The negative
electrode was a piece of aluminium about
3in. by 6in. curved to stand inside the
collecting vessel.

The pumping valve was made up by hav-
ine two ballbearings rest upon smooth holes

in collars fitted in a larger tube, as shown.
The cycle pump should have a second
leather piston washer added, facing the
opposite way to the existing washer, so that
it can be used for both suction and pressure
purposes. This can be done by removing

Rubber tube

Balloon tied here,

Steel balls

Tube

Rubber tube fits
on here

Collecting vessel

Wood blocks
Ciess

Fig. I.-The apparatus for
producing hydrogen and an
enlarged view of the pumping

valve.

Electrode

insulated
flex

Meta
vessel

the screw holding the washer in place upon
the end of the inner stem of the pump. For
convenience the pump was secured horizon-
tally in a vice, the valve tube being vertical
so that gravity allows the ballbearings to take
up their correct position.

Operation
When the equipment is complete, the

metal vessel should be filled with water to
which a few spoonfuls of common salt have
been added. Upon the pump being operated,
the water should rise in the collecting vessel
until it is as high as possible without flow-

ing down the glass tube. A balloon is then
tied securely to the upper end of the valve
tube.

Current may be obtained from an accumu-
lator or rectifier circuit. The higher the
current, the more rapidly will hydrogen
appear. With a 12V. supply the current
was t amp, filling the vessel as mentioned.

When sufficient gas has risen into the
collecting vessel, the pump is operated to
transfer it to the balloon. If insufficient gas
is available in one operation, then the balloon
should be tied off and the apparatus left
until the. collecting vessel is again filled.
Whether or not this is necessary will depend
on the extent to which the balloon is inflated,
and the size of the vessel.

Slightly inflated balloons will not rise.
With the averagelight balloon, buoyancy is
reached when it is inflated to a diameter of
about Sin. to 6in. This, however, will
depend on the exact weight of the balloon,
and the amount of air originally in the tub-
ing, etc. After this point, further inflation
will result in the balloon rising rapidly when
released. As the lifting power of hydrogen
is only a fraction of an ounce per cubic
foot, all unnecessary weight must be avoided.
The mouth of the balloon may be tied in
a knot to avoid string, and care should be
taken that no water is pumped up into the
balloon, or its ability to rise will be
destroyed.

In view of the inflammable nature of
hydrogen the balloons should not be allowed
near any naked flame. Large balloons will
lift paper cut-out figures or other very light
objects. If the lift is carefully adjusted, the
balloon will rise when slightly warmed, and
sink again as the gas cools.
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Methods of Imitating
Hardwood Grain on Softwood

ANY reader may attempt the graining of
wood providing they have some idea
of how to set about the job. Simple

carnb 4pd brush graining may be achieved
6Ithite easily, while figure graining needs more
serious attention.

The object of graining is to imitate or

.Fig. I.-Brushing on the ground colour.

Fig. 2.-Steel graining comb.

By CECIL JASPER

Brush and Comb Graining
Having mixed up the stain test the mix-

ture on a piece of board. If it is too thin
it will run, if too thick it will tend to dry
out patchily, but a little practice will give
some idea of how the stain should be
brushed out. Use a stiff brush and stain
edges first and flat surfaces last. Oil stain
has a tendency to dry quickly, so it will be
found best to finish off one part of a job
completely before staining a fresh surface.
Rub the stain in as quickly as, poSsible, and
brush out evenly, then while the stain is 'wet
draw a stiff dry bruth down the work in a
straight or wavy manner to imitate the plain
grain of oak. Having done this take a broad
steel graining comb, as shown in Fig. 2,
begin at the right edge of the panel and
draw down the work till half of the panel
is completed. Next take a fine comb and
commence on the left-hand side of the panel,
and join up to the broad combing. The
latter may be done in straight or wavy
strokes.

Figuring
The more ambitious readers may like to

try figure graining. Examination of real oak
reveals a plain grain running lengthwise and
the figure crossing it. The plain grain is,
of course, put in with a dry stiff brush and

7 steel comb, as pointed out previously. In
/attempting figure graining rub the stain into
the surface in the usual way, then, after
brushing and combing, put in the figuring.

copy the natural colour and grain of the
various hardwoods-oak, ash, walnut or
mahogany. To begin with the work must
be primed and undercoated in the usual
way, and then the foundation coat or ground
colour is applied. This colour should be
similar in tone to the lightest colour seen
in the finished work. The ground colour
can also be applied to an old painted surface,
but it is important that the surface should
be well rubbed down first to remove any
irregularities. The ground colour for light
oak is light buff, for dark oak dark buff, and
for mahogany orange or salmon pink.
Ground colours can be bought from
reputable paint -makers, together with a
suitable oil stain called " Scumble." The
latter needs to be diluted with white spirits
or turpentine to obtain the right consistency
before application.

Some grainers like to work on a glossy
ground while others prefer a matt surface;
it is essential, hbwever, that the ground
co'our should be hard and dry before the
stain is applied.

Ground colours for staining upon can also
be mixed from paste white lead. To do this
take about 41b. of lead, three parts of raw
linseed oil and two parts of turpentine; mix
to the consistency of cream, then add one -
eighth pint of goldsize to assist in drying
off; afterwards colour the mixture with paste
yellow ochre to make a buff colour. All
ground colours should be well rubbed into
the surface and brushed out well (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 3.-Putting in figure with rubber.

Fig. 4.-Feathering out the graining.

This is done with a piece of soft rubber
cut to a, chisel point, as shown in Fig. 3.
Parts of the stain are wiped out to make
rays, veins, rings and heart growth as seen
in oak wood, afterwards a soft brush or
mottling brush is lightly drawn over the
work to give a feathering -out effect, as shown

in Fig. 4. To grain mahogany, brush on
stain, then put in dark streaks, feather and
curl, and blend light parts into dark parts.

Overgraining
Overgraining always makes a better job

of the work. To do this rub the work over
with a lightly damped sponge rubbed in
whitening; this prevents the overgraining

Fig. 5.-Method of
overgraining with a

special brush.

stain f r om
working up in
small beads,
called scissing.
Next take very
thin stain and
lightly put in
veins, rings and
rays with a soft
writing pencil
or overgraining
brush, as in
Fig. 5. When
a panel is corn-
plett..d feather
the whole out
by drawing a
soft brush over
the overgrain-
ing.

It is essential to give all grained work a
coat of good oil varnish as soon as the grain-
ing is dry as this affords protection and
brings out the beauty of the work. The
varnishing, however, should be done on a
warm day or in a temperature of 75 deg. to
prevent the varnish from losing its gloss
and lustre.

Figure graining needs practice, yet it is
within the reach of the persevering handy-
man.

Fig. 6.-Using
tool.

a graining

Special Graining Tools
A set of rubber graining tools makes it

possib to grain by mechanical means.
Havig prepared and stained the surface the
tool, equired is selected. The corrugated
or h art tools form a coarse grain or best
heart growths, the veined tools produce finer
grains and champs, or the quartered oak tool
withIcomb and blender may. be used. A
staight grain is made by simply drawing
thrtool down the surface of the work, while
a heart growth is obtained by rocking the
tool back and forth as drawn along. Reversed
grains may be obtained by running the tool
off the panel and starting again at the
opposite end. One 'of the tools is shown in
use in Fig. 6. It is claimed that no two
grains are exactly alike. It is essential, how-
ever, to bear firmly on the surface when
working the grainers to ensure the correct
impression. The grainers are able to grain
both convex and concave surfaces. These
graining tools are made by the Ridgely
Trimmer Co., 117, Clerkenwell Road,
London, E.C.r.
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BILLIARDS has for many years been
one of the most popular indoor games,
but many have been prevented from

playing regularly by the large amount of
room a full-sized billiard table occupies and
its cost. The introduction of miniature
billiards has brought the game within the
reach of everyone and, what is more, anyone,
even with only an elementary knowledge of
woodworking, can make a billiard table on

I

)- Tr

Fig. L -The top of the table.

which a very good game may be played. It
has not the heavy and expensive slate bed
which is the main feature of the commercial
table, but is efficient nevertheless. It is in-
tended to stand on the ordinary dining -table,
as shown in the heading picture. This system
is satisfactory for ordinary home use, but if
the reader wishes to set the table at the
correct height, it may be necessary to con-
struct a special table.

Standard sizes for miniature tables are: -
4ft. 4in. by zft. 4in.
5ft. 4in. by zft. rain.
6ft. 4in. by 3ft. 4in.
7ft. 4in. by 3ft. loin.

f

Figs. 2 and 3. -
How the pockets are

made.

A table of the smal est size has been
chosen for description but the conclusion of
the article is devoted to modified instructions
for building the larger sizes. Although it is
possible to play a better game on a larger
table, it should be remembered that a
smaller one is less difficult and costly to make,
and requires less room.

The table is made with a thick plywood
top fixed to a strong frame. The top is

Makin
covered with baize, the cushions
are also covered with the same
material. Four feet are screwed under the
frame in such a way that the table may be
adjusted and set quite level. Balls r-lin. in
diameter should be used.

The Top
The plywood top measures 4ft. 4in. by

2ft. 4in., it should not be less than 4in.
thick, and is set out as shown in Fig. r.
It will be necessary to choose a good board,
free from imperfections. The pocket holes,
one of which is cut at each corner and the
remaining two in the middle of the sides, are
marked with a pair of compasses set to the
radius of sin. as shown in Figs. 2 and
3. The edges should be planed quite straight
and square and the holes may be cut with a
fretsaw.

The Frame
This is shown at Fig. 4 and is made with

two sides 4ft. long by zin. wide by 4in.
thick and six cross -pieces 'ft. itin. long by
2in. wide by iin. thick. The cross -pieces

izz3

Bearer

OW

Il

- .-...

Cross piece
ipik

Side

- ------,--
- -

. 2 c)"
Fig. 4. -The frame.

are framed to the sides by cutting grooves
*in. deep in the latter and fitting the cross-
pieces in, fixing them with glue and nails.
Care must be taken in setting out and cut-
ting the joints, for the frame must provide
a perfectly level bearing for the plywood top.
On completion it could be tested for true-
ness with the eye, and a straight edge should
be used to see that the sides and cross -pieces
are level. If they are not, they should be
planed.

41-o"

Re,/ Cushion slip Baize

Constructional Details of the Various Miniature Sizes
To complete the frame, two bearers aft.

long by zin. wide by fin. thick are pre-
pared and fitted under the sides and the
cross -pieces next to the end ones, screws
being used for fixing. The top is pinned
to the frame, the latter being shown
under the top by dotted lines in Fig. i.
If the frame is first placed over the top
and its position marked in pencil, the
lines will form a guide for driving in
the pins. Brass pins with small heads
are the most suitable to use; they should
be punched in and the holes stopped.
The Rails and Cushions

The table is surrounded by rails,
formed in six pieces and placed one at
each end and two at each side. The end
rails are roughly 2ft. tin. long and the
side rails 2ft. long by rin. high by in.
wide. Rebates ;in. wide by 5/r6in. deep
are cut at the bottom edges of the rails
for fitting over the plywood top, and the
outer top edges are lightly rounded over,
as shown at Fig. 5. If difficulty is experi-
enced in cutting the rebates, the rails
could be prepared 15/16in. high by in.
wide, and small fillets 5/r6in. high
by fin. wide glued and
pinned underneath to

Figs. 5 and 6 (Left).
-Two methods of
forming the rebates
in the rails. Details

of the cushions.

Fig. 7. -The hole cut
for the pocket.

Fig. 8. -How the
rubber is fitted to

the cushions.

A perspective view
of the completed

table.

form the rebates, as shown in Fig. 6.
The outer edges of the fillets are rounded
over to break the joint.

The rails, when fitted in place, finish
level with the edges of the pocket holes,
and the ends are cut to an angle of
45 deg. across the width of the rebates,
as shown at Fig. 7. The cushions are
formed from strips of fairly soft rubber
gin. wide by 3/16in. thick and if strips
of this size cannot be obtained, they may
easily be cut from a sheet about 2ft. zin.
long by Sin. wide. The strips of rubber
are cemented to cushion slips 15/r6in.
wide by fin. thick; the slips finish 3/16in.
shorter than the rails at each end, and
the ends of the slips are rounded, as
shown at Fig. 8. The rubber should be
held under pressure while the cement is
drying and the ends should be cut ,to fit
against the rails, as shown at Fig. 7.
The baize which is used to cover the
cushions should be cut in strips about
2ft. 3in. long by 3zin. wide. One edge
is tacked to the back of the cushion slip,
the latter is then fixed to the rail with
screws, as shown in Fig. 6, and the baize

is brought over
and tacked under
the rail, as shown
at Fig. 5. The
baize must be

rd Tabl e
neatly fitted over the
ends of the rails and
fixed with a few
small tacks to pro-
vide a smooth entry
for the balls into the
pockets.

Covering the Top
The baize cover-

ing should be just
1 ar g e enough to
cover the top and it
should be pressed
with a hot iron
before fixing. A few
drawing pins could
be used to hold it
in place at first. It
is then stretched
tight and tacked
around the edges,
the ends are brought
down over t h e
pocket holes and
f ix e d underneath

Nut

Fig. 9 (Left). -The pocket
plates.

Fig. it. (Right). -How the
feet are made.

Fig. io.-The completed
table top.
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and the rails and cushions are fixed with
screws driven through the top, as shown at
Fig. 5.

Finishing the Table
The pocket plates may be fashioned from

Fig.

Fig.

13 (Left). -Marking out a
6ft. 4in. table.

14 (Above). -Marking out
a 5ft. 4in. table.

3/16in. r oun d
brass flattened at
the ends and pro-
vided with screw
holes for fixing,
as shown in Figs.
9 and 10. The q6"
pocket nets could
be purchased.

The plan of
the finished table,
Fig. to, shows
the position of
the baulk line
and spots, which
may be marked
with pipe -clay or a hard crayon.

Turned feet about zin. diameter by tin.
high are fitted under the table, methods of
adjustment being shown in Fig. i 1. The
simplest method is to drive dowel screws
into the feet and screw them to the bearers
of the frame, thereby providing height adjust-
ment. Another method is to fix 5/16in.
bolts into the feet, the heads of the bolts
should be removed and the nuts let in flush
with the top of the bearers, while holes are
bored through the bearers and a short dis-
tance into the cross -pieces of the frame. A
spirit level is necessary to ensure the level-
ness of the table when setting it up, the
feet being adjusted as required.

Fig. 15. -Details of the
larger cushions.

6
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Fig. 12. -The frame for a 6ft. 4in. table.

Larger Tables
The most important consideration with this

type of billiard table is the levelness of the
top and this depends upon the levelness of
the frame which supports it. The larger
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BILLIARDS has for many years been
one of the most popular indoor games,
but many have been prevented from

playing regularly by the large amount of
room a full-sized billiard table occupies and
its cost. The introduction of miniature
billiards has brought the game within the
reach of everyone and, what is more, anyone,
even with only an elementary knowledge of
woodworking, can make a billiard table on

I

)- Tr

Fig. L -The top of the table.

which a very good game may be played. It
has not the heavy and expensive slate bed
which is the main feature of the commercial
table, but is efficient nevertheless. It is in-
tended to stand on the ordinary dining -table,
as shown in the heading picture. This system
is satisfactory for ordinary home use, but if
the reader wishes to set the table at the
correct height, it may be necessary to con-
struct a special table.

Standard sizes for miniature tables are: -
4ft. 4in. by zft. 4in.
5ft. 4in. by zft. rain.
6ft. 4in. by 3ft. 4in.
7ft. 4in. by 3ft. loin.

f

Figs. 2 and 3. -
How the pockets are

made.

A table of the smal est size has been
chosen for description but the conclusion of
the article is devoted to modified instructions
for building the larger sizes. Although it is
possible to play a better game on a larger
table, it should be remembered that a
smaller one is less difficult and costly to make,
and requires less room.

The table is made with a thick plywood
top fixed to a strong frame. The top is

Makin
covered with baize, the cushions
are also covered with the same
material. Four feet are screwed under the
frame in such a way that the table may be
adjusted and set quite level. Balls r-lin. in
diameter should be used.

The Top
The plywood top measures 4ft. 4in. by

2ft. 4in., it should not be less than 4in.
thick, and is set out as shown in Fig. r.
It will be necessary to choose a good board,
free from imperfections. The pocket holes,
one of which is cut at each corner and the
remaining two in the middle of the sides, are
marked with a pair of compasses set to the
radius of sin. as shown in Figs. 2 and
3. The edges should be planed quite straight
and square and the holes may be cut with a
fretsaw.

The Frame
This is shown at Fig. 4 and is made with

two sides 4ft. long by zin. wide by 4in.
thick and six cross -pieces 'ft. itin. long by
2in. wide by iin. thick. The cross -pieces

izz3

Bearer

OW

Il

- .-...

Cross piece
ipik

Side

- ------,--
- -

. 2 c)"
Fig. 4. -The frame.

are framed to the sides by cutting grooves
*in. deep in the latter and fitting the cross-
pieces in, fixing them with glue and nails.
Care must be taken in setting out and cut-
ting the joints, for the frame must provide
a perfectly level bearing for the plywood top.
On completion it could be tested for true-
ness with the eye, and a straight edge should
be used to see that the sides and cross -pieces
are level. If they are not, they should be
planed.
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Re,/ Cushion slip Baize

Constructional Details of the Various Miniature Sizes
To complete the frame, two bearers aft.

long by zin. wide by fin. thick are pre-
pared and fitted under the sides and the
cross -pieces next to the end ones, screws
being used for fixing. The top is pinned
to the frame, the latter being shown
under the top by dotted lines in Fig. i.
If the frame is first placed over the top
and its position marked in pencil, the
lines will form a guide for driving in
the pins. Brass pins with small heads
are the most suitable to use; they should
be punched in and the holes stopped.
The Rails and Cushions

The table is surrounded by rails,
formed in six pieces and placed one at
each end and two at each side. The end
rails are roughly 2ft. tin. long and the
side rails 2ft. long by rin. high by in.
wide. Rebates ;in. wide by 5/r6in. deep
are cut at the bottom edges of the rails
for fitting over the plywood top, and the
outer top edges are lightly rounded over,
as shown at Fig. 5. If difficulty is experi-
enced in cutting the rebates, the rails
could be prepared 15/16in. high by in.
wide, and small fillets 5/r6in. high
by fin. wide glued and
pinned underneath to

Figs. 5 and 6 (Left).
-Two methods of
forming the rebates
in the rails. Details

of the cushions.

Fig. 7. -The hole cut
for the pocket.

Fig. 8. -How the
rubber is fitted to

the cushions.

A perspective view
of the completed

table.

form the rebates, as shown in Fig. 6.
The outer edges of the fillets are rounded
over to break the joint.

The rails, when fitted in place, finish
level with the edges of the pocket holes,
and the ends are cut to an angle of
45 deg. across the width of the rebates,
as shown at Fig. 7. The cushions are
formed from strips of fairly soft rubber
gin. wide by 3/16in. thick and if strips
of this size cannot be obtained, they may
easily be cut from a sheet about 2ft. zin.
long by Sin. wide. The strips of rubber
are cemented to cushion slips 15/r6in.
wide by fin. thick; the slips finish 3/16in.
shorter than the rails at each end, and
the ends of the slips are rounded, as
shown at Fig. 8. The rubber should be
held under pressure while the cement is
drying and the ends should be cut ,to fit
against the rails, as shown at Fig. 7.
The baize which is used to cover the
cushions should be cut in strips about
2ft. 3in. long by 3zin. wide. One edge
is tacked to the back of the cushion slip,
the latter is then fixed to the rail with
screws, as shown in Fig. 6, and the baize

is brought over
and tacked under
the rail, as shown
at Fig. 5. The
baize must be

rd Tabl e
neatly fitted over the
ends of the rails and
fixed with a few
small tacks to pro-
vide a smooth entry
for the balls into the
pockets.

Covering the Top
The baize cover-

ing should be just
1 ar g e enough to
cover the top and it
should be pressed
with a hot iron
before fixing. A few
drawing pins could
be used to hold it
in place at first. It
is then stretched
tight and tacked
around the edges,
the ends are brought
down over t h e
pocket holes and
f ix e d underneath

Nut

Fig. 9 (Left). -The pocket
plates.

Fig. it. (Right). -How the
feet are made.

Fig. io.-The completed
table top.
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and the rails and cushions are fixed with
screws driven through the top, as shown at
Fig. 5.

Finishing the Table
The pocket plates may be fashioned from

Fig.

Fig.

13 (Left). -Marking out a
6ft. 4in. table.

14 (Above). -Marking out
a 5ft. 4in. table.

3/16in. r oun d
brass flattened at
the ends and pro-
vided with screw
holes for fixing,
as shown in Figs.
9 and 10. The q6"
pocket nets could
be purchased.

The plan of
the finished table,
Fig. to, shows
the position of
the baulk line
and spots, which
may be marked
with pipe -clay or a hard crayon.

Turned feet about zin. diameter by tin.
high are fitted under the table, methods of
adjustment being shown in Fig. i 1. The
simplest method is to drive dowel screws
into the feet and screw them to the bearers
of the frame, thereby providing height adjust-
ment. Another method is to fix 5/16in.
bolts into the feet, the heads of the bolts
should be removed and the nuts let in flush
with the top of the bearers, while holes are
bored through the bearers and a short dis-
tance into the cross -pieces of the frame. A
spirit level is necessary to ensure the level-
ness of the table when setting it up, the
feet being adjusted as required.

Fig. 15. -Details of the
larger cushions.
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Fig. 12. -The frame for a 6ft. 4in. table.

Larger Tables
The most important consideration with this

type of billiard table is the levelness of the
top and this depends upon the levelness of
the frame which supports it. The larger
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table requires a stouter frame with addi-
tional cross-pieCes and in Fig. 12 is shown
the frame for a 6ft. 4in. table. The -sides
and cross -pieces should not be less than Sin.
by tin. The two end cross -pieces should be
framed in and fixed first, after which the
remaining ones are fitted and fixed, and the
upper edges planed perfectly straight and
true. Owing to the extra width, it will be
advisable to provide a middle rail t/in. by
tin. to support the plywood between the

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

cross -pieces. This should be fitted after the
frame has been trued Up, and it is then
planed level with the cross -pieces. The 5ft.
4in. table could be made with or without the
middle rail, but the framework need only be
21in. by

The method of marking out a 6ft. 4in.
table is shown in Fig. 13 and a 5ft. 4in.
in Fig. 14.

Balls 'lin. diameter should be used for
the larger table and the pocket holes would
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be 2iin. in diameter. The rails, cushion slips
and cushions should be of the section shown
in Fig. 15. For the small table the balls
could be 'lin. or tiin. diameter; if the
former are used, the rails will be of the
section previously given but the cushions
could be tin. by bin. As before mentioned,
the rubber for the cushions should be fairly
soft and springy, and if they are cut from
a sheet of rubber this should be obtainable
from any nearby rubber warehouse.

Indian glitcra6a0
P[roaDeceoo
Hceatbro

Fig. t. An electronically -controlled seam
welder.

THE increasing demand for metals for
service at high temperatures has called
for advances in brazing methods, and

a technique has been developed for the
copper brazing of stainless steels, and for
the brazing of these and other metals using
certain proprietary high -temperature brazing
alloys.

An electronically -controlled seam welder
(Fig. t) has been developed by G.E.C.
for the joining of very thin metal sheets at a
speed of 2ft. per minute. It will handle
steel sheets to mils. thick, Inconel or nickel
6 mils. thick and stainless steel, brass or copper
3 mils. thick. It is already in use at Armstrong
Siddeley Motors, Ltd., for joining stainless
steel sheets .004in. thick covering the
insulation material used to absorb jet engine
heat on the new Sapphire jet.

A horizontal batch -type furnace has been
introduced for case hardening steels by the
carbo-nitriding process. In addition to the
heating chamber, this furnace has a purging
section, an oil quench tank and a cooling
chamber. Thus the whole process is carried
out without exposing the charge to air or
cooling the heating chamber.

A 275 kW vertical cylindrical furnace for
the bright annealing of copper strip in coils
is seen in Fig. 2.

The new G.E.C. furnace installation at the
Springfields Atoinic Factory includes fifty-
four too kW cylindrical furnaces and two
hundred furnacc,pots, together with associated
control equipment, unloading gear and cranes.
The equipment is used for the first of two
stages in the conversion of pure ammonium
diuranate to metallic uranium.

A 56 kW nitriding furnace has recently been
installed at the Coventry Works of Jaguar
Cars, Ltd., for case hardening crankshafts.
Fully automatic temperature control and
recording gear are included and the total
heating cycle takes some 6o to 7o hours.

In another recent installation, for the scale -
free annealing of steel wire, forced -air circu la -

A New Copper Brazing
Technique for Stainless Steels

Fig. 2.-Photograph showing a 275

tion is used at all stages : in the recuperator
pit, inside the controlled -atmosphere -filled
containers and in the cooling pit.

Radiant heating has been very successfully
applied to the setting of fabrics woven or
knitted from nylon or terylene. This setting

Gi

process involves heating the fabric rapidly
to a temperature slightly below its melting
point and imparts the qualities of dimensional
stability and freedom from edge curling, and
yields a material having good " handle " and

drape." The capital cost of the former
plant used for setting was as much as
seven times that of the new radiant
equipment.

Modern plant for radiant heating ovens for
paint stoving employs two vertical opposing
banks of sheathed wire element reflector units.
It is well encased and fitted with unheated
entrance ad exit vestibules to minimise -
heat losses. Mounted. well above head level
it makes no demand on i a r space. Pain is
stoved in about two min tes and `some4-oo
parts an hour can be handled.

The storage method of space heating, using

kW vertical cylindrical furnace.

energy at a low rate at night has proved
extremely popular. The original 5.5 "kW
" Nightstor " heater has now been supple-
mented by t kW and 2.25 kW models which
will greatly broaden the scope of heating
engineers in planning installations.
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trite)64, waft
ant Sea Mkt telt

Types of Distilling Plant and the Problems Dealt with by the
Royal Naval Scientific Service

IT is possible to store on board ship a
limited amount of fresh water for
domestic use, which can be replenished

whenever the ship touches port, and in fact
this is done to -day in many merchant liners
making regular and short trips between two
ports of call. However, the fighting

Vapour to Distiller 1146 lbs /296 BTU's 141°F 24° VSIC

90.F.Cooling water

By J. LEICESTER, M.I.Chem.E., A.I.Mar.E.

(2) the distiller condenser, in which heat
is taken from the vapour, which is thereby
reconverted into distilled water.

All the other parts of the plant such as
pumps, valves, feed
heaters, etc., are supple-
mentary to these two main

discharge

Evaporator
shell

Coil steam 20"Vftc
pressure 162 F
20 psi g. 20.Admy

Brine Den

Boiler steam
400psig.
700. F
/ 161361 BTU,

267°F

Reducing
valve

Circulating
Distilling) condenser water

Fresh water
120.F 1.146 lbs.

2-2971bs 202 BTU;
Feed 'to

evaporator

Feed to evaporator

brine discharge 1/46 ibs /49 BTU;

Col/ drain I lb
al

/08 BTUi I40°F I Coil drain coder

Fig. L-Single effect
evaporator.

efficiency and cruis-
ing radius of naval
ships are at a
premium, and the
stowage of large
amounts of fresh
water is very waste-
ful and reduces
considerably the fuel
oil stowage a n d
hence the endurance
oi cruising -range of
the vessel.

The obvious solu-
tion to this problem
is to make use of the
unlimited sea water
available and to
convert it into pure
water for drinking
and other domestic needs. This is no mean
task, as may be seen from the fact that a
battleship requires some 35o tons per day
of fresh water to satisfy the needs of the
ship's complement and to make up water
losses in the boiler circuits. There is only
one way of meeting this requirement. The
fresh water must be produced by boiling
the sea water in an evaporator plant, and
condensing the vapour to form the required
distilled water, whilst discharging overboard
the concentrated sea water or brine from
the shell of the evaporator, to maintain a
convenient working density.

Single Effect Distilling Plant
A single effect distilling plant can be said

to consist primarily of two heat exchangers,
namely :

(a) the evaporator, in which heat is sup-
plied to the sea water and which converts
some of this water into steam (or vapour),
leaving salt impurities behind in the
residual brine.

Reducing valve

Circulating water discharge
overboarc

lbs /175 BTU

Vaptur to A42
evaporator

11.\
Cal steam
pressure 0-5joesi g.

20 P s 9 err
Da Brine Den

20Admy

Boiler steam
400 ps.eg. 700°F
/16-136/ BIUS.

components and are fitted
either to enable them to
perform their correct func-
tion or to increase the
operating efficiency of the
plant.

The term " vapour " is
used to signify the steam/
air mixture released from
the boiling brine and the
term " brine " refers to the
concentrated sea water in
the evaporator shell.

The single effect
evaporator possesses one
shell only. Heating steam

0.975 lb. Vapour to distiller
1085 BTUS

Fresh water

141.F 24 VacDistilhng
(1Ve.2concizns

977 lbs. I26°F

Feed to No 1 Feed to

shell No shell
V

Coil drain /35.F
I lb /03 ants.

Coil drain cooler

'AT
20' Vac.

1627
2OAdmy

13°F Coil drain

Evaporator
feed 120-

102 lb ILLS arui.
Brine discharge
0-957/b 125 BTU;

Brine discharge
1.02 /b les are.4.

Fig. 2 (Above).-A
double effect evapor-

ator.
Fig. 3 (R ig ht).-
Forced circulation
evaporator with

thermocompressor.

passes through a
series of heating
coils where it con-
denses and gives up
its latent heat of
condensation to the
surrounding brine,
a proportion o f
which is converted
vapour. The vapour
then passes out to
the distiller con-
denser where it
condenses to form
the product, dis-

1-62 /b. Vapour

Cooling water
overboard

tilled water. A typical flow diagram for
a single effect plant is shown in Fig. a. The
vapour pressure in the shell can be either
above, at or below atmospheric, according
to the pressure of the heating steam avail-
able and tha necessity for maintaining a
temperature differential of about 7o'F.
between that of the heating steam and the
brine boiling temperature.

Multiple Effect Evaporator
The multiple effect evaporator is merely

a number of single effect units operated in
series, but instead of the vapour from the
first effect passing directly to the distiller
condenser, it passes to the heating coils of
the second effect, and so on throughout the
number of effects that may be in use. The
vapour from the last effect passes straight
out to the conventional distiller condenser.
A flow sheet for a double effect plant is
shown in Fig. 2. The shell pressure or
vacuum decreases in each effect to maintain
the desired temperature differential between
brine and heating steam. The choice of
single or ,multiple effect evaporation depends
upon a number of factors, the main ones
being the initial pressure of heating steam
available, the average daily output required
and the space available for the plant. In
general, the cost of water produced by a
multiple effect evaporator is less than that
from a similar capacity single effect plant,
but this is offset by the increased size of
the multiple effect evaporator. Thus for
marine installations, where size and weight
of plant are major considerations, single or
double effect evaporators are preferred. In
land power station installations, where cost is
a more important consideration than space, it
is found that quadruple and even sextuple
plants are quite common.

Forced Circulation Flash Evaporator
Another design of conventional evaporator,

the forced circulation flash evaporator with
a steam thermocompressor, is in quite com-
mon use in land power stations, but it is not
favoured for marine use. A schematic flow
sheet illustrating this type of evaporator is

0 62/b
discharge Vapour

Boiler steam at
400 psig I lb
Thermocanpressor
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Evaporator
shell

/S Ng.
Vac. =

plate

iDistiding condenser
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Reducing water
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10,ras.ig.

Sea wa
Coil drainicooler

/.62 lb. condensate
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Circulating pump
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given in Fig. 3. The main advantage
claimed is increased thermal efficiency
coupled with reduced cost per ton of dis-
tilled water. However, to achieve this the
plant becomes more complicated, and, what
is even more important, the present design
of heater with brine inside the tubes is very
prone to scale formation from the concen-
trated brine. Once scaled up this heater is
very difficult to clean on board ship.

Combating Scale Formation and Foaming
Scale formation is due to the dissolved

salts contained in sea water and the serious-
ness of this fault may be seen from the
fact that with untreated sea water it is quite
common during a 500 to boo hour operating
period for a hard adherent scale layer tin.
thick to form over the entire heating surface.
This results in a considerable loss of
efficiency.

When the sea water in the evaporator is
boiled foam is formed on the surface and
if the rate of vapour generation is sufficient
the whole becomes a foaming mass. As the
vapour is released from the foam surface
large masses of brine are thrown upwards,
and these break into droplets of varying
mass and diameter. The height to which

these droplets are projected is directly
related to the rate of vapour release from
the foam surface. If the evaporator design
is such that there is sufficient height between
foam surface and the entrance to the baffle
no brine particles will reach the baffle by
direct splashing. However, once each splash
has broken up, the individual droplets then
come under the influence of the velocity
of the vapour passing up the shell of the
evaporator. Particles above a given size will,
due to their mass, drop back into the brine;
whereas particles of smaller mass will be
entrained in the vapour stream and pass
upwards into the baffle. A proportion of
these small particles may pass through the
baffle and into the condenser; this is known
as carry-over. It will be obvious that for
a given brine density in the evaporator the
salinity of the made water (distillate) will be
directly proportional to carry-over.

Feed Water Additives
It is not always possible to modify a plant

to increase the height between foam surface
and the inside of the baffle, but this effect
can be achieved by the addition of a feed
water additive. An anti -foam compound may
be introduced, reducing considerably the head
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of foam on the boiling brine and thereby
increasing the height safety factor between
brine level and the inside of the baffle. The
result is to increase the heating surface
immersed in the boiling brine and
thereby increase the output of distilled
water whilst maintaining a high standard of
purity.

After considerable research the Royal
Naval Scientific Service have found chemicals
which will combat the formation of scale.
With these chemicals in use scale still forms,
but no longer adheres to the metal heating
surface. Instead it cracks and falls away.

Costs
Feed water treatment has reduced the cost

of water produced from 18s. per ton to I2S.
per ton and assuming a total production of
water throughout the fleet of 2,000,000 tons
of distilled water per annum a net saving
of some £5oo,000 per annum is obtained.

The future will probably see the increased
use of new methods, particularly the vapour
compression distillation method, which can
produce fresh water at a cost of 3s. to 4s.
per ton. Under active consideration also
are two alternative methods based wholly
or partly on ion exchange principles.

A Portable Extension Lead
A Useful Flexible

WHEN using portable electric tools or
appliances' about the house it is
often found that the flexible cord

fitted is too short to reach the nearest power
socket. The extension lead described pro-
vides a permanent solution to this temporary
problem, It may be hung on the workshop
wall, or stored in a cupboard without fear of
finding a tangled muddle of flex and tools
when required for, use..

The basis of the lead is a non -returnable
cable drum as used by manufacturers for

Fig. r. Drum before modification.

small radio and electrical cables. The most
suitable type is that supplied with co -axial
cables of the television aerial variety. Such
a drum has sturdy plywood sides, and a
central cylinder of stout cardboard supported
by metal cross -pieces (Fig. 1), and most
dealers will supply one, without charge, upon
request.

Drum Modification
As supplied, the drum has a small hole

in the centre of each cheek. These are en-
larged with a keyhole saw to admit the
bodies of two flush -fitting power outlet
sockets. The particular type of socket will,
of course, be dependent upon the type of
plugtop fitted to the appliances in use, but
the 13 amp. flat -pin socket, taking a plug -
top with internal fuse, is in all respects the
most suitable pattern. Such a socket has a
spring -loaded cover blocking the holes until -

Mains Extension Lead for the

By R. S. H.

Slot for free end of rope handle

Rubber buffers.

Flush socket

Cord anchor slots.

Rubber buffers

G
o o

0
a

Bottom edge flattened to prevent rolling

Fig. 2.-Side of drum after modification.

Home or Workshop

each of the sockets. This may be readily
checked by the colour coding of the cable.

Four small rubber feet are screwed to the
plywood around each of the sockets as shown
in Fig. 2. These protect the faceplate froth
damage when the drum is lying on its side.

The Handle
The handle is simply a short length of sash

cord passed through a hole at the top of the
cheek and knotted, as shown in Fig. 3. The
other end of the cord is also knotted, but

Rope hand/e_,-;,,,,,s

the plug is inserted, and since each plug has
an individual fuse, the fuse rating may be
selected to suit the loading of the associated
appliance.

The flexible cord should be of good quality
heavy rubber covered of circular section,
often known to the trade as " cab tyre
flex." Such a flex does not kink easily,
and will stand an enormous amount of wear.
The length fitted will depend to some extent
upon local requirements, but toyds. is
more than adequate for all normal purposes.

Connections
As shown in Fig. 3, one end of the flex

"is passed through a hole in the central card-
board cylinder, and terminated, together with
three short lengths of insulated wire, to one
of the flush sockets. Several layers of elec-
trician's adhesive tape are bound round the
flex in a suitable position to prevent strain
on the connections, should the lead be pulled
back and through the hole when in use. The
ends of the short leads are passed through
the hole in the opposite cheek, the socket
placed in position and screwed to the ply-
wood with woodscrews. A second socket may
now be connected and fitted in the same
manner on the other side of the drum. When
joining the plugtop to the other end of the
flex, it is essential to be certain that each
pin is connected to its opposite number- on

Knot
engaged in
shown in fig2

Rubber
buffer

End of cord
bound to
prevent
pulling back
thro' hole

Fig. 3.-Section
through drum.

Flexible
cord

Flush pattern
sockets screwed
to plywood sides
of drum

End ofcord normally
belayed in cord
anchor slots when

not in use

in this case it is slid into the J -shaped slot,
shown in Fig. 2, the knot engaging in the
short leg of the J. Thus, when winding or
unwinding the flex, one end may be
released, leaving the winding area clear.

The cord anchor slots shown in Fig. 2
should be just wide enough to admit the
flex, and should terminate in slightly larger
holes. If the bight of the cord is hitched
in and out of the two slots it will be firmly
held and will not unwind itself until released.

The bottom edge of the drum is flattened
by sawing off a small portion of the plywood
sides, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
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WE CAN LIST A FEW ITEMS ONLY IN THIS SPACE. SEND 4d. IN STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE

SPIRALS
No. 70 Spiral, 1,500 w. 2/9 ea.
No. 70a. Spiral, 1,000 w. 2/2 ea.
No. 706. Spiral, 750 w. 1/10 ea.

No. 70c. Spiral, 600 w. 1/4 ea.
No. 70d. Spiral, 500 w. 1/I ea.
No. 70e. Spiral, 200w. 1/2 ea.
No. 70f. Spiral, 100w. 1/1 ea.

BOILER RINGS
No.71. 51x/in., 1,000w. 6/9 ea.
No.72. Sex/in., 750 w. 6/4 ea.
No.73. 51x/in., 600 w. 6/- ea.
No. 74. 5/s/in., 500 w. 5/9 ea.

No. 22 Type for Prilect,
750 w. 5/4 ea.

No. 24 Type for Goblin,
750 w. 6/8 ea.

No. 25 Type for Beethoven,
700 w. 10/9 ea.

* SUPPRESSIT*
(TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR

KIT)
For the suppression of Domestic
Motor Driven Appliances. Com-
prises two chokes, and two con-
densers mounted on a card with
wiring instructions. Ideal for
Vacuum Cleaners, Hairdryers,
Sewing Motors, etc., up to I Amp.
Price, 3/C Post Free.

Model PF. Room Thermostat.
Adjustable ranges : 30/90, 40/100
or 60/100 deg. F. Capacity : 2 to
15 amps at 250v. A.C. Dimen-
sloes 5in x Pin x 2in. deep.:

' ' 'Price L2. Post 6d.

IRON ELEMENTS
No. 3 Type for Easipower

(without therm° fitting) 6/- ea.
No. 4 Type for Pearl,

450 w. 5/3 ea.
No. 6 Type for G.E.C.,

450 w. 5/4 ea.
No.7 Type for Creda Halo,

750 w. 10/9 ea.
No. 8 Type for Creda S.,

450 w. 6/6 ea.
No. 9 Type for Premier 811,

450 w. 7/- ea.
No. 10 Type for Premier

805 .- - 540 w. 6/9 ea.
No. 11 Type for Premier

823 ... 400 w. 5/3 ea.
No. 12 Type for Premier

L. -well ... 500 w. 7/- ea.
No. 13 Type for Revo,

450 w. 6/9 ea.
No. 14 Type for Hotpoint,

500 w. 6/9 ea.
No. IS Type for Magnet,

Large ... 550 w. 6/9 ea.
No. 16 Type for Magnet,

Small ... 400 w. 5/6 ea.
No. 17 Type for Morphy

Richards 750 w. 5/6 ea.
No. 18 Type for H.M.V.,

750 w. 6/- ea.
No. 19 Type for Mary Ann,

750 w, 6/8 ea.
No. 20 Type for System,

750 w. 6/8 ea.
No. 21 Type for Junction,

500 w. 6/6 ea.

CIRCULAR TYPE
ELEMENTS
Suitable for Kettles, Percolators.
No. 80. 5(in. diary, 950 w. 9/9 ea.
No. 81. 41in. diam. 650 w. 7/3 ea.
No. 82. 31in. diam. 650 w. 6/6 ea.
No. 83. 3ein. diam. 450 w. 5/9 ea.
No. 84. Sin. diam. 400w. 4/3 ea.
No. 85. 2/, in. diam. 250 w. 4/- ea.

Model PJ. Miniature Thermostat
for control of domestic Electric
Irons and special purpose ma -
chines where space is limited.
Capacity : 5 amps 250v. A.C.
gin. x gin. x 11/t6in. Single
screw fixing. Price 9/3. Post 3d.

BOWL TYPE ELEMENTS
No. 62. Edison Screw,

600 w. ... ... 5/6 ea.

No. 63. Edison Screw,
yin., 750 w. ... ... 5/9 ea.

No. 64. Adjustable Pin
3/16in., 600 w. ... 5;6 ea.

No. 65. Adjustable Pin
3/16in., 750 w. ... 5/9 ea.

No. 66. Adjustable Pin
lin., 600 w. ... ... 5/6 ea.

No. 67. Adjustable Pin
1 in., 750 w. ... ... 5/9 ea.

No. 68. Strap type, 600 w. 5/6 ea.
No. 69. Strap type, 750 w. 5/9 ea.
All fittings of Brass Pin. Adjust-
able types lin. to I gin. centres.

FLEXIBLE HEATING CORD
Stocked in IS, 20, 25, 200 and 400
ohms per yard. Price I/ -Per yd.

THERMOSTATS
Model BVV/ I for Hotplates, Glue
Pots, Vulcanisers, etc., 50-550
deg. F., 3 amps A.C. Price
15/6. Post 4d.

DRAWINGS AND
INSTRUCTIONS
60in. x 30in. Electric Blanket, 1/6
60in. x 50in. Electric Blanket, 1/6

PENCIL TYPE
ELEMENTS

Brass Machined
Size Terminal End
bin. ... ... 5/9
6ein. ... ... 5/9

. 5/9
71in 5/9l ' "'
Bin. ... ... 5/9

8iill 5/11

9in. ... ... 6/1

9', in. ... 6/3
10in. ... 6/5
ICP,in. ... ... 6/7
I lin. ... ... 6/9
I I lin. ... ... 6/11
12in* "' - 7/1

12Jin. ... 7/3

13in 7/6
13ein. 7/10
I4in. 8/6

Model SN/40. I amp. 240v. A.C.
50-250 deg. F., 5/6. Post 3d.

SINGLE BED ELECTRIC
BLANKET
Drawing and Instructions and
27 yds. of 25 ohms/yd. Heating
Cord. Price El. Post free.

Model CS. Convector Thermo-
scat for control of Space Heaters,
Low Temperature Ovens, etc.
Temperature range to cover any
40 deg. between 40 deg. and
120 deg. F. 15 amps. 250v. A.C.
Price 25/- each. Post 5d.

FIRE BARS
No. 41. Bowed. 3in.x9lin. 7/6 ea.
No. 42. Bowed. 3in.x7/in. 7/4 ea.
No. 43. Bowed. 34 in.x8 in.7/6 ea.
No. 44. Bowed. 3ein.x8ein.7/6 ea.
No. 45. Flat 3in.x9lin. 7/6 ea.
No. 46. Flat. 2ein.x7in. 7/4 ea.
No. 47. Bowed. 3in.x91 in. 9/- ea.
No. 41. Suitable for Sunbeam,

Revo, Belting, Dudley, Swan.
No. 42. Suitable for Small Revo

and various types.
No. 46. Suits Belling, Brightglow.
No. 47. Suitable for Creda.

DOUBLE BED ELECTRIC
BLANKET
Drawing and Instructions and
30 yds. of IS ohms/yd. Heating
Cord. Price 30/-. Post free.

Model MB. For control of
Electric Immersion Heaters loaded
up to 3 kW 90-190 deg. F. IS
amps up to 250v. A.C. Stem
lengths I I in. or I 8in. Price
£2. Post 9d.

N.B.-WE SHALL BE CLOSED FOR ANNUAL HOLIDAYS
FROM 27th MAY TO 10th JUNE.

The TECHNICAL SERVICES CO SHRUBLAND WORKS, BANSTEAD, SURREY

CONSERVE YOUR CAPITAL AND CUT YOUR COSTS
WITH THE " LAFCO" EASY -PAYMENT SCHEME
LOOK AT OUR NEW TERMS ON
BLACK & DECKER EQUIPMENT

B & D Craftsman Lathe, 12/3 YOURS FOR
deposit and 8 monthly Payments 27/11 DEPOSIT
of 12/3 (85.5.0 cash). Drill 13111
and 8 x 13111 (85.19.6). Horizontal
Stand 2/2 and 8 x 2/2 (17/6). lin.
Bench Drill Stand 7111 and 8 x
7/11 (83.7.6). No. 44 Sander 29/2
and 8 x 29/2 (£12.10.0). 5in.
Sander Polisher Kit 23/- and 8 a
23/- (89.17.6). fin. Portable
Electric Drill 28/11 and 8 a 28111
812.7.6). Buffing and Polishing
Set 2/5 and 8 x 2/5 (19/6). Abra-
sive Kit 3/4 and 8x 3/4(27161. Disc
Sanding Table Attachment 3111
and a a 3111 (32/6). lin. Bench
Stand 12/11 and 9 x 1211(85.10.0)
tin. H.D. Electric Saw 40/3 and
8 x 40/3 (817.5.0). And the latest
attachments for the Drill and
Lathe-5in. Portable Saw Attach-
ment 7/7 and 8 x 7/7 (83.5.0) and
Lathe Saw Table 6/5 and 8 x 6/5
(82.15.0).

and 8 monthly payments
of the same amount.

(Cash Price £11.17.6)

/in. Electric Drill Kit

MI" YOU RS
' FOR 13/11

DEPOSIT

BLACK A DECKER lin. (elec-
tric) 13/11 deposit and 8 monthly
Payments of the same amount.
(Cash Price £5.19.6.)

We also cater for the Practical
Mechanic's other needs -that is the
car owner who wants a headlamp,
battery charger, etc., on easy terms.

HOOVER
ELECTRIC
MOTORS

h.p.)
1,420 r.p.m.
£12 Cash or
29/4 deposit

and 8
monthly

payments of
29/4

WOLF CUB ;in. OTHER WOLF EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIC DRILL

£5/19/6
CASH

or 14/8 deposit and 8
monthly payments of the
same amount.

Drill Stand Complete (6416) or 7/11 and 6 x 7/11
Sanding and Polishing Kit (87.0.6) or 17/2 and 3 x
17:2. Lathe Kit (inc. Tools, etc.) £10.17.0) or 26/7
and 8 x 26/7. Saw Kit (210.5.0) or 25/1 and 8 a 2541.
No. 3 DG & B Set (251-) or 3/1 and 8 x 3/1. No. 5 Saw
Set (82.19.6) or 7/4 and 8 x 7/4. No. 8 Fretsaw Set
(83.15.0) or 9/2 and 8 x 9/2. Fretwork Kit (810.19.6)
or 26/10 and 13 x 26/10. Complete Outfit (exc. Fret -
saw) (£16.17.6) or 41/3 and 8 x 41/3. No. 9 Bench
Sander Set (38/6) or 4/S and 8 x ca. No. 10 Bench
Planer Set (69/6) or 8/6 and 8 x 8/6.

MAIL ORDER
At no extra cost (Postage &
Packing costs, borne by us.)

GARAGE ACCESSORIES
" RELIANCE'" valve re -seating out-
fit, with 30 deg. cutters, or 45 deg.
cutters, £4.2.6 per set, or 10(3 deposit
and 8 monthly payments of 10/3.
"BA SOCKET SETS." 6/3, 8/6 or
12/6 cash. " DRILL GRINDING
JIGS" for drilling Sin. to On. dia.,
28/5 cash, or 3/4 deposit and 3

" GRINDING :DIGS " and 8 x 3/4 :
Sin. to lin. dia., 73/9 or 9/1 deposit and
8 x 9/1: lin. to 2in. dia., 126/3 or 15/6
and 8 x 15/6.

Picnic Sets. De Luxe set with 3 flasks,
2 food boxes, plates, bottles. etc. 90/ -
cash or 111- deposit and 8 a 111-. Others
available from 37/6 cash or on terms.

LAFCO
THE HANDYMAN'S FRIEND

Don't forget we also supply Burgess
Vibro Tools, etc., etc., etc., on the
same advantageous terms.

9/1 (and8 mthly. payments of the
same amount) (Cash Price 75/-)

FOR THIS
BURGESS

VIBRO-SPRAYER
A complete unit.
No extras
to buy -
lust plug
in and
spray.
(110v. 200-
220 v. 220-
250 v. A.C.
o n I y).
Paint,var-
nish, lacquer,
light oils and
insecticides,
illustrated in-
struction manual provided with each
sprayer ! Twice as fast as a brush.

ES

Desk 165, "LAFCO," 3, Corbetts Passage,
Rotherhithe New Road, S.E.I6.

BER 4341 Ext. I.

YOURS
FOR
5/3

THE " BARONET "
PAINT STRIPPER

(Electric). A.C. or D.C.
(Guaranteed for one year)
42(6 cash or 5/3 deposit and 8
monthly payments of 5(3.

"BRIDGES OF LONDON"
"TOOL POWER"

I in. GP
DRILL
CASH PRICE

0110/ -
YOURS FOR
18/4 DEPOSIT
And 8 monthly
payments of the
same amount.
Limited supplies of the com-
plete Workshop at £231121 -
Cash or 57/9 deposit and 8
monthly payments of 57/9 are
available : send S.A.E. for
leaflet.

NU CLEAVE PRESS
(Punches, Cuts and Rivets)

Exerts
2 ton

pressure
(Weighs

only Nib.)

Yours
for 12/11
Deposit
and 8 x

12/11
(Cash

85/5A)

- -11
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This is a U.S. Milling Cutter Bar-
gain. All bore. 3"-31" dia., 1"-r thick.
including side and face cutters, plain
and angle cutters. A most useful lot for
any tool room, 6 ass. for 501-. The
present maker's price of the cheapest
cutter in this selection is 40s. You must
get this lot, remember you get same on
approval against cash.

2.000 Small H.S. Twist Drills.
approx. 1132"-3/32". 41- doz. approx.
11.6"-i", 716 per doz. approx.: 9132'-
1532', six for 10/-.

All items brand new. £1 orders post
Paid. Prompt delivery. Inspection by
appointment only. All items sent on
approval against cheque or P.O. Refund
without question if any item returned.

3,000 Circular Split Dies 1' dia.
cutting 1", 5116", I", 7116", A" Whit.,
B.S.F., also brass thread. 26 thread all
sizes and American N.F., 121- per set of
5 sizes. 2 sets 22,6. 4 sets 42/6. Taps to
suit, 9'3 per set, either taper or second
or plug. 1" die -stocks, 5'- each ; 3,16'
to ;" tap wrenches. 1216 each.

1.000 Hand Reamers, 51167 and 1'.
3 6 each.

1.000 High Speed Inserted Blades
Expanding. Reamers. 17/32" to 19132'
14 -. 9 16" to r 16/, 1116" to 1716.

to 31,32" 18/6, 31/32" to 11' 2213 each.
5.000 Ball Races, I" bore, l' 0.2..

thick. 4'- pair ; bore. r o.d., 732'
thick. 4'- pair : 6 mm. bore, 19:mm. o.d.,
6 mm. thick. 4,- pair ; 9 mm. bore. 26
mm. o.d.. 8 mm. thick, 4/- Pair ;
bore, 1" o.d., 7/32" thick, 51- pair.
4 101 Ant LOT. Five lots. 2213.. 2

Is' H.S. Tap or Reamer Fluting
Cutters 11" dia., t- hole, 4" and 3116'
thick, worth 76 each. 8 assorted Centre
Nail Pin and Belt Punches, total value
12,6 one H.S. Tap or Reamer Fluting
Cutter, 21" dia.. I" thick. 1" hole ; one

U.S. Hand Reamer, worth 10/-. Every
item a good bargain.

500 Sets Metal Figure Punches.
nine punches 0 to ft, the six is used
reverse for nine ; size 5164'. 6/6 set.
worth 15- : ditto I' size, 813.

2.000 Files, to r flats, half -rounds.
rounds, squares, warding assorted, cuts,
good general lot, 1016 doz. ; three doz.,
2813.

600 Circular Split Dies, B.T.D. make
21" dia.. r, I". I". Whit., 1" Gas ;
worth 11-- each. Clear 716 each, new
21" die -stock to suit, worth 301- each,
clear 101- each.

200 Boxes A to Z Steel Letter
Stamps for marking metal, 5/64" size,
17/8 set ; ditto i" size, 22/6 set, worth
treble this price.

2,000 Straight Shank End Mills,
size ;." 5!32'. 3/16", 7/32". P. 51.6", list
price 3:0;- set, handy bargains. 151- set,
also 5 16", 1' ditto. 12/8 set, all in
makers' wrappings.

1,000 Bevelled Wood Chisels.
handled. 1", 51.6% 5"_, I" r,
Actual value 3216. Gift 25/- set.

3.000 High Speed Routing Cutters.
straight shank, two lip, as used for
cutting slots in wood, sizes 1". 1" dia.,
clear 4/ -

each.
1.000 Toolmakers' Needle Files,

goad assortment of shapes and cuts,
worth 1 9 to 2'6 each. 12/6 doz.

10.000 High Speed End Mills
Straight.Shank. 3/32' to 3/16' dia., some
with teeth cutting both end, but not
standard sizes, clear 5 assorted, 101,

100 dog. U "Three square Saw Files,
10/6 per dozen.

1.000 Semi High Speed Centre
Drills, Slocombe brand, 5116' body dia.,
3(32" point, 1/6 each. 16'6 per doz.

20,000 Small High Speed Milling
Cutters, various shapes and styles.
We want to clear these quickly, 12
assorted. 15'-.

1,000.000 Steel- and Brass Precision
Screws as used on instrument work,
mostly steel, sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8 B.A.
various standard type heads. This is a
really useful bargain. 4 -gross ass.
4/9 the lot, in tin box, postage 6d.
Just think -precision screws at a penny
a dozen. 5 lots 21/-, post paid. 20 lots,
£3-10-0.

50,000 Steel Grub Screws, precision
cut threads, not cheap rolled type.
Sizes 0, 1, 3, 4, 5 B.A. 3 -gross ass. 3/6
in tin box, postage 6d. 6 lots £1. post
paid. 20 lots. 12-10-0.

500 sets 1316" dia. split dies V.
5132", 3/16". 7/32". 1" Whit., 7/6 per set,
taps to suit in either T.S. or P. 413 set.
3 sets 12/-. Die -stock 2/9. Adjustable
tap wrench 2/3.

500 High Speed Side and Face
Cutters, 21' dia.. 1" hole. I% E 4^

thick, 101 - each ; 3" dia., r, I' thick.
15'- each : 31" dia., 5116" : I" r
thick, 17/6 each : 4' dia. I", 1' thick,
25/- each. All 1" hole.

500 Sets Figure and Letter Punches
for steel marking, size 1", gift. figures,
51-, letters 15i- per set.

J. BURKE
192 Saslow Road,Totley,

Sheffield
Inspect ion Only at Rear

36, Fit zwilliam Street, Sheffield
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LAY YOUR OWN FLOORS
Oak and Beech Flooring Blocks Free of

Purchase Tax

Beech 16/6
Per Sq. Yard

FULL DETAILS, SAMPLE

Hardwood floors are
not difficult to lay
on concrete or
wooden sub - floors.
We supply kiln dried
flooring blocks
manufactured i n
Sweden from Prime
quality Scandinavian
Oak and Beech ready
for laying with full
instructions. At a
modest cost you can
transform concrete
or softwood floors
into beautiful
polished Parquet
floors that will last
a lifetime, and add
to the value of your
property.

Oak 19/6
Per Sq. Yard

AND LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
ON APPLICATION

THE SURREYBOARD COMPANY, LIMITED
(Dept. PM.)  72 HIGH STREET  CROYDON  SURREY

,ranks Special tiar/az*s
TERRY LAMPS. En -(lest. Spring -
f rietion Anglepoise type, Pygmy
elketor, vb.c. holder, wall/bench

fitting. Unused and
perfect at under
half -cost. .21 /6

Price .7/
Post 1/6.

Extras available
(net Terry). Larger
reflector and holder
for standard bulbs,
5/9. Cast iron table
bases, 84

41 I -I 1, 114,

Al 1.1,41W,,

"hier.

GRID LIQUID
COMPASS. 4in.
and Gin. dial.
Ideal boat or
ear. Cost appr.
£20. Perfect.

ADMIRALTYSi
TELESCOPES. gle

Draw. Closed (Sin. Mag.
16/18X. Cost appr. e10. (Mod
condition. 59/6, post tree.

30/ -
test tree.

fl z 50 U.S. ARMY
PRISMATIC EL BO W
TELESCOPES. Internal
filters. Weight hlb.

Cost r;9 57/6
Perfect. VE

Pest 2,8.

,IMearri

'AAAtilW

EX-A.M. ROSS REFLECTOR
SIGHTS. Comprises optical

system of
four lenses,
Lamp'homing

with
rheostat.
Perfect.

12/6
Foot tree.

CHARLES FRANK
67-73 SALTMARKET  GLASGOW

MARLCO
KNURLING TOOL

Range 0-4in. All steel, case-hardened.
Can be assembled to operate in front or
behind work. Will exert great pressure
without strain to light lathe. Floating
jaws will follow workpiece and enable

knurling to be started in its
middle. Diamond and
straight cut knurls available.
Full particulars on request.

W. H. MARLEY & CO., LTD.,
Eng.T Dept.,New Southgate Works,
105, High Rd., London, N.11.
Telephone : ENTerprise 523415578

May, 1955

1 NEW
OUR 1955 SUPA-HANDBOOK

"THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR"*

20
CIRCUITS

76
PAGES

FOR 2/6 ONLY
incorporating these star

attractions
*20 CIRCUITS.- S uper he t s.T.R.F. Sets. Amplifiers. FeederUnits. Test Equipment, etc.*SUPERTIETS.-Full construc-tional details, supa-simplifiedlayout and point-to-point wiringdiagrams for building, superhets.*COIL PACK. -Full Construc-tional details for building asuperhet coil pack.*CAB RADio-Full construc-tional details.

*BATTERY CHARGER. com-plete details /for. building aCHEAP CHARGER.
*RADIO GE NA of informa-tion. Resistance Colour Code.Formula n"now-how.'
*RADIO CONTROL -General in-formation and list,
*RADIOGRAM- Constructors'list.
*C'ATALOGUE-Profusely illus-trated catalogue and price list.of components, receiver's. books,Wolf Cub Home Constructor.equipment. Xacto, Tools, etc.YOU CAN'T GET BETTERVALUE! IT'S TOPS !*" The most helpful book in theTr"SEND 2:6 FORad e. YOUR COPY

TO DAY
And, of course, our variable iron -dust cored COILS offer outstanding
value at 3/- ea. 10-30, 16-50, 30-75.75-200, 190-550, 800-2,000 metres.Aerial, H.F. or Osc.

SUPACOI LS (Dept. sts)21, Markhouse Road, London, 6.17Thone

The Importance of Knowing
How to Learn
LANGUAGES

THE only satisfactory method of
learning a foreign language is

the direct method. In other words,
you must learn French in French,
German in German, Spanish in
Spanish, and Italian in Italian.
That is the Pelman system, and it is
the only way. It naturally follows
from this that the old-fashioned
burden of memorising long lists of
foreign words is entirely abolished
when you learn a language by the
direct way.

Reduced fees for Her Majesty's Forces

Another consequence is that it
practically eliminates the difficulties
and drudgeries of learning compli-
cated grammatical rules and excep-
tions. It teaches you not only to
read a foreign language, but to write,
speak and understand it thoroughly
and efficiently.

There are no classes to attend.
You pick up the foreign language by
correspondence in your spare time,
in half the usual period.

Write for Free Book To -day
The Pelman method of learning

languages, which has now been used
for over 25 years, with such success,
is explained in four little books, one
for each language :

FRENCH SPANISH
GERMAN ITALIAN

(Also Courses in Afrikaans and

State which book you want and
it will be sent to you, with a specimen
lesson, gratis and post free.
PELMAN LANGUAGES INSTITUTE

130, Norfolk Mansions,
Wigroore Street, London, W.1

WELbeck 141112
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TENTS on the whole do not offer
spacious accommodation and most
campers using small -sized equipment

will have wished at times that there was
just a little more room.

With small -sized tents and light to
medium weight material this " little more "
is not difficult to achieve.

Extra headroom and greater value to the
space close down by the sides is given by
deepening the walls. Indeed, the increased
cubic capacity of the tent with even only
a small deepening is remarkable, a 6in.
added depth producing 141 cu. ft. extra in
a 7ft. x 5ft, tent.

To deepen the walls some material similar
in weight to that used by the makers must
be obtained and sewn into a strip equal in
length to the perimeter of the tent and
in width equal to the desired deepening ;
6in, being a convenient depth.

Erect the tent, using bricks temporarily
to give the necessary greater height to the
poles. Remove the peg loops from the
bottom of the walls, end and front, and
take off any brailing there may be, and
proceed to sew on the new strip.

Hang it all round first with big tacking
stitches or pins to obtain smoothness, then
finish with finer stitching along the seam.
Even though only using a strong needle
and thread, a " palm " or at least a thick
glove will be found useful in preventing a
sore hand while sewing.

In setting up the tent to the new height,
the runners will have to be let right out,
but see to it that the angle of the roof

arilfe Er Tee
Two Methods of Obtaining More Space

in a Small Tent
By H. A. ROBINSON

i s maintained
correctly. With
the usual lengthof guy no
renewals should
b e necessary,
but if any guy
is too short
replace it with
a new and
longer length.

When the wall is in position sew on the
peg tapes and the brailing, if any. Fig.
makes this clear.

Lengthening the Poles
Should there be any

to hand, it is easiest to
replace t h e original
poles with a fresh pair
6in. longer. If not,
extensions can be made
to the existing poles by
cutting extra lengths of
the same diameter and
securing these to the
ends of the now short
poles with a simple
binding piece of stiff
tin, as shown in Fig. 2.
Experience has demon-
strated that when the bolts are taken
tightly very rigid joints result.

At the front of the tent two new door
tapes are finally sewn in position.

As well as giving an added height to an
already walled tent the 6in. or so addition
can be given to a wall -less bivouac. Here
the improvement of inside space is very
marked, but the task is harder, for the lower
edge of the sloping roof must now be given
eyelets and guy -lines. Eyelets are made by
piercing the canvas and then sewing on a
small collar of cord by a continuous stitch,
see Fig. 3. Runners are pieces of wood
as (a), while the complete guy line is as (b).

A second way to obtain more room in a
tent is to make an end

Existing
well

New
strip

Peo tapes New strip

Fig. t. Deepening the walls of a tent.

Bay

bay. When the tent is of the two -door type
it can be made as a fixture at one end. With
a one-piece end this can be cut and the bay
thus introduced. The bay can be put in at
the door end, but it is not so convenient here.

To make a bay, erect the tent; and fitting
new guys (A) and (B) pull the existing flaps.
at the end to an angle (Fig. 4). Now cut
three triangular pieces of material approxi-
mately equal in weight to that of the tent
material. The pieces are (b) to fit between
the ends of the flap, and the other two,

Continuous
stitch

Cord co//er
Binding piece

Figs. 2 and 3.2 -(Left)
Extending the length of a
pole. (Right) Method of
making eyelets in the

canvas.

up

to el
a

(c) and (d), to bring the bottom of the walls
level.

A rectangle (e) is also required to com-
plete the space now left in the wall at the
front. If the bay is to be a fixture, which
is best of all, these parts are now sewn in
position, new peg tapes being put in at (f).

Should it be wished, however, to incor-
porate the bay with the door, then one side
of the triangular piece (b) and the rect-
angle (e) must be sewn in position only,
fastening tapes being located at suitable posi-
tions along the other. It is best for the lower
rectangle to have a heavy hook and eye at
(K) as do most bell -tent doors.

C

Fig. 4.-Hozo
to make a

bay.
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Voltage Reduction by Resistors and Choke Coils
The Theory and Mathematics involved in Designing these Components

THERE are many occasions when it is
required to supply a piece of electrical
apparatus from a supply which exceeds

the rated voltage of the apparatus, for instance,
to charge an accumulator or to supply a low -
voltage motor or coil. It is, of course, possible
to obtain a reduced voltage from a D.C.
supply by simply connecting a resistor in
series with the apparatus at which the reduced
voltage is required, as indicated in Fig. r.
There are, however, two factors which should

Fig. i.-Connections of a series resistor.

be taken into consideration : first, there
may be considerable losses in the series
resistor ; secondly, the voltage at the apparatus
will vary with the load current.

Volt Drop Across a Series Resistor
In order to supply a piece of apparatus

with a current I (amps) at a voltage VL
from a D.C. supply of voltage V the series
resistor must be designed to create a volt drop
of V - VL. By Ohm's law the volt drop
across a resistor having a resistance of R
(ohms) which carries a current of I (amps)
is equal to I x R volts. The series resistor
should, therefore, have a value of V -VL

I
ohms. The power loss (watts) in the series
resistor will be equal to I2 x R, or equal to the
product of the current I and the volt drop
(V -VL) across the resistor thus there may
be considerable losses if a high resistance is
required to create a high volt drop, and such
losses are dissipated as heat in the resistor.
A series resistor is, however, suitable for
reducing the voltage at many small devices
which require a constant current.

Accumulator Charging from a D.C.
Supply
As an example we may consider the case

of a series resistor used to charge an accumu-
lator, of nominal voltage 12 volts, from a 230
volt D.C. supply. In order to charge the
battery fully about 16.5 volts may be required
across the battery, thus the volt drop across
the series resistor should be 230 -16.5 --
213.5 volts. If 2.5 amps charging current is
required the ohmic value R of the series

V -V1, 213.5 volts
Iresistor will be equal to 2.5 amps

or 86 ohms. The power supplied to the
battery will be equal to VL x 1=16.5 x 2.5 =
41 watts. However, the power loss in the
resistor, equal to I2 x R, will be 2.52 x 86=53o
watts, which is many times greater than the
power supplied to the battery.

In some cases it may be possible to use an
existing load circuit to charge the battery
without losses. For instance, if a 60o -watt
230 -volt radiator is normally used for appreci-
able periods a single -pole two-way switch
could be connected in the radiator circuit to
enable the battery to be connected in series
with the radiator for charging, as shown in
Fig. 2. The current taken by a 600 -watt
radiator element on 230 volts is equal to
6°° watts -2.6 amps. The resistance of the

element, equal to volts
is equal to -2.623o

current'

230 volts

By J. L. WATTS

=89 ohms, which is practically equal to
the series resistor required to charge the 12 -volt
battery at 2.5 amps. When the battery is
connected in series with the radiator element
the volt drop across the element will be reduced
to practically 213.5 volts, and the current
through the element will be slightly reduced
in proportion to the volt drop. With the
battery in series the current will be equal to

volts 213.5 volts =2.43 amps. The out -
resistance

=
89 ohms

put of the element, equal to 12 x R watts, will
be reduced to 52o watts, not a very serious
reduction since the voltage required at the
battery is comparatively low. An accumulator
of lower voltage could be charged through the
same element at about 2.5 amps with less
effect on the output of the radiator. Similarly,
a 750 -watt mains voltage element could be

Single -pole Battery
two-way switch I

T-
DC.Suppiy V Direct

Radiator element

Fig. 2. -Use of existing D.C. load circuit for
battery charging.

used to charge a battery at about 3.2 amps
whilst a t,000 -watt element could be used to
charge a battery at about 4.3 amps. Two
elements can be connected in parallel with
each other to double the charging current if

S.
W.
G.

6

Dia.
in

Ins.
.212

I00 21
deg. C. deg?F.

200 2
deg. C. deg.39 F.

0 572
deg.30 C. deg. F.

Amps
Ohms

Per Foot Amps
Ohms

Per Foot Amps
Ohms

Per Foot
31.4 .0147 48.8 .0148 63.9 .0150

.192

.176
27.4 .0180 42.8 .0181 54.6 .0183

7 24.25 .0214 38.1 .0216 47.9 .0218

8 .I6o 21.5 .0258 33.65 .0260 41.9 .0263

.03259 .144 18.75 .0318 29.2 .0322 35.9
10 .128 ,6.o .0403 24.5 .0408 30.4 .0412

II .116- 14.1 .0491 21.4 .0496 26.4 .0501

12 .104 12.25 .0612 /8,4 .0617 22.7 .0623

13

14

.092 10.4 .o781 15.6 .0788 19.2 .0797

.080 8.7 .103 12.8 .104 15.75
13.7

.105

.13015 .072

.064

7.5 .128 11.3 .129

16 6.4 .162 9.6 .163 11.75 .165

17 .056 5.3 .211 8.2 .213 10.0 .215

.29218 .048 4.3 .287 6.8 .290 8.3
19 .040 3.4 .414 5.4 .417 6.6 .421
20 .036 2.9 .510 4.6 .515 5.75 .520
21 .032 2.4 7645 4.0 .652 . 4.8 .658

22 .028 1,9 . .843 3.25 .852 4.1 .859

23 .024 1.5 1.14 2.6 1.16 3.3 1.17

24 .022 1.3 1.37 2.15 1.38 2.78 r.40

25 :020 1.13 1.65 1.9 1.67 2.48 ,.68
26 .018 0.99 2.04 1.65 2.06 2.17 2.08

27 .0164 0.9 2.46 1.48 2.49 1.95 2.51

28

29

.0148 0.8 3.02 1.3r 3.05 1.75 3.08

.0136 0.75 3.58 1.2 3.61 1.6 3.64
30 .0124 0.68 4.30 1.07 4.34 1-44 4.38
31 .0116 0.64 4.91 1.0 4.96 1.35 5.01

32 .0108 0.6

o.56

5.67 0.91 5.73 1.23 5.78
33

34

.0100 6.61 0.85 6.68 1.15 6.74
.0092 0.52 7.81 0.78 7.88 1.04 7.96

35 .0084 0.48 9.38 0.7 9.46 0.94 9.56
36 .0076 0.43 11.5 0.62 t1.6 0.84 11.7

Table /.-Currents required for g'ven temperatures in straight, horizontal
8o/20 per cent. nickel -chrome resistance wire when free to radiate.

required, as shown in Fig. 3. By the use of
two elements of different rating, with separate
switches as shown, three different charging
rates can be obtained.

Effect of Varying Load Current
The power loss in a series resistor is pro-

portional to the volt drop ; thus, if a piece of
apparatus is supplied at half voltage D.C. the
power loss in the resistor will be equal to the
power supplied to the apparatus. In the case

Battery Switches

D.C.Sopply V Resistor
elements

zl

Fig. 3.-Conneetions for a three -rate battery
charger.

of an accumulator the Voltage between its
terminals does not vary to any serious degree
when the load current varies, but this does not
apply in the case of an electric motor, which
requires special consideration. If a 120 -volt
D.C. motor having a full -load current of 4
amps is fed through a series resistor of 3o
ohms from a 240 -volt D.C. supply the volt
drop across the series resistor will be 120
volts when the motor is fully loaded, and 120
volts will then be applied to the motor. The
power loss in the series resistor will then be
48o watts, which will be the same as the power
input to the motor.

However, if the load on the motor is
reduced the motor will speed up and its
back E.M.F. will rise, causing the current

input to fall until this
is just sufficient to allow
the motor to develop a torque
which is equal to the re-
sistance torque of the load
to which the motor is coupled.
When fed through a series
resistor, however, the volt
drop across the resistor is
proportional to the ohmic
value of the resistor and to
the current and thus will
fall when the load on the
motor is reduced.

If the motor load falls to
s amp. the volt drop (I R)
across the series resistor will
fall to 3o volts, and the
voltage applied to the motor
will automatically rise to 210
volts. The increased voltage
may result in damage to the
insulation and is likely to
result in burning out of
shunt -connected field coils.
In any case it would cause
the speed of the motor to
increase to a much higher
value than would otherwise
be the case, especially if the
motor has series -connected
field windings. The rotating
parts may then be damaged
by the increased centrifugal
stresses, which are propor-
tional to speed'. With a
1 -amp. load the power loss
in the series resistor will fall
to 3o watts and the power
input to the motor will be
210 watts. The voltage
applied to the motor could
be reduced to 120 volts on a

(Continued on page 361)
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NEW CABLES & FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

per yd. 25 yd. 50 yd. 100 Fil-
1/044 Twin 7d. 14131 27/6 53/-
1/044 3 -core 10d. 19/9 38/6 75/-
3/029 Twin 91d. 18/8 3416 67/-
3/029 T. & E. lOSd. 21/- 41/- 79/9
7/029 Twin 1/3 301- 57/9 11216
7/029 T. & E. 1/6 36/- 70/- 137/6
7/044 Twin 2/3 551- 107/9 2121 -
Twin Lead 50-yds. 3/029 63/6, 7/029104/8, V1R
50 yds. 3/029 15/s 7/029 23/9. Earth Wire
100 ft. 7/029 111-. 710206/-. Twin PVC TransP.
Flex 50 Yds. 10/-. Twin Maroon 25 yds. 12/6.
50 yds. 2216 TRS, VLR Lead Cables of all
sizes. Holders, C.G. 8/-, Batten doz. 12/-.
Roses, Brown 13/.. White doz. 10/, Joe.
Boxes Sm. 11/-, Lee. doz. 13/-. Switches
1 -way 181-, 2 -way doz. 24/-. Flush do. 1 -way
18/-. 2 -way doz. 24/, Ceiling Cord. do.
1 -way 51-, 2 -way 6/-. 2 amp. 2 -pin Swplugs
& Tops, ea. 3/-. 5 amp. 3 -pin Swplugs &
Tops, ea. 5/6. 15 amp. 3 -pin Swplugs & Tops.
ea. 91-. 15 amp. 3 -pin ditto, A.C. only, ea. 6/-.
Wood Blocks 3 x 9. 4/6. 31 x 1. doz. 6/-.
3 x 3 x 1, 6/-. 5i x 31 x 4. doz. 7/6. White 3 x I,
6/-. 31 x 1, 7/-. 4 x 1, 97-. Cable Clips Sml. 219,
Med. grs. 3/3. 10 amp. D.P. Insulated Swfuse
6/6. 21 amp. Ironclad 2 -way 15A. Spltr..-1.343.
30 amp. Ironclad D.P. Switchfuse 19/6.
60A. Metal 8 -way Consumer Unit 45/-.
Sw. gear. Fusebds.. Spltrs.. all types.
Cooker Control with 13A. Socket 27/6.
Lamp Bulbs 15, 25, 40. 60 watt 12/-, 75 watt
15/-. 100 watt 17/-, 150 watt 24/-, 200 watt
doz. 30/-. Carbon Bulbs 230 v. 16 CP doz. 20/-.
Immersion Heaters, 1 KW 37/6, A.C.
Motors, i hp 220/240 or 230/250 601-. Coppered
Aerial Rods, doz. 1/-. Single Car Cable 10 yd.
3/-, 100 yds. 25/-. Conduit & Fittings, in. &
lin. Industrial Reflectors, Tubular Heaters,
Fluorescent Fittings. Time Switches,
Meters, Electric Motors and all electrical
equipment. Full lists on request. Single
items supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms: Cash with order; carriage paid if
over £4: orders of £20 or over less 5 per cent.
discount.

LONDON
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE

165 (PM), QUEENS ROAD,
PECKHAM, S.E.15

Tel.: New Cross 7143 or 0093.

SPECIAL OFFER
G.EIIC. & B.T.H.

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL
DIODES

1/- each. Postage 21d.

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free.

A large purchase of these fully
GUARANTEED diodes from the
manufacturers enables us to make this

attractive offer.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE.
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 15/-, post 1/,
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES,
33 Bourne Gardens,London, E.4.

OUR NEW
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

CATALOGUE No. 12
Containing over 400 items, price 1/6
Past free, 2/6 overseas seamed.
ARTHUR T. SALLIS (P.M.)

93 NORTH RD., BRIGHTON, SUSSEX
Telephone: BRIGHTON 25806

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

GAIN AG E S
Specialise in Mechanics' Tools of

THE HIGHEST QUALITY at
THE KEENEST PRICES

OPEN THURSDAYS TILL 7 p.m.

STRONG STEEL TOOL BOXES
Exceptionally well made and finished. Re-
movable inner tray, and hinged lids. Hasp
for padlock fastening. Enamelled Dark
Green. Size 24in. x 6in. x Sin. Two strong
handles for carrying.
Weight 17/181b. BARGAIN 2716PRICE

Carr. & Pkg. 4/- outside our own van area

e"......ALL-PURPOSE STEEL

TOOL
LIST FREE

SPINDLEwvp
Self-lubricating bearings to spindle. Complete with
tin. capacity chuck, 3 -speed pulley, 2 flanges for
grinding wheel and 2 flanges for circular saw blade.
Drill grinding angle attachment. Ideal for circular
saws, grinding wheels, polishing,
drilling, etc. Size 13 . 6 Sin. deep. 51/3
Post. & Pkg. 2,4. Complete

4eviww""ww"ovioamowar~~,*,.,",~~,11
Self Contained " VALTOCK "

FLEXIBLE SHAFT 2,000 BLOW LAMPSfor use with Electric Drills
Designed to meet the requirements of
workshop owners, where a complete 'power
driven flexible shaft machine
cannot be accommodated.
Being fully adaptable it can
be fitted to drilling machines,
electric drills or any prime
mover. Capable of drilling.
filing, sanding, valve grind-
ing, scratch brushing. etc. s
1 -in. dia. Drill Chuck 5 -in.
shank on driving end. Ball
Races at both f
ends.
Post & no, 1/9. I I 6
CAMAGES, HOLBORN

Give a heat around 2,000°
A compact, self -blowing lamp, which
will give tem-
peratures
around 2,000 deg. Ideal for
soldering, silver soldering
and light brazing. Uses
methylated spirits. For
the home, workshop,
cyclist, motor cyclist, etc.
Height 6 in.

Post &
Plts.9d. I2Neme

LONDON. E.C.1 HOL. 8484

MAKE MONEY - making casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience you can mass..
produce any object, from a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.
. . . with " VINAMOLD " the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation with
minimum outlay.

Write for full details and instructions. Also avail-
able : Illustrated booklet describing " VINAMOLD,"
methods of heating and melting, preparation of models
and moulds, etc. Price 1/6 post free, from :-

VINATEX LTD. (Dept. P.M.3), CARSHALTON, SURREY

011////'-%

outshining in
"--- Mil",i'\\\\;\ POWER  PERFORMANCE  PRICE

Nothing compares with a TEAGLE, the most advanced
and simplest two-stroke made. 160-220 m.p.g.

Mono -block casting of -

outrigger bearing 11111
cylinder, crank case and ,1

eilreen"I"bracket. Return
of post. e

Exchange $

Engine

plus £3.4.7 P.T. or lath Dynamo Lighting
it.EN Coil £17.10,0 plus £3.6.6 P.T.

W. T. TEAGLE (MACHINERY) LTD.,
BLACKWATER, TRURO, CORNWALL

Tef.: Threewaters 242.

359

411evamodP4,1
MAKING these tiny three-dimension-

al volumetric models is a fascina-
ting lifetime hobby : neat and tidy, too.
Your workshop goes into a cigar box.
Authentic detailed ,subjects shrunk to
smalldimen.
sions. Each
gives up to100 hours
Of fascinat-ing re-
creation.Printed
in colour
on spec-
ial cards
and cost-
ing only
Pence models often sell for guineas.

OVER A 100 SUBJECTS
1Ni

e R
C.,. BlICA 777

1903 C
~RC EDE S

HISTORIC
ARCHITEC-

TURAL
MECHAN-

ICAL,
RAILWAY,
MARITIME,
AERO, ETC.

SEND
stamped
addressed
envelope for
Illustrated
List of over
100

models' MICROMODELS LTD.,
3 (U), Racquet Cou
London, E.C.4.

THE
ROYAL YACHT
BLUEBOTTLE,

2
Models

203

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Soldering Irons. -Our new streamlined
iron is fitted with a pencil bit, 200,250 v.
50 watts, 11'6. Standard iron with adjust-
able bit. 200.250v. (X) watts. 13 9. HeavyDuty Iron, 110 watts, 16/6, all post 6d.These Irons are guaranteed, and all parts
arieerT-alaceable.

amp. v.,
; 150 v. 2.1.a., to- : 3.5amp., 2in., T.C., 6i- t 4 amp., 2lin.. T.C., in

case with switch. 9/6 ; 100 m/A. 2in., info.,
7/6. all post extra. Meter Movements,
Units with 2-500 microamps, 7/-, post l'-.
Bell Transformers. - These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at I amp.,
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supplylight in bedroom or larder, etc., 9!-. Similar
Transformer but output of 4, 8 or 12 volts,
12/6. Both post 80. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries. post 6d.BUZZERS, 3/9, or Heavy Duty, 4'6. post 5d.
Ex-R.A.F. 2-ralve (2 volt) Microphone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane inter -corn.,
in self-contained metal case : can he usedto make up a deaf aid outfit, intercom-
munication system, or with crystal set,
complete with valves and Fitting Instruc-
tions, 20'-. post 2/, Useful wooden boxwith partitions to hold amplifier, 2 - extra.
Ditto, less "valves. 10/-. Hand Micro -Phones, with switch in handle and lead,
5/6. Tannoy 7/, Similar instrument, mov-
ing coil. 816. All post 9d.
Mike Buttons (carbon), 2'-. Mos Mg. Coif
4/6. Transformers, 5/-. All post 4,1. each.Sparking Plug Neon Testers, withvest-
pocket clip, 34, or with gauge. 3.8. post 3d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use onmains to show - live " side of switches, etc.,
3/6, post 4d. Neon Indicator, complete
with condenser, pencil type, with vest-
pocket clip. 7,6, post 5d.
Crystal Sets. Our latest model is a realradio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. Have a set in your own
room, 12:6. post 84:1. Spare Permanent
Detectors,

;with clips andh
,sencrorewdse,r2leoseppazt-9When

3d. Headphones, brand new. S. G. Brown.
G.E.C.. etc., 23,- and super -sensitive. 30/- apair. Headphones in Good Order, 6/-.
Better Quality, 7/6 and 10/-. BalancedArmature Type (very sensitive), 13/6.All post 1/-. New Single Ear -pieces, 3/6.Bal. armature type, 4/6 (two of these willmake an intercom. set). Ex-R.A.E. ear-piece), 9/6. post 4d. (All Headphones listed
are suitable for use with our CrystalSets.) Money refunded if not completely
satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58, NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON, 01.13.
New illustrated List sent on request with sild. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.
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New All -Electric
Self - Contained Variable

PAINT
SPRAYER
Corn plete with Ceiling Adaptor

PAINTS :: ENAMELS :: OIL

DISTEMPERS :: INSECTICIDES
Top container for thick paint,
bottom container for thin liquids.
Strainer, extra nozzles and
washers all tree.

751- Post Paid

Ovington Court Garage Ltd.,
37, PAVILION ROAD, SLOANE

STREET, LONDON, S.W.I.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

By refrigerating that larder
as shown, using our 4 cu. ft.
De -luxe White Vitreous
Liner and our "Ready to
Instal " Compressor or Absorption (silent type) Units, you can
have that much needed Refrigerator without taking up any more
valuable space in that already small Kitchenette. Yes ! and also
add £150 to the value of your property for £40 outlay.
We are Specialists who cater for all types of constructors, whether
Machinists, Woodworkers, Mechanics, or just the Home Handyman.
Send one shilling for our 20 -page Hints Booklet and Price List, which explains
the various approaches to Home Constructed Domestic Refrigeration,
" Built-in " or Cabinet, and lists over 100 of our Guaranteed Components irons
Castings to " Ready to Instal " Units and Constructional Prints.

BRAID BROS.
FOR HOME REFRIGERATOR CONSTRUCTION

50 BIRCHWOOD AVENUE. HACKBRIDGE, SURREY
Tel. Wallington 9309

May, 1955

A.C./D.C. MOTORS 24v. 2a., 6in. x 21 in.
dia. spindle lin. x lin. New 18/6.
New Frequency Crystals 9,100 kc/s, 10/6.
FP243, 5675-8650 kc/s. in 25. kc/s
Intervals, 10/6. Type F.T.
Powerful small Blower Motors, 12/24 v.
A.C./D.C., 14/6. As used for the Hedge
Trimmer. Or can be used Car Heater.
Meter Kit, 24 -in. M/c calibrated meter.
Volts 0-3-30-150-300-600 D.C. 0-60
m/a. and 0-5,000 ohms with ebonite
case 4in. x 6in. x 27/6.
Transformers, Input 200/240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 21/6. 17-11-5 volts, at
5 amps., 22/6. 17-11-5 volts at U.:amps.,
16/6. 6.3 volts, 21 amps., 8/6. 12 months'
guarantee.
Selenium Rectifiers F.W. 12-6 volt, 1 A.,
8/6. 3 A., 14/6, 4 A., 23/6. 6 A., 30/,
16 A., 50/, 24 v. 2 A., 30/-. 250 v. 100
mA H.W., 9/-. 250 mA., 17/6. 60 mA.,
6/6.
D.P.D.T. Relays. Operates at 200/300
volts D.C., 8/6. D.P. Make and Break,
8/6. Any combination or voltage can
be supplied at varying prices.
0-5 amp. 2&" Square M/c Ammeters, 11/-.
Veeder Counters. P.O. Type, 24/50 v.
D.C. 0.9999, 15/6.
MO Microphones with matched trans-
former, 15/6.
Small Motors. 12 v. A.C./D.C., 2in. x

10/-.
Pocket Voltmeters. Mk 2in., 0-20-200
v., 11/9.
12 v. D.C. Relays. S.P. Double Contact
25 amp., 8/6.
Rheostats, 12 v. 1 A., 2/6. 12 v. 5 A., 10/6.
Latest Car Lights Relay Assembly
" Flasher " Units, 6 or 12 v., 17/6 ; or
with 2 lamps and switch, 50/-. STATE
BATTERY CONNECTION TO
CHASSIS.
4ft. Each Section Fishing Rod Aerials,
Set 3, 8/6. Base, 3/6.
New Rotary Transformers. Inputs
6 or 12 v. Output 250 v. 80 mA., 17/6.

All Carriage Paid in U.K.
THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
253, Portobello Rd., London, W.I I
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I -amp. load by using a series resistor of 120
ohms, but if the load is, variable it is seldom
practicable to adjust the value of the series
resistance each time the motor load changes.
A series resistor should, therefore, only be
used to supply a motor at reduced voltage if
the load on the motor is constant and there
is no risk of the motor becoming unloaded,
as might occur if a driving belt should
break or slip off a pulley.

Use of Potentiometer Resistors
A more steady voltage can be supplied to a

load which does not have a constant resistance,
or to a motor which operates on a varying load,
by supplying it through a potentiometer
resistor, as shown in Fig. 4. In this case if a

Fig 4.-Connections for a
resistor.

potentiometer

load current of IL amps is 'required at a
voltage V2 at a piece of apparatus the current
I, amps passing through the parallel portion
of the resistor, of resistance R2 ohms, will be

equal to
V-z amps. The current I, amps passingR,

through the series portion of the resistor, of
value R, ohms, will be equal to I2 -'r IL amps.
Thus, the ohmic value of R, must be equal to

- V2 ohms, which is equal to V,ohms. If

the load consists of a simple resistor of ohmic
value RL the current IL through this load will

V,
then be equal to -- amps.

R L
As an example we may consider the case

of a 120 -volt D.C. motor having a full -load
current of 4 amps which is fed from a 240 -volt
D.C. supply by means of a potentiometer
resistor. If the current I, through the parallel
resistor is to be x amp when the motor is
fully loaded this resistor must have a resistance

120 volts
of =120 ohms. The current I,

I amp
taken from the supply will then be 5 amps so
that, for 120 volts drop the series resistor

I20 vol
must have a resistance of 5 amps

s
=24

ohms. The power input to the motor, equal
to V, x IL, will then be 48o watts. The
power loss in the series resistor of 24 ohms is
equal to 1,2 x 12,, or 600 watts ; whilst the
power loss in the parallel resistor of 120 ohms
is equal to I22 x R2, or 120 watts. This gives a
total loss in the potentiometer resistors of
72o watts as compared with 48o watts for a
simple 3o -ohm series resistor. However, if
the motor load IL falls to I amp the volt drop
(I, x R,) across the series resistor plus the volt
drop (I, x R2) across the parallel resistor,
must still equal the supply voltage. Thus
(12+ IL)24 -I-12 x 120=240 volts, from which
it will be found that the current I2 through the
parallel resistor has now increased to 1.5
amps. The volt drop V, across the series
resistor will then be equal to R, (4+12)-
24 ohms x 2.5 amps =6o volts. Thus, if the
motor load falls from 4 amps tot amp the
voltage V2 across the motor will rise to 180
volts, as compared with 210 volts when
supplied through a simple 3o -ohm series
resistor.

On the other hand, if the resistors are such
that when the motor or other apparatus takes
4 amps at 120 volts the parallel resistor

also takes 4 amps, the parallel resistor' R2 must
20

amps
svolthave a value of =30 ohms. The

mains current I, will then be 8 amps so that
the series resistor R, must have a value of
120 volts
8 amps

=15 ohms. On full load the power
input to the motor will be 48o watts as before,
the power loss in the parallel resistor R2 will
be 48o watts, whilst the power loss in the
series resistor R, will be 96o watts, giving a
total loss of 1,440 watts in the resistors. If the
motor load current now falls tot amp the
current I, in the parallel resistor will rise to
5 amps, thus I, will be 6 amps, resulting in the
volt -drop V, across the series resistor falling
to 90 volts. The voltage V2 applied to the load
will then be equal to 150 volts.

It will thus be seen that by allowing an
increased current through the parallel resistor
a more steady voltage can be obtained at the
load under varying load conditions, with
increased losses. If the potentiometer resistors
were made of such a value that the load
current was only a small proportion of the
mains current through the series resistor, a
more constant voltage could be obtained .on
varying load, but only at the expense of greatly
increased losses. Fig. 5 shows the connections

Supply voltage V

Fig. 5.-Connections of a variable potentio-
meter.

Variable resistor

'NA/

Load

of an adjustable potentiometer by means of
which a variable voltage can be obtained at the
load if required. The adjustable contact A
could be arranged to slide along the resistor,
or to pass over contact studs connected to
various points on the resistor.

Design of Resistors
When designing a resistor care must be

taken that the wire used is sufficiently large to
carry the required current without excessive
temperature rise. Nickel -chrome wire of high
specific resistance is suitable. It should be
understood that a given resistor may be con-
structed of fairly thick wire having a compara-
tively low temperature ; or thinner wire
operating at a higher temperature, with the
same heat dissipation concentrated in a smaller
volume. Tablet gives the resistance per foot 
of 80/20 per cent. nickel -chrome wire at
various temperatures and the current at which
the wire will reach various temperatures when
the wire is straight, horizontal and free to
radiate heat. When coiled in a small volume
a higher temperature will be reached by a given

Rating
(watts)

Current
(amps)

Resistance
(ohms)

1,000 4.35 53

750 3.26 70.5

600 2.61 88.5

500 2.17 106

250 1.09 211

I00 0.43 530

75 0.33 705

6o 0.26 885

40 0.17 1,360

25 0.11 2,110

15 0.06 3,850

Table 2.-Normal current and resistance of 230 volt
elements.

current in a given wire, because the wire
cannot dissipate its heat so freely. For
instance, a given size of wire may reach a
temperature of 500 deg. C. with a given current
when straight, horizontal and free to radiate,
but may reach 900 deg. C. with the same
current when coiled into a radiator element.
Radiator elements and filament lamps can
often be utilised as compact resistors, and
Table 2 gives the permissible current loading
and resistance of 230 -volt elements and fila-
ment lamps when operating at the working
current. They can, of course, be used on
lower current values, but their resistance will
then be reduced somewhat because the resis-
tance of the wire falls on reduced temperature.

Use of Series Resistors on A.C.
Series resistors can also be used to supply

V 7 -

vo

l

tage
0
bilikcurreA

z_L

cl

tp

,,.= W `V/rto

ci -
: One cycle

Fig. 6.-Voltage and current relationships in
inductive circuit.

plant at reduced voltage from an A.C. supply,
with the same disadvantages of considerable
losses in the resistor and a varying voltage at
the apparatus on a varying load. Both these
difficulties arc overcome by using a step-down
transformer to supply the apparatus, which is
always advisable where an economic supply is
required and/or it is required that the voltage
at the load shall be substantially independent
of the load current. A series resistor is a
practical solution, however, if the load current
is constant; in this case the' same method of .01

calculation as for D.C. can be employed if the
load is non -inductive as in the case of a
resistance element.

In the case of an inductive load, which in
general applies in all cases in which the load
current produces an electromagnetic field,
however, special calculations are required. In
such a load circuit induction causes the load
current I to lag by a certain angle e behind
the voltage VL applied to the load, as shown
in Fig. 6. The cosine of the angle 0 is equal
to the power factor of the load. In a single-
phase circuit the power factor is also equal to

watts
voltamps.

For instance, if a given load takes

25o watts with a current of 5 amps on a too -
volt supply, the volt -amps will be too , 5=
500 volt -amps. The power factor of the load
will then be - =0.5, which is equal to the

50
cosine of the angle 6o deg., as may be seen
from Table 3. Thus the 5 amp load current
will lag by 6o deg. behind the voltage applied
to the load as shown in Fig. 6. In the case of a
powerful electromagnet having a laminated
iron core with a very small air gap the power
factor may be almost zero, in which case the
current will lag behind the voltage by almost
90 deg., or a quarter of a cycle.

Series Resistor Calculations for A.C.
Circuits
Fig. 7 relates to a load circuit having a

power factor of 0.707, with 45 deg. angle of
lag, and shows the method which may be
employed in calculating the value of series
resistor required to reduce the voltage at the
load. The first step is to draw a horizontal line
0-I to represent the current I amp required.
This' line need not be to any scale. A line
0-VL is then drawn at the angle 8 to 0-I,
such that cosine 0 is equal to the power factor
of the load. It may be mentioned that the
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power factor of a motor will depend on its
design and its loading ; a fully loaded z h.p.
motor may have a power factor in the region
of 0.75. The line 0-VL represents the
voltage which is to be applied to the load and
should be drawn to a suitable scale. The next
step is to describe the arc with radius 0-V to
the same scale as the vector 0-VL, the length
of this radius being proportional to the supply
voltage V. Thus, if the load is to receive half
the supply voltage, the radius of the arc
should be made twice as long as the vector
0-VL.

The next step is to draw the horizontal line
from VL parallel with 0-I. The length VL-V
then represents the volt -drop required on the
series resistor, which can be scaled off to find

Series
resistor_,.

I

v/R

1./.Supply

VL

Fig. 7. -Vector diagram relating to a resistor in
series with an inductive circuit.

the volt drop Vi, required across the resistor.
The ohmic value R of the resistor required
will then be equal to -IVg, where I is the load
current (amps). When this resistor is con-
nected in series with the load the angle of lag
of the current behind the supply voltage V
will be reduced to 01, the power factor of the
circuit being increased to cosine 0/. The
losses in the series resistor when carrying the
load current I will be equal to I' x R watts.
When this series resistor is used a variation of
the load current, or a variation of the power
factor of the load as may occur due to altera-
tion of the air gap of an electromagnet, will
alter the voltage across the load and will alter
the angle of lag of the current. It may be
noted that, with a power
factor of less than unity,
a greater volt drop is
required across the series
resistor to provide a given
voltage at the toad. A
purely resistive load circuit
has a power factor of
unity, the current being
in phase with the voltage
applied to the load.

Choke Coil Calculations
A reduced voltage

supply to apparatus can
more economically be
obtained by using a series
choke coil, or reactance,
instead of a series resistor,
on an A.C. supply. If the
choke coil has negligible
resistance and negligible
core losses the losses in
the choke will be negli-
gible. The volt drop
across such a coil when
carrying a current I amps
on a 5o cycle supply is
equal to 314.2 x L x I
volts, where L is the self-
inductance of the choke
coil in henries. If the
supply has some other
frequency f cycles per
second the volt drop across
the choke will be equal to
6.284 x f x L x I volts.
The volt drop across the
choke coil will, however,
lead the current by almost

a quarter of a cycle or 90 degrees. A choke
coil is only effective on A.C.

An Example
As an example we may consider the case of

a piece of apparatus which requires a current
of 5o amps at 4o volts, which is to be fed from
an 8o volt supply A.C. at 5o cycles. We will
assume that the power factor of the load is
0.95 lagging, in which case the power input
(watts) to the load will be equal to VL x I x
cosine 0, where VL is the voltage applied to
the load, I is the load current (amps), and
cosine 0 the power factor of the load. In
this case the power input to the load will thus
be equal to 40 >: 5o x 0.95-1,900 watts or
1.9 kilowatts (kW). At a power factor of 0.95
the load current I will lag behind the load
voltage VL by the angle 0 having a cosine of
0.95, i.e. 18.2 degrees. Thus, having drawn
the current vector 0-I as in Fig. 8, the vector
VL to represent 4o volts to a suitable scale
can next be drawn at the angle 18.2 degrees to
0-I. An arc with radius 0-V proportional
to the supply voltage V can next be drawn.
The line A -V can then be drawn perpen-
dicular to 0-I and passing through VL to cut
the arc at V. Then the line VL-V represents
to scale the volt drop required across the series
choke coil. This volt drop is equal to 0-B
and, assuming negligible losses in the choke
coil, will lead the current vector 0-I by 90
degrees.

The required value of 0-B can also be
found as follows :

Wattless component of the load voltage
VL-0-E=VLx sine 18°.2 = 40x0.312 =
12.48 volts =B - D.

Wattless component of supply voltage V is
equal to 0-D and is equal to the volt drop
0 -B across the choke coil plus B -D --
12.48 volts + B -D.

Watt component of load voltage VL --
0-A =40 x cosine 18°.2 =40 x 0.95 =38 volts.
Then OD2=V2-0A2=8o -382=4,956, thus
OD -70.4 volts.

Thus the volt drop 0 -B across the choke
coil will be equal to OD -BD =70.4-12.58
=57.8 volts.

Angle
(deg.)

Cosine

1.0000

0.9998

0.9994

Sine Angle
(deg.)

Cosine Sine Angle
(deg.)

Cosine Sine

0 0.0000 31 0.8572 0.5150 62 0.4695 0.8829

0.89101

2

0.0175

0.0349

32 0.8480 0.5299 63 0.4540

33 0.8387 0.5446 64 0.4384 0.8988

3 0.9986 0.0523 34 0.8290 0.5592 65

66

.0.4226 0.9063

4 0.9976 0.0698 35 0.8192 0.5736 0.4067 0.9135

5 0.9962 0.0872 36 0.8090 0.5878 67 0.3907

0.3746

0.9205

0.92726 0.9945 0.1045 37 0.7986

0.7880

0.7771

0.7660

0.6018 68

7 0.9925 0.1219 38 0.6157 69 0.3584 0.9336

8 0.9903 0.1392 39 0.6293 70 0.3420 0.9397

9 0.9877 0.1564 40 0.6428 71 0.3256 0.9455

xo

rr

12

0.9848 0.1736 41 0.7547 0.6561 72 0.3090 0.9511

0.9816

0.9784

0.1908

0.2079

42 0.743/ 0.6691 73 0.2924 0.9563

43 0.7314

0.7193

0.6280 74 0.2756 0.9613

13 0.9744 0.2250 44 0.6947 75 0.2588 0.9659

14 0.9703 0.2419 45 0.7071

0.6947

0.707x 76 0.2419 0.9703

15 0.9659 0.2588 46 0.7193 77

78

79

8o

81

0.2250

0.2079

0.1908

0.1736

0.1564

0.9744

0.9781

0.50856

0.9848

0.9877

x6 0.9613 0.2576 47 0.6280 0.7314

17 0.9563 0.2924 48 0.609/ 0.7431

x8 0.9511 0.3090 49 0.656/ 0.7547

19

20 -

0.9455

0.9397

0.3256

0.3420

so 0.6428 0.7660

51 0.6293 0.7771 82 0.1392 0.9903

21 0.9336 0.3584 52 0.6157 0.7880 83 0.1219 0.9925

22 0.9272 0.3746 53 0.6:n8 0.7986 84 0.1045 0.9945

23 0.9205 0.3907 54 0.5878 0.8090 85 0.0872 0.9962

0.997624 0.9535 0.4067 55 0.5376 0.8192 86 0.0698

25 0.9063 0.4226 56 0.5592 0.8290 87

88

89

0.0523 0.9986

26 0.8988 0.4384 57 0.5446 0.8387 0.0349

0.0175

0.9994

27 0.8910 0.4540 58

59

0.5299 0.8480 0.9998

28 0.8829 0.4695 0.5150

0.5000

0.8572 go 0.0000 1.0000

29 0.8746 0.4848 60 0.8660

0.874630 1 0.8660 0.5000 61 I .2.4848

Table 3. -Sines and cosines of various angles.

The power factor (cosine 0,) of the input
from the supply will be equal to :

Watt component OA 38
.Supply voltage V 8o-0 475.

The power input from the supply will be
practically the same as the power used at the
load and will be equal to V x I x cosine 01
80 x so x o.475= r,9oo watts. In order to
obtain the volt drop 0-B of 57.8 volts across
the choke coil the self-inductance L of the
choke coil must be equal to

Volt drop 572
6.284 x f x 1=6.284 x 50 x 50 =°4°37

henry or 3.7 millihenries.

Choke Coil Applications
The choke coil will reduce the power factor

of the current taken from the supply by

0 A

Fig. S. -Vector diagram relating to a choke coil
in series with an inductive circuit.

increasing the angle of lag from 0 to 01, the
power factor will vary on a varying load
current as will also the voltage applied to the
load. However, the method is very suitable
for supplying a reduced voltage to a constant
load. A choke coil is also a very useful device
for use on A.C. where it is required that the
voltage at the toad shall automatically fall on
increased load, as in the case of an arc welding
plant where a higher voltage is required to
strike the arc than to maintain it. The choke
coil prevents short circuiting of the supply
when the electrode is brought into contact
with the work.

Uses of a Series Choke Coil
If required a variable voltage can be

obtained at a load of constant impedance, or a
constant voltage can be applied to a load of
varying impedance, by using a series choke coil
having a varying self-inductance L. This
can be arranged by using an iron -cored choke
coil with a variable air gap in the magnetic
circuit, or a tapped choke coil. Maximum
value of L, and maximum volt drop across
the choke coil, with a given current through
the coil, occurs with minimum air gap or with
all the turns in circuit. The choke coil
should be wound with conductors which are
large enough to carry the load current without
overheating ; in some cases heavy -current
choke coils are oil immersed.

Flux Density of the Core
The value of the self-inductance of an iron -

cored choke coil depends on the flux density
in the core. If the core is used with a high
magnetic flux density the self-inductance will
tend to fall somewhat on high currents due to
saturation effects. Thus if it is required that
the volt drop across the choke coil shall be
proportional to the current the flux density
in the core should not be excessive. Alter-
natively an air -cored choke coil, which has no
saturation effects, may be used, such a coil
being particularly suitable for a high -frequency
supply. In order to minimise iron losses the
core of a choke coil should be constructed of
lightly insulated laminations of Stalloy or
Lohys iron, and the magnetic flux density in
the core should be limited.
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FOR SALE
COMPRESSORS for sale; 24 CFM,

1801bs. sq. in., on metal base,
with driving wheel and receiver,
price £3; 4 h.p. Heavy Duty Motors,
price £3; carriage forward. Wheel-
house, 1, The Grove, Isleworth.
(Phone: Hounslow 7558.)
MAKE YOUR OWN MUSICAL BOX.
1-T1 Send s.a.e. for price and tune
list of Swiss Movements and cigarette
box kits. Mulco, 72, Greyhound
Hill, N.W.4. Trade supplied.
NUTS, BOLTS, SCREWS, Rivets,

Washers, and hundreds of other
items for model engineers and handy-
men; s.a.e. for list. Whiston (Dept.
PMS). New Mills, Stockport.
MOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment ; available
from stock. Universal Electrical, 221.
City Road, London, E.C.1.
rflYPEWRITERS/DUP-

LICATORS; Easiest Terms; Free
Delivery Anywhere. Verney Clayton,
M.C., Market Rasen, Lincolnshire.
TUFNOL: Rod and Sheet, " Pers-

pex " COloured and Clear Sheet,
Clear Rod, Cements and Polishes,
Vulcanised Fibre Sheet, Acetate,
P.V.C. and Formica; no order too
small; send s.a.e. for price list.
Lawrence & Jeffreys Ltd., 16,
Gloucester Road, Brighton, Sussex,
Eng.
DUBBER MOULDS for Plaster Or-
", naments from 2/- each. Moulding
compound for mould making 8/6 per
lb. Granulated ready for use. Metal
toy casting moulds from 3/- each,
s.a.e. for list. F. W. Nuthall, 69, St.
Mark's Road, Hanwell, London, W.7.
LATEX FOAM UPHOLSTERY. 2ft.

6in. Damask Mattress, 28/11/,
carr. 2/-; 14fin. x 13in. x lfin. Seat
Unit, 8/6, carr. 1/-; 21in. x 18in. x
4in., 32/6, carr. 2/-; all shapes and
sizes; s.a.e. list. B & M (Latex)
Sales, 35, Station Road, Addlestone,
Surrey. Weybridge 3311.)

UPHOLSTERERS'
supplies, direct

from the factors ; uncut Moquet-
tes, 12/- yard; Leathercloth, 5/9 yard;
Tapestries from 5/11 yard; 72in. Hes-
sian, 1/11 yard; Chair Webbing, 4d.
yard; Tacks, Springs, Spring Cushion
Units, Tension Springs, etc.; s.a.e. for
complete free list. Benfield's, 3,
Villiers Rd., N.W.2.
SPEAKERS, 8in., 12/9 ; P.M. Stan-

dard, 3-5 ohms, or with O.P.
Transformer, 15/9, used, but guaran-
teed tested perfect, most makes, post
1/9. baffle board 9d. extra. Exten-
sion Speaker Cabinets, 9/9, to fit
Bin. Speaker, repolished, baffle board
fitted, post 1/9. Duke & Co., 621,
Romford Road, London, E.12.
(GRA 6677.)
GLORIOUS, Health -giving Sunshine.

Bathe in the wonderfully luxuri-
ous Ultra -Violet Infra -Red rays of
the Scientific Supertonic Sunlamp and
get a marvellous tan. A 27 Sun-
lamp for only 60/-; s.a.e. brochure.
Scientific Products, Shipley, Yorks.

NEW EX-W.D. fitted Tap and Die
Cases to hold 6 13/16in. O/D

Dies. 12 Taps, Die Stock, and Tap
Wrench, price. including postage, 4/-.
Bullers, Printing Office Street, Don-
caster.
WOOL BARGAINS. Tap wrenches,

lin. to lin., American. 12/6, p.
and p. 1/6; High speed drills up to
gin.. 12/6 doz., p. and p. 6d.; Tool
maker's cramps 10/- pair, p. and p.
1/-; Surface plates, grade A, l2in. x
Sin., 45/- carriage 4/-; Hand drills,
fin. cap., by Millers Falls, USA, 12/6,
p. and p. 1/-; Needle Files, 'ass., 12/-
doz.; Files, ass., up to 14in., 16/6
doz., p. and p. 2/-; Wood Chisels, lin.
to lin., set of 6, 15/-, p. and p. 1/-;
Files, ass., 4in. to 8in., 10/- doz., p.
and p. 1/-; High speed drills up to
tapping 4in., 7/6 doz.; HSS slitting
saws, 2fin. to 3in. dia., various thick-
ness, 3 for 10/-; Grindstones, 8in.
x lin. x lin., 60 grit, 7/6, p. and p.
1/6, Bin. x x fin. to din., 4/6. p,
and p. 9d. Bargain list 6d. Mibro
Equipments Ltd., 81, Derby Road,
Nottingham.
BRAND NEW Brooks 4 h.p. Motors.

ball -bearing, 230v., A.C., single
phase, 50 cycles. 2,800 r.p.m. ; ideal
for driving woodworking machines,
grinders, etc. ; latest type in maker's
sealed box ; 28/15/- ; also Capacitor
Type, £9/15/-; carriage paid. P.
Blood & Co.. Wolseley Bridge, near
Stafford

flILMBER CUT TO SIZE. General
-11- Woodwork Supplies. D.P. P.M.,
78. Stoke Newington High Street,
N.16.
AIR OXYGEN CYLINDERS, 12 x

6in., 2,0001bs. sq. in., screwed,
fin, gas, weight 151bs., 17/6, c.p.
Plastic Hose for oil, water, gas, suds,
pumps, etc., gut reinforced, un-
perishable, unkinkable, 14ft. lengths,
fin. bore, 5/- each, 3 lengths, 12/-,
c.p.; Connectors 6d.; a few lengths
will make an everlasting garden
hose. Wilton, 92, Toynbee Road,
Wimbledon, S.W.20,
"AQUALUNG " CALOR GAS, 1946

Type, F. Regulators, suitable
for conversion, 30/-, carriage
paid. George Cairns & Sons, 212/
215, Westgate Road, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, 4.
T" HANDYMAN " TOOL SET
A- for the practical mechanic :
19 useful tools, incl. hammer, saw,
plane, oil can, file, pliers, etc., in
strong steel tool box, 87/6 cash, or
25/- down and 6 monthly payments
10/- each. Wood, 30, Dorset Square,
London, N.W.1.
PERSPEX for all purposes, clear or

coloured dials, discs, engraving.
Denny, 15, Netherwood Road, W.14.
(SHE 1426, 5152.)
1/AND SAW, 4 h.p. motor, 8in.,

jaw cut 2in., £10. Goulding,
63, Rydal Road, Bolton, Lanes.
CABLE CHEAPER in small coils

(25-49yds.). Prices per 100yd.
lots (less supplied add 5%), twin
rubber, 1/044 47/6, 3/029 60/-, 3/029,
earthed, 71/6, 7/029, earthed, 123/6.
Request lists, all cables, accessories.
P.M., 591. Green Lanes, London, N.8.
MARQUETRY VENEERS available

in 3 kits, 3/-, 7/-, 10/-. Our
special offer : 20 Exotic and Coloured
Veneers, 3/6 ; with every packet an
extra design given free ; post free.
Brian Waldman, Marquetry Depart-
ment, 316, Old St., London, E.C.1.
" AA

-A-
QUALUNG" CYLINDERS,

£2/2/6 ; Regulators, £1/11/3 ;
Compressors, L4/10/-. Pryce, 157,
Malden Rd., Cheam.

NEW 4in. Power -driven Wood
Planers, will re -bate 5/16in.,

twin -cutter block, self -oiling bear-
ings, with guard, fence, V -pulley,
usual price 27/15/-, 20 only at 25/10/ -
each. Handicraft Stores, 6, Ivegate,
Yeadon, Leeds.
SAWBENCHES, plain, petrol, elec-

tric. Hogg & Pudsey, 10, Folly
Lane, Leeds, 11.
PL A'S TIC Injection Moulding

Materials. Polystyrene, grade 1,
4/- lb., black, white, clear, red,
yellow, green ; grade 2, 3/6 lb., red,
pale pink, black ; P.V.C., black only,
3/6 lb.; add postage. Seymour, 30,
Devonshire Drive, Stapleford.
ONE L.E.C. Domestic Refrigerator

Unit, complete with motor,
evaporator, thermostat, etc.; charged
with refrigerant and ready for
installation ; suitable for 4 cu. ft.
cabinet ; £10. Send s.a.e. for photo-
graph. Liverpool Refrigeration Ser-
vice Ltd., 191, Rice Lane, L'pool, 9.

GRAINING BY TRANSFER, oak,
walnut, etc. Samples 1/- ;

complete range 3/- ; roll 16/10.
P.M.. Decano Co., 20, Clarendon
Road, Jersey, C.I.
PUMPS, Impeller type, 24 volts,

D.C., 7fin. long Sin. dia. flanged
inlet, 4fin. dia. outlet screwed 4in.
bsp, in working order. 12/6, p.pd.;
s.a.e. for price list of ex W.D.
Mechanical and Electrical Goods. G.
Briggs, 66, Fylde Road, Preston.

MICROMETERS,
0.001-lin.. at 10/-,

plus post 6d., new BrItish-made
instruments, adjustable, decimal
equivalents 1/32, 1/64 on stock. In-
structions, decimal tables and boxed,
beautifully finished with clear gradu-
ations, from Precision Models  Co..
Butts Road, Woking.

MODEL DEALERS

HOBBIES LTD. have over 50 years'
experience of catering for the

needs of modellers, handymen and
home craftsmen. Branches at 78a,
New Oxford Street, London, and in
Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester,
Leeds. Sheffield, Hull, Southampton
and Bristol. Head Office, Dereham,
Norfolk.

HOBBIES

CRAFTWORKERS (either sex), Soft
Toy Assembling, the ideal profit-

able pastime; details s.a.e. Cuddly -
craft Supplies, East Road, London,
N.1.
vroY & GAME MANUFACTURE.

-m- The world's first journal
specifically devoted to the manufac-
ture of toys, games, sports equip-
ment and amusement novelties.
Annual subscription .21/10/-. Speci-
men copy 2/6. Techniview Pub-
lications Ltd., 125, Oxford Street,
London, W.1.
SPARE TIME PROFIT.-Plastic In-

jection Moulding Machine, suit-
able for the craftsman, small
manufacturer, and those interested
in hobbies and education. Apply :
Dohm Ltd., 167, Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1. (Tel.: Victoria 1414.)
AMATEUR RADIO, World's Greatest

Hobby ! Write to -day for Cata-
logue ! (Enclose stamp for postage.)
Kits from 69/6. Johnsons (Radio),
46, Friar Street, Worcester.
BUILD YOUR OWN CANOE ! Kits

from 26/10/-; new/secondhandCraft from £11; stamp for lists.
Canoe Services, West Coker, Yeovil.

STEAM CAR POWER UNIT,
detailed plans suitable for light

car ; no gears ; uses fuel oil ;switch on to start ; s.a.e. for com-
prehensive free lists. " Light Steam
Power," P.M., Kirk Michael, Isle of
Man, U.K.
MAKING YOUR OWN ? Telescopes,

Enlargers, .Binoculars, Micro-
scopes, projectors, or, in fact, any-
thing that needs lenses. Then getour booklets " How to Use ex -Gov.
Lenses and Prisms." Nos. 1 and 2,
price 2/6 ea. Also our Stereo Book

3D Without Viewers," price 7/6.
Comprehensive lists of Lenses,
Optical, Radio and Scienific Gear,
free for s.a.e. H. W. English, Ray-
leigh Road, Hutton, Brentwood.
Essex.
MAKE YOUR OWN GREENHOUSE.

Size 8ft. 6in. x Eft. wide; com-
plete kit of accurately machined
timber. Yours for 42/- deposit ;
cash Price 213/10/, Write for
details to Garden -Craft (Newark)

 Sutton -on -Trent, Newark.
Q HIPS IN BOTTLES.-The con -
L, structional kit that tells you how
to make them ; build for pleasure or
for profit ; kits 6/- each from HobbiesLtd.,and model shops. Cooper-
Crat. Ltd., The Bridewell, Norwich.
ACLUTCH UNIT for your lathe-

make it yourself from castings
and parts, or we supply ready to fit.
Full details f om P.B. Engineering,
86; King Will' m Street, Coventry.
READY TO A SEMBLE FITRNITURZ.

-Contemporary, etc., Coffee
Tables, Television, Radio Tables, etc.,
Picture Frkme Meuldings. Stamp for
lists. Hughes's Woodworkers, Lynch -
ford Road, Farnborough, Hants.

FORMULAS and Manu-
facturing Secrets. Finest

book ever published for the man
interested in saving money, earning
money, or simply making things."
Send s.a.e. for details. Frobisher Co.,
Dept. P.. 10, Lune Street, Preston,
Lanes.
1.1 -OW TO RE -WIND and Service

Electric Motors. Generators.
Complete Practical Book only 3/-,
p.pd. Below:-
LATHE HANDBOOK, 3 books in one,

5/-, p.pd.; wood -turning, metal
turning, metal spinning, jigs, attach.
ments, special operations ; 200 illus-
trations; outstanding, practical
" how -to -do -it - material throughout.
Below:-
ARC AND SPOT WELDERS For The

Small Shop. Easily, cheaply
made. Full plans, 3/-, p.pd.
Below:-

SOLDERING AND BRAZING
Simplified. Outstanding Ameri.

can book, 3/-. Below:-
IVEIDGET CAR AND SCOOTER
-0'a- Construction, 3/-, p.pd.CARBelow:-BODY REPAIRING. Complete

A B C course ; illustrated;
7/6, p.pd.; lists free. American
Publishers Service (P.M.), Sedgeford,
Norfolk.

BOOKS
10,000

WATCHMAKERS
WATCH REPAIRERS, Hobbyists,

etc., send s.a.e. for list of
Watches, Movements, etc., priced
from 9d. each Loader Bros., Dept.
P.M., 36, Milestone Rd., Carterton,
Oxford.
WATCH AND CLOCK PARTS,

large stocks of all spares,
Balance Staffs, Winding Stems, Hair
Springs, Complete Balances, etc.;
return postal service. Send for
latest free lists. H. S. Walsh,
27/28, Anerley Station Road,
London, S.E.20.
IN ADDITION to our most success-

ful-0- Watch and Clock Repair
Service, we now offer a Three-day
Fountain Pen Repair Service. You
will find us just as reliable and
reasonable in price for Pens as you
have for Watches and Clocks.
Hereford Watch Co., 43, Broad
Street, Hereford.
In ENGLISH LEVER Watch Move-

ments from gold and silver
cases, take 20/- the 10 ; 10 Geneva
movements, 15/- the 10 ; 10 Swiss
Lever, 25/- the 10 ; 4 big 4 -plate
English Lever Movements from 18 et.
cases, 30/- the 4 ; 20 Wristlet
Watches, useful for material. £2/10/ -
the 20 ; 20 Pocket (keyless) Watches,
£2 the 20 ; material expensive to-
day. Merkels, Jewellers, Grey St.,
Newcastle -on -Tyne.

WOODWORKING
PLYWOOD, 36 a 12 x 3/16, 13/-

doz.; 24 a 12 x 3/16, 9/6 doz.;
c,p.; s.a.e. for list. Parmount
(Dept. P.M.), Burnley Road, Rawten-
stall,

WOOD LATHES, Attachments,
Motors and Control Gear, Cir-

cular Saw Blades, Spindles or
Benches, Turning Tools, etc.; inter-
ested ? Then send 6d. for illustrated
literature, price list and H.P. terms.
D. Arundel & Co., Mills Drive, Farn-
don Road, Newark, Notts.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A

RELIABLE FIRM for Timber
Plywood, Wallboards, Veneered Ply-
wood ; call at our warehouse or send
s.a.e. for price lists. N. Gerver, 2/10.
Mare Street, London, E.8 (near Cam-
bridge Heath (E.R.) station).
(AMHerst 5887.)
WOODWORKING MACHINES, all

cast-iron constructed. Complete
Saw Benches, Tin-, L4/15/- ; 8in.,R5/10/-; 10in., complete, motorised,
£30. Planers, 5in., £12 ; Bowl Turtl-
ing Heads. £4 ; with 8in. Saw Tables,
27/10/-. Lathes, 27/10/-; Combina-
tion Lathes, Z10/10/-, Motors,Pulleys, Belts, etc. 12 months'
written and money refund guarantee.
4d. stamp for illustrated booklet.James Inns (Engineers), MarshallSt., Nottingham.

ELECTRICAL
AMAZINGLY powerful miniature

Electric Motors. MiniMo: 3-6D.C. volts, .1-.3 amps., speed 4/5,000,
weight lfoz., size ain. x Ifin.; drives
boat propellers lin. dia., aeroplane
propellers 5in. dia. price 9/-.
MaxiMo: 3-9 D.C. volts., , .2-.75 amps.,
speed 4/5,000, weight lioz., size
x 1 3/16in., drives boat propellers
Ifin. dia., aeroplane propellers 8in.
dia., price 12/6. Maximum power,
minimum consumption, for. al]
models. " Friclub " Lubricant forabove and all light mechanisms 1/6
per tube ; all post paid. Etna Pro-ducts Ltd., Dept. P.M., " Highland,"
Alkrington Green, Middleton, Man-chester.
BRAND NEW CABLES : TRS twin,

1/044 42/, 3/029 62/-; -twin and
earth, 3/029 73/-, 7/029 125/-; PVC
twin 1/044 49/-, 3/029 63/- ; allper 100 yards. Lampholders 6/6.
Switches 16/3 doz. All electrical
goods, including Fluorescent fittings,
at bargain prices. List. Jaylow
Supplies, 93, Fairholt Road, London,
N.16.

WANTED
WANTED, ex R.A.F. Douglas

42Y/1000 Generator Set or Regu-
lator Board or Instruction Book. E.Lister, Woolsington Gardens, New-
castle -on -Tyne, 3.

(Continued on next page)
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EDUCATIONAL
IP.R.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICA-

TIONS. 5,500 Alignment Peaks
for superheterodynes, 5/9. Data for
constructing TV aerial Strength
Meter, 7/6; sample copy " The Prac-
tical Radio Engineer," quarterly
publication of the Institute, 2/-;
membership and examination data,
1/-. Syllabus of 7 postal courses
free and post free. Sec., LP.R.E.,
20, Fairfield Road, London, N.8.

LEARN IT AS YOU DO IT-We
provide practical equipment com-

bined with instruction in Radio,
Television, Electricity, Mechanics,
Chemistry, Photography, etc. Write
for full details to E.M.I. Institutes,
Dept. P.M.47, London, W.4.

MERCHANT. NAVY Radio Officer
Cadet Training School. World

travel and adventure overseas.
Brooks' Bar, Manchester.

CELLULOSE
ENTHUSIASTIC

POPULARITY !

Cellulose Veneers, washable,
flexible ; white, black, pearl, glitter ;
1,001 uses ; all crafts ; mixed parcels,
3/6, 6/6, 12/6, p.p. Jackson (Dept.
P.M.), " Ouseburn," Woodmansey,
E. Yorks.

HOLIDAY
ACCOMMODATION

TOURING HOLIDAYS. " Bed and
1 Breakfast in South & South-
West England." Superb Illustrated
Guide describing recommended Inns,
Farms, Guest Houses, Hotels, etc.,
2/9, post free. Herald Handbooks,
3, Teevan Road, Croydon.

FIBREGLASS ! ! !

BUILD YOUR OWN car body, boat hull,
sidecar, etc.
KITS for experimental work and initial
experience.
Prices : 12/6, 17/6, 28/6 & 45/-.
BULK MATERIALS - prices on
application.
Amongst other articles, we manufacture
FIBREGLASS CAR BODY SHELLS,
with high surface finish, choice of 5 colours.
£49. Send for details to :-

Dept. P.M.5,
MICRON PLASTICS,

WOODCOCK HILL,
RICKMANSWORTH, HERTS.

Tel. : 3312.

Get the Thrills of Enlarging NOW!

Famous GNOME 'MINOR'
with.famous Gnome 'MINOR'
Enjoy making enlargements £6/9/6enlarger. Supplied complete
with f8 Doublet enlarging lens. Takes 120,
620, 127 and 35 -mm. negatives. Makes any
size of enlargement from postcard to
161n. x 201n. Operating instructions supplied.

How to Get Gnome ' Minor'
All you have to do to get the Gnome 'Minor'
is to fill in the Coupon. If you want to take
advantage of our easy terms just indicate.
Money Back Guarantee.

Post This Coupon
To New Trading House, Dept. N18,

 Primrose Hill, Preston, Lancs.
Please send - Gnome MINOR

 ENLARGER with lens.
;  I enclose £619/6 in full payment.

 I enclose UV- and will send 13 further
weekly payments of 101- to complete

 payment.
Signed
Please PRINT name and address in margin

1  Cross out if not applicable.

Note! Offer not affected er.by recent H.P.
Control Ord

HANDICRAFTS
MUSICAL MECHANISMS. Swiss

made, for fitting in cigarette
boxes, etc., 18/- each. Send s.a.e.
for complete list of handicraft
materials. Metwood Accessories, 65,
Church Street, Wolverton, Bucks.
MAKE YOUR OWN MUSICAL BOX,

Swiss -made movements, 22/6.
S.A.E. list of tunes. Best make only.
Albert's Music Shop, 45, Heath
Road, Twickenham.
LEATHER for all Leatherwork.

Send 21d. stamp for list and 25
to 30 cuttings. Howell Agencies, 39,
Sandringham Avenue, LeieeSter.

SEA SHELLS for all types of
" Shellcraft." Large or small

quantities; send now for latest price
list, post free to: Sea Shell Supplies,
Braye Road, Alderney, C.I.

INVENTIONS
TNVENTORS.-Send s.a.e. for par-

ticulars of our Service for profit-
ably developing and marketing your
Invention. Kelsey & Partners, Wood-
lands, Stroud, Glos.

SITUATIONS VACANT
The engagement of persons answering these

advertisements must be made through a Local
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a scheduled
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man
aged 18-64 inclusive or a woman aged 18-59
inclusive unless he or she, or the employment,
is excepted from the provisions of the Notifica-
tion of Vacancies Order 1952.
A M.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City

"CI" and Guilds, etc., on " No Pass
-No Fee " terms. Over 95% suc-
cesses. For details of Exams. and
courses in all branches of Engineer-
ing, Building. etc., write for 144 -page
Handbook-Free. B.I.E.T., (Dept.
967B), 29, Wright's Lane, London,
W.8.
MEN WANTED. - Dignified, well

paid career as a Physical
Training Instructor. One hour's
daily study qualifies in a few months
for official diploma. For free details
of enrolment, write to : DIRECTOR
OF STUDIES. Physical Training
Instructor's Course, International
Federation of Physical Culture
(Dept. P.M.3), Bank Chambers, High
Holborn, London, W.C.1.
?IN E C H N I CAL INFORMATION
-1- SEARCHER. Chartered Patent

Agents in Central London have
vacancy for a man with an engin-
eering background, preferably to
National Certificate level. General
education to Matriculation standard.
An office job with a 5 -day week and
short hours. Applicants for inter-
view should state age and give
details of education, examinations
passed, and experience (if any).
Write Box 253, Reynells, 44, Chancery
Lane, W.C.2.

WORK WANTED
QUALIFIED DRAUGHTSMAN with
log spare time will undertake draw-
ings, strictly confidential, Detail Lay-
out, Assembly, Jigs, Tools, Pictorial
Views and Pictorial Illustrations.
Box No. 125.

PHOTOGRAPHY
ENLARGER and Camera Bellows

supplied; also fitted. Beers, St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby.

MISCELLANEOUS
BUILD YOUR OWN REFRIGERA-

TOR, all components available
at reasonable prices. Frigidaire
flowing cold units £5 ; small units,
Kelvinator, etc., £4 ; # h.p. heavy
duty Motors, £3 ; Chrome Cabinet
fittings, new, £1 ; money back guar-
antee ; s.a.e, for list and schematic
diagram. Wheelhouse, 1, The Grove,
Isleworth, Middx. (Phone: Hounslow
7558.)

COMPRESSOR EQUIPMENT. Mis-
cellaneous Items ; catalogue lid.

Pryce, 157, Malden Road, Cheam.
DESK TELEPHONES with internal

bell and complete with hand
set, non -dial type, brand new in
maker's cartons, 59/6 ; P.O.' genera-
tor type Ringers, 7/6 ; Drop Indi-
cators, 4/- ; Vacuum Pumps, brand
new, ex-R.A.F., 7 en. ft. per min.,
10-lbs. per sq. inch pressure, size
6in. x 6in. x 4in., only 22/6 (post
2/-) ; Model Maker's Motor, 210.
long x 1 lin. diameter, with tin.
spindle, will operate on 4, 6, 12 or
24 volts D.C., only 10/6 ; Blowers,
ex-R.A.F., 24v., only 15/- ; American
Dynamotor, 12 volt input, output
255 volts 60 ma, ideal for car radio
or running electric shaver from car
battery, only 22/6 ; Running Hour
Meters for checking running time of
machines n equipment up to 10,000
hours then return to zero, operate
from normal A.C. 50 cycles mains,
brand new in maker's cartons, only
39/6 ; Pocket Voltmeter, reads 0-15
and 0-300 volts A.C. or D.C., brand
new, only 18/6 ; Transformer, normal
input, has 3 windings each giving
5v. -0-5v. at 5 amps, and by using
combinations will give various vol-
tages at high current, brand new,
only 39/6 (post 2/6) ; Transformer,
normal input, output being 4v. at
20 amps., C.T., unused, but have
damaged fixing lugs and/or broken
bakelite terminal panels, only 17/6
(post 2/6) ; Cable, clearance offer
of 23/36 twin polythene, weather-
proof and suitable for outdoor use,
only 39/6 per 100 -yard coil, 22/6 for
50 (carriage. 3/6). U.E.I. Corpn.,
138, Grays Inn -Road, London, W.C.1
(TER 7937.)

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed and

Tested Radio Designs
Battery Operated
"MIDDY" 2-Valver, M/L waves.
"BOSUN" 2-V. Ditto. Good power and tone.
"SKIPPER" 4-V. T.R.F. Fine range.
"CRUISER" 3-V. T.R.F. M/L waves.
"CORVETTE" 4-V. Superhet AU -wave.

Portables
"POCKET PAK" 1-V. M/waves. 'Phone.
"CHUMMY" 2-V. MIL waves. Good range.
"ECLIPSE" 4-V. S'het.M/L waves. V/Good.

Short -waves
DX,1 1-V. Plug-in Coils. B/S Tuning.
DX.2 2-V. Ditto. Greater range.

Mains Operated
"ENSIGN" A.C. 2-V., M/L waves.
"CUB" A.C./ D.C. 2-V. Ditto.
"ENTERPRISE" A.C. 3-V. T.R.F. M/L wvs.

Data Sheets for the above, 2/6 each. Except-
ing "Eclipse," which is 3/3. All plus 2 id.

MULLARD 10 W. AMPLIFIER
The Sparks version of a Tested practical
layout of this noted circuit, with separate
Control Unit. 3/9. Post Free,
SEND 21d. STAMP FOR LIST OF 34

DESIGNS.
Chassis and Components Supplied.

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M),
8, COURT ROAD, MANAGE, DORSET,

PORT ASS 3" "IP, £25.10.0
Contract Surplus

Dol. P.M., Bottermere
Works, Sheffield 8

Build your own
SPRAYING PLANT
BRAND NEW Heywood
Bendix Compressors,with

DrivingShaft,
40/- each.
2/6 Carr.
Approx. 2
c. ft. at
600 r.p.m.
& 100- lbs.
per sq. in.

C. H. VINCENT
47/49 Essex Road, Islington,

London, N.I.
Canonbury 3720

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for
Leaflet No. 18/7

Speeds up to
6,000 r.p.m.

B. & F. CARTER
& Co., Ltd., Bolton 5

TEC RAGE 1.44
The green, shredded, easy -melt com-
pound for making flexible casting
moulds, price 6/6 per lb. Reduction
for quantity, jib. sample with instruc-
tions sent for 7/6.
-116TECRACAST411
The superfine white casting plaster.
61b., 51- ; 1216., 7/6. Delivered free.

TECHNICRAFT PRODUCTS
(Dept. al)

11, ST. GILES CLOSE, DAGENHAM,
ESSEX
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FORTUNES IN FORMULAS." soo-.
page American book of formula'.

American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Herga Ltd. (Dept. P2),
Hastings.

RECTIFIERS, Motors, Transformers,
Compressors, etc. S.A.E. list.

L. Unwin, Bousley Rise, Ottershaw,
Surrey.

EVERY conceivable item of work-
-1=4 shop equipment readily avail-
able under our Personal Hire-pur-
chase Plan. Write for details to -day
to Garners, 6-8, Primrose Hill,
Barnsley. -

BALL BEARINGS, Hoff, 117 or
SKF 6203, -17mm. bore, 40 o.d.,

12 wide new, 2/6 each. Johnstone,
4, Birch Grove, Prestwich,- Man-
chester.
BAKELITE SHEETS, 24in. x 24in.

x`iin., 7/- sheet, 2/- sq. ft. cut.
Jmoalinncshtoenstee,r.4, Birch Grove, Prestwich,

ITAKE A TIP ! It may be
-1- "Wimet." Grind with
" Diadisc " from Millett ! 11in.
diamond lap, tin. taper bore, 25/9.
W. J. Millett, C.M.B.H.I., St. Ives,
Huntingdon.

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS

LANDING LAMP MOTORS exactly as
described for SELF -OPENING GARAGE
DOORS-" Practical Motorist," Aug., '54
(copy of article sent with motor). 12/24v.
D.C., also 30 v. A.C., drive via gear and
quadrant giving lateral movement of about
21n. and reverse. Each 25/-, post 1/9.
HAND GENERATORS. Complete with
handle and 72/1 gearbox. Output 28 volts
and 300 volts. As described for WASHING
MACHINE in " Practical Mechanics
Aug. '53 and WRINGER Mar. '54. Each
25/-, post 1/9.
EPICYCLIC GEAR MOTORS. (Aircraft
cowl gill motors) operate through 4 -stage
625/1 gear (5-25-125-625 one or more stages
easily locked to give any of these ratios,
24 v. D.C., 5 amps., 12 v. D.C., app. 4 amps
Will also operate 16/30 v. A.C., app. 5/7 amps
Each 25/, post 1/9.
ELECTRIC FANS. New in maker's boxes
230-250 v. A.C. 7 lin. Blades. Suitable ex-
traction or circulation. Bargain at 50/-.
post 2/-.
BAKELITE LAMP HOLDERS, chrome
reflector, screw rim, clear glass 5in. dia.
Suit window display, etc. etc. S.B.C.
double contact. Each 4/9, post 9d.
PRESSURE TANKS (R.A.F. Oil Reser-
voirs). Each 5/-, post 1/6.
Send 3d. Stamp for list of MOTORS.
TELEPHONES, TRANSFORMERS, PUMPS.
LAMPS. SWITCHES, BOXES, etc. etc.

Hundreds of Bargains.
MILLIGANS

24, HARFORD ST., LIVERPOOL, 3.
Money Back Guarantee.

Whiff IPS
SRN!Rif

6REATE37 *AMAIN EMI
EX -USA PILOTS* 0:1'7001ttilf.A

-t!-! SUPER QUALITY

vheressneloatiter

FLYING
ACKETS

ONLY

P./P. 2/- I
'

5,-
Beautiful luxurious warm Natural sheepskin.
Full zips. 2 pockets and deep real lambs-
wool storm collar.
OFFERING A LIFETIME. OF WEAR

INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM NEW
Satisfac i n goo cnteed or money refunded

MARCUS STORES (51), GRAVESEND

POTTERY
Potter's wheels from 16 gns. 3 k.w.
electric kilns from £12 to £50. Also
a wide range of pottery materials.

Write for illustrated catalogue.
MILLS & HUBBALL, Ltd.

(Dept. P,M.),
244, Borough High St., London, S.E.I.

ACCURATE
'm A RDRITTINC

I!le le
AIR PISTOLS

_

...OUR RIFLES  ACCESSORIES
Of' Write for catalogue WESLEY  SCOTT Ltd.

WEAMAN ST., BIRMINGHAM 4, ENGLAND
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The Editor Does not Necessarily Agree with the

Views of his Correspondents
P

The Passing
of the Steam
Locomotive

havebeen areader of
PR AC TI C AL

MECHANICS since issue No. I and even
with the many publications one has to read,
I find most pleasure in reading the P.M.

I like your editorials under the heading
of " Fair Comment," and now refer to the
one in the March issue. I consider the com-
ment far from fair.

You refer to carriages being uncomfort-
able ; if this comment refers to the new
B.R. standard carriage then please qualify
your statement as the censensus of opinion
does not agree with yours. If, however, you
mean some of the old stock still operating,
then make due allowance for the war years
and the steel crisis, both of which retarded
the replacement programme.

Regarding long distance arrivals at London
termini, as one that frequently uses these
trains I think the late arrivals are the excep-
tion rather than the rule, but your state-
ment implies that it is a red-letter day when
a train arrives on time.

Reference is made to air travel ; how
much did our aircraft industry benefit by the
war years? This also applies to the motor
industry, but the railways had to apply their
productive efforts and technical skill in other
directions than their own fields of activities-
this was essential, but give them credit for it!

Mention is made of industry being im-
patient, with a productivity ratio of 2.3 as
compared with the U.S.A. at 5.5, surely
they can content themselves with correction
of their own inefficiencies whilst the railways
are making good their own.

Atomic power is the next issue. Admit-
tedly the U.S.A. have a submarine, but the
general feeling is that the first applications
will be by introducing power stations, and
these will not be operating for a number
of years yet. I cannot agree that atomic
power offers any immediate threat to the
railways plan.

Helicopters are mentioned for inter -city
transport, but will this poor brother of the
aircraft industry produce suitable designs
during the next to to 15 years? A con-
siderable amount ' of energy and technical
skill is required to resolve all the problems
in connection with the design of rotors and to
determine whether stub wings are necessary.

Now a word about roads ; the road plan
is excellent, but at least zo to 3o years will
be required for it to become effective. Surely
with the huge toll of human life, and the
maiming of countless thousands, the effec-
tive way of getting immediate results in
lowering the road casualties, is to get on to
the rail some of the heavy goods traffic at
present being moved by road.

In conclusion you state that it is pos-
sible that by 197o the 'railways 'will have
ceased to function as passenger carriers ;
possible may be, but highly improbable!-
G. T. S. (Nr. Derby).

Door for Concrete Block Garage
SIR,-Having read the article in your

March edition referred to above, I
suggest readers would be well advised,

when making the doors, to adopt the con-
struction shown in the sketch below.

Experience shows that nails alone cannot
hold the braces in position, and they soon
assume the position shown by the dotted line.

As the primary purpose of the brace is
to support the swinging edge of the door
it is necessary to provide a positive seating
for the ends.-C. BUCHANAN (S. .2 5).

FiR

Mr. C.
Buchanan's
modified
garage
door.

Drilling Lamp Standards
IR,-Re Mr. J. F. Margerison's query in

PRACTICAL MECHANICS, March issue, on
drilling standard lamps. There is an easy

Dispense with
point Mild srodteelWeld here, Weld here

1.711k 11,311110w

2' 6"
Mr. G. H. James's converted wood drill.

way of drilling with a converted wood drill
and an ordinary hand brace. The sketch
shows a suitable conversion.-G. H. JAMES
(Hereford).

SIR,-With reference to the enquiry
regarding the drilling of standard lamps,

one method, which is much simpler than
drilling a hole 5 or 6ft. in length,
is to make the standard in two halves,
each, half being grooved and the two
glued together. This method is particularly
suitable if the standard is to be of
hexagonal or octagonal section as the joint

will not
Hole app -ox. show . -

Ai
N`3/" x 3/8 ' W. G. GALL -

.dit
ING (Leeds).

.VOIAgf,SvY1section thnough old crafts-
stondare man's way "

Joint
S I

" T h e

referred to is
Mr. Galling's lamp standard t h e o 1 d

made in two halves. custom o f 

boring wood
with a hot
bar of iron.
I have tried
thismethod
myself on a
lampstand.

By making
the iron bar
red hot and
applying it
to the piece of wood concerned, a hole is
burnt out until the bar has cooled, when
the latter has to be re -heated and the pro-
cess continued.

If this method is applied at both ends,
the hole would be bored straight through the
centre of the piece of wood.-JosaPH
BUTTIGIEG (Malta).

Lathe Stand Wiring

SIR,-In Mr. W. E. Rickard's article,
" Making a Lathe Stand," in your

March issue, details were given of an elec-
tric wiring system which is most dangerous.
It was proposed that the electricity supply to
the lathe should be fed in by connecting a
plug to a socket. It follows that the plug
could easily be alive and exposed, and
accidental contact with the plug in this con-
dition could prove lethal.

It is quite clearly stated in the regulations
published by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers that the attachment of a flexible
cable to an appliance shall, if the connection
be made by contact tubes and pins, be so
arranged that separation of the pins from the
contact tubes disconnects the pins from the
supply.

Correct practice would be to make per-
manent connections to a double
pole isolating switch with a fuse
in the live main, and feed the
motor from this switch via an
on line starter with stop and
start buttons, mounted on the
left-hand side of the lathe stand.
The stand should be perman-
ently earthed.C. T. LAMPING
(Cardiff).

Author's Comments
SIR,-I see that under certain conditions

the loose connection could be dangerous.
I must confess that this aspect had not
occurred to me otherwise it would not have
been used.

I have been using this system, in
ignorance it seems, for many years without
inconvenience, but as I have always been
taught to be cautious where electricity is
concerned I have been most careful to
ensure that the fading switch was in the
" off " position before moving the plug. I
shall now modify my own wiring.

I would also emphasise the fact that in
the article I make it quite clear that if there
is any doubt regarding the wiring that
no risks should be taken, but a fully
qualified person should be consulted.-
W. E. Rim/km:is (Birkenhead).

INDEXES FOR VOLUME 21-
I/1 by post from The Publishing Dept.,

Geo. Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Strand, W.C.2
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Rotary Tube Pump
FROM Patay Bros., x7, Chapmanslade,

Westbury, Wilts, comes news of an
entirely new type of hand -operated pump,
the rotary tube pump. It is substantially a
centrifugal one having the advantages of
continuous flow of liquid combined with the
highest possible efficiency and discharge.

The pump is suitable for the requirements
of builders, contractors and farmers. .It is
especially suitable for lifting dirty water from
trenches, foundations and deep holes; for
pumping drinking water from wells; for milk,
beer, oil, petrol or any liquid. Large quanti-
ties of water can be pumped within a few
minutes.

The pump can be fitted with a tripod
supplied on request for outside use and
because of its light weight only one man is
needed to carry the pump and its accessories.

The price is £26 for the pump and Li los,
for the tripod. Details are available from
the above address.

The Rotaiy Tube Pump.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

read at the conference on Reliability of Elec-
tric Connections held in Chicago.

After further research, additional products
are available for printed circuit
soldering. The complete range
at present offered is dealt with
in detail in Multicore publica-
tion P.C.xot, available free of
charge from Multicore Solders
Ltd., Multicore Works, May -
lands Avenue, Hemel Hemp-
stead, Herts.
" Wolf Cub. Book of Profitable

Pleasure "
THIS book will undoubtedly

be of interest to the owner
of the Wolf Cub drill and its
associated range 'of equipment.
The first chapter of the volume
deals with the, various attach-
ments and how to use them
and the following sections cover
joints and jointing, household

making fit-
ments, furniture,
toys- and games,
gifts and models.
It is illustrated
throughout with
line drawings and
photographs. The
book is being sold
by Wolf stockists,
at 5s. -6d. and is
available f r o m
-Wolf Electric
Tools, Ltd., Hanger Lane,
London, W.5, for 5s. 9d., post

free.

The 1904 Darracq model.

Multicore Solders, Ltd.
THIS firm announces that an improved

version (the Mark 2) of their Bib
Recording Tape Splicer is now available. It
incorporates two tape retaining clamps which,
in addition to having extensions on them,
providing an even easier releasing arrange-
ment, are also fitted so that the clamp open-
ings both operate identically towards the tape
recorder. It is claimed that this makes tape
splicing a quicker and simpler job without
losing any of the advantages of the orignal
Bib product. If an earlier model has already
been bought and the user requires this latest
modification, the work will be undertaken on
receipt of the Splicer by Multicore, properly
labelled with the owner's name and address,
and a postal order for 2s.

A leaflet entitled " A New Non -corrosive
Flux " is now available from this firm. This
is reprinted from a paper by Dr. W. Rubin,

Model Vintage Cars
THE first of a series of kits for model

cars has been produced by the Exakta
Casting Co. and this is a model of the
famous 1904 Darracq. This series of models
is aimed to appeal to the motoring enthusi-
ast and each is to be an accurate replica
of an actual car. The kit of the Darracq
comprises a set of small scale metal cast-
ings which are easily assembled by the
amateur. Messrs. Graphic Designers, 4,
Holly Park, Finchley, London, N.3, have
been appointed distributors and the first kit
is available from them price 2 plus is.
postage, or a completely assembled and hand -
painted model on a wooden plinth for 65s.,
plus Is. postage. All enquiries, should be
sent to the above address.
Aluminium Construction Kits

DURING the past few years the trend has
been towards home construction of

May, 1955

useful household articles as a hobby and
now we have received details of a new range
of construction kits, using aluminium as the
basic material. Complete kits, including
materials, pattern and construn data
sheets, for a considerable numbenTf honk -
hold articles are being marketed by J. and
S. Newman, Ltd., 86, Hampstead Road,
London, N.W.r. Kits are available for a
flower pot stand, record rack, table lamp

The completed aluminium

book shelf,
paper and
photograph.

newspaper and magazine stand.

coffee tables and for the news-
magazine stand shown in the

Further designs are in course
of preparation and details are available from
the above address. Prices range from 9s. 9d.

for the record rack kit to 26s. 6d. for
the stand illustrated.
Advertisement Price Error

have been informed that Messrs.
J. and H. Smith Ltd., i6,

Harrison Street, Leeds t, made an error
in their advertisement which appeared
on page 281 of the April issue of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS. They gave the
price of their Senior Slik-Saw as
£46 tos. od., whereas it should have

been £44 los. od.
J. Bull and Sons
IN connection with the review of the

" Easiplate " Home Electroplating kit
which appeared in last month's Trade Notes,
we omitted to mention that J. Bull and
Sons, 246, High Street, Harlesden, London,
N.W.to are in a position to supply this to
readers. The price is 12s. 6d. or 13s. 6d.
by post.
Circular Saw Attachment
SAWING wood by hand is always a

tedious and tiring job, but it is now
possible to simplify this operation by means
of a circular saw attachment obtainable from
Aero Spares Co., 16, High Holborn, W.C.r.

It consists of a 4in. saw fitted with a
special guard having ' a comfortable hand -
grip at one end and a guide mark at the
other for guiding the saw blade. The
spindle for the saw projects through a
suitable boss in the guard and this will
accommodate the chuck of4a lin. electric drill.
Thus the attachment 'is converted into a fast -
cutting portable electric saw. The price is
33S. or is. 6d. extra by post.
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EVERY MODELLER

PRACTICAL INGENIOUS
ripueCRAM MED WITH IDEAS

SAMUEL JONES & CO, LTD
STATIONERY MILL, CAMBERWELL, LONDON, S.E.5
'GRAMS: NONCURLING, PECK, LONDON TELEPHONE: RODNEY. 2346

Make your own ships,
aeroplanes, puppets and
models of many kinds.
Ideal for mending,
making and many other
things too.

Published by C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd.,
or obtainable from

Samuel Jones & Co., Ltd.

THE ULTRA LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
This unequalled
electric magnifier
is of the most
modern design
and has proved
its extreme
and sustained
usefulness to
countless indus-
trial firms en-
gaged on minute
examination of sur-
faces of every con-
ceivable object. aR
The ULTRA LENS is used ex-
tensively in collieries, foundries,
electricity works, tool shops, forges,
motor works, and practically every branch
of the engineering trade. TELEVISION
ENGINEERS need it to examine INTER-
LACING of Picture.
Write today for full particulars and price list to

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY

Whether you are manufacturing, buying or selling,
there are occasions when you have to submit
some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

indispensable.
Triple lenses ensure distortion -free

magnification and eliminate the
necessity for adjustment of

focus. The focus is
always perfect.

A../.5 The ULTRA
LENS achieves

a six -fold
magni-

fication
in a

0 bri I I-
iantly-
lit field

which is
shadowless.

Fel. : TRAdalgar 2055

I7c, Oxendon Street
London, S.W.I.

--R H/GH SPEED LRTHE-%--

 Fourteen Spindle Speeds from 25
-2,150 rpm.
Clutch Control to Drive Unit.

 Large Boring Table; to carry
Rear Toolpost.

 Attachments available for Taper
Turning, Dividing, Milling,
Repetition Turning, etc.
31" Centre Height. 19" Between

Centres.

MYFORD
- SUPER 7 -
HIGH-SPEED LATHE

MYFORD ENG.CO.LTD.ISEESTOWNOTTINGHAM.ENG.

"I AM MASTER OF MYSELF
HOW TO WIN LIFE'S VICTORIES

SELF-RELIANCE ! Is there
any finer quality in the

world? It is like a rock in a desert
of shifting sands, a lighthouse in a
stormy sea. To depend upon
yourself and your own trained skill
and ability instead of relying upon
the support of others ! Those who
rely upon the support of others
become weak and devoid of
initiative and resource. And when
that support is withdrawn they
fail and fall.

Yet how few they are, the self-
reliant men and women ! The
majority of people have never
trained their minds. Consequently
their powers have become slack
and enfeebled, and so they remain
in a subordinate position all their
lives.

For such people the remedy is
Pelmanism, which trains the mind
scientifically, develops its powers,
and enables men and women to
become Efficient, Self -Reliant and
Self -Confident.

You cannot be harassed by
anxieties, fears and worries, or feel
helpless, mute and fearful in times
of sudden emergency when imbued
and buoyed up by the friendly
personal guidance of Pelmanism.
Take the Course to -day and possess
those self-reliant attributes per-
manently enjoyed by one
million grateful Pelmanists.

A True Philosophy
Pelmanism is a true philosophy

of living for ordinary sensible
people who wish to make the best
of themselves at all times and
under all circumstances.

The general effect of the train-
ing is to induce an attitude of
mind and a personal efficiency
favourable to the happy manage-
ment of life.

Reduced fees for Her Majesty's Forces.
(.4ppiy for Services Enrolment Form)

Send for the Free Book
The Pelman Course is simple

and interesting, and takes up very
little time ; you can enrol on the
most convenient terms. The
Course is fully described in a
book entitled " The Scien:e of
Success," which will be sent you,
gratis and post free, on application
to :-

PELMAIV INSTITUTE,
130, Norfolk Mansions,

Wigmore Street, London, W.I.
WELbeck 1811x2

POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY
Pelman Institute,

130, Norfolk Mansions,
vtigmore Street, London, 14.1.

"The Science of Success," please.

Name

Address

Established over 50 years



GENERATORS. -Engine driven. output
12 v. 750 watt. For battery charging or
direct lighting. etc., 35/- only.

11a MOTORISED SWITCH UNITS. 4 pairs
of changeover switches operated by 24v.
motor through worm gear and cams, motor
speed is variable by a governor, runs Off -
30-35 v. A.C. takes amp. 10/- only.

LFLEXIBE .DRIVES.-lin. outside, 'in.
core dia., 20ft. long. For extension bufhng,
drilling, grinding, etc., 45/-.
THERMOSTATS for immersion heaters, 15
amp., 250 v., A.C. Adjustable temp. 70-
150 deg., 12/6. AMMETERS. -20, 0, 20 amp.
2in. mil.. 11., 81-.
SWITCHES. -250 v. 10 amp., 2 pole on/off,
1/6. American Metal Toggle Long Dolly.
3 a. 250 v. AC., 35 a. 24 v., SPDT, 2/- ea.
SPDT and DPST, 3 a., 1/-. FUSES. -15 amp.
Porcelain and 15 a. Latrolok. 1/- each.
TERRY CLIPS., --11n. and iin. dia. 2 doz.
either size, 2/8.
HYDRAULIC PUMPS. -Hand operated
lever, compact and very powerful. 25/-.
FAN MOTORS. -230 v. A.C. _Shaft 5/16in.
dia., 1 lin. long, 25/-.
GEAR TRAINS. -100-1 direct, 500-1
through worm. 5/-.
RELAYS, P.O. Type 3,000. 2,0000,
1,00012, 500 Si , 80052 series, 3,00052. 4/6.
CUT -OUTS. -12 v. 40 a. and 24 v. 60 amp., 5/-.
TERMINAL STRIPS. -4 -way. 31n. long.
tin. wide. 6 for 21-._
MAINS, SUPPRESSORS. -4 chokes. 4.1
condensers in metal case for radios, drills,
motsrs, etc., 5/ -
METAL RECTIFIERS. -6 or 12 volt 3 amp.
F.W.,Bridge, Selenium, 101-.

Post paid is P.C. for ',Isis.

BATES SURPLUS STORE
49, Ivy St., Birkenhead, Cheshire

i Elie direst (45,

cn theVeili

Rae St/RE-
yeitedite""

L. ROBINSON & CO. (GILLINGHAM) LTD.
-London Chambers. GILLINGHAM. KENT Phone 5282-

ROGERS,
31, Nelson Street, SOUTHPORT

TEST METER UNITS.
Sensitive jewelled move-
ment in case with scale
Gin. x 41n. Calibrated 10
to 10,000 ohms, and with
A.C./D.C. volt ranges.
Moving coil Unit with
Scale and Detail Sheet
9/9

Assorted Springs,'50 in box ... 3/ -
Self -Tap Screws, 100 asstd. 3/ -
Thread Gauges, 28 arms ... 4/9
Saw Bench Tops, with Ball Race,

Spindle, Pulley, etc., 181n.x10in. 52/6
Rectifiers for Meters, A.C. to

D.C. 3/9
D.C. Generators, 6 v.. 12 v., 250 v. 12/6
Sin. Green Grit Grinding Wheels 4/9Admiralty Rotary Compressor

Plants, complete less motor. £5.7.6
M.C. Meters 2iin. square. 0 to 5

amp. 0-25 v., 0-100 m/a. All 10/6 ea.
May we send our list of hundreds of inter-

esting items. r lid. stamp Please.

Only 10/-
lin. MICROMETER
Precision Instrument at

fraction of normal Price enabled by special
Purchase. Suitable for Schools, Garages.
Students, Handymen and Model -makers.
Simple to operate. Constant accuracy
ensured. Complete with instructions.

VIBRO ELECTRIC Englavillg 10/-
Metal

Pen
Operates from 4 or 6 volt ac-
cumulator or A.C. Trans-
former. Engraves
Brass, Copper, Silver,
Nickel, Alumin-
ium. etc.

Sohn Bull
(P.51.5), 246, HIGH ST.,

HARLESDEN, LONDON, N.W.10.

"CONSTRUCT
your own

REFRIGERATOR"
For details write your name and
address on margin of this page. tear it
out and post it to ;-

ROBERT C. SCUTT,
Refrigeration Engineer,

52. Hadley Way, London, N.21

ELECTRIC
PAINT

STRIPPER

301- \\'.,,--.. \\,, \\'..:: aa... , s.

Old paint peels off N..k.,,,
like magic with the ,:sk
Horvell electric paint iP

\!..
stripper. Easy, even
strokes remove paint, varnish, etc., leav-
ing a smooth surface. Four-sided blade
manages difficult angles and corners.
A.C./D.C. mains (state voltage). Price
30/-. or 41- down and 3 monthly payments
of 10/-. P. & P. 1/- Leaflet free.
Extra fiex, 1/- a yard. Spare element 5161.

p

2.I.A&DeeA-ELEC1R/C DIM

The Black & Decker U-1 lin. DEPOSIT
Portable Electric Drill saves
hours on home and workshop jobs. Drills
wood, steel, brick, etc. Also drives sanding
discs, polisher pads. etc. Fully suppressed.
95.19.6 or 12/- deposit and 6 monthly
payments of £1. Also fin. Drill. U-20.
212.7.6 or 28/- deposit and 8 monthly
payments of 41.11.0. A.C./D.C. motor.
Voltages 110 to 250. State voltage required.
Also 5in. Saw attachment, only 23-5.0 or
5/- down and 6 monthly payments of 11/-.

ELECTRIC PAINT
SPRAYER

41'For osit
oeP

Cash 75/-. Or 4/ -deposit and 6 monthly
payments 01 13/6.

Paint easily, evenly, twice as fast with
the Burgess Electric Sprayer. Sprays

. paint, varnish. etc. Complete with sturdy
glass container, flex, nozzle for ceiling
spraying and extra nozzle discs for
different liquids. A.C. mains only -state
voltage. Fully Guaranteed. Supplied
with 96 -page book. Leaflet free.

ELECTRIC SANDER
POLISHER

5,-
deposit

Cash 75/-. Or
send 5:- deposit

and 6 monthly payments of 13/6.
The I. & G. Electric Sander Polisher does
the job ten times faster than by hand with
no effort. Sands wood furniture, bur-
nishes metal, plaster, etc.: and polishes
cars, furniture, silver, and all metals.
Will also remove paint and varnish easily.
For A.C. mains only -220/250 volts.

SEND FOR COMPLETE TOOL LIST

BARGAIN DISTRIBUTORS
(DEPT. 16), 5 SILVER STREET, LUTON

2in. Dia. ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES
Length 39in. Focus 40in. Machined aluminium
principal tube superior stoved instrument
black crackle finish. Fully adjustable turned
brass knurled eyepiece.'Mag. 50 x linear (equiva-
lent 2,500 x area). Shows intricate Lunar detail,

11\ Saturn's rings, etc. In strong stowing cYlinder
with metal caps. Price 115/-. Reg. postage
and packing 3/6. Overseas 7/6 extra. Complete,
as illustration, less stand. Drawings detailing
simple Altazimuth mountings, notes. etc., and
Test Certificate Included. Made to order.
Delivery approx. 7 to 14 days. Terms : C.W.O.
C.O.D. 1/6 extra.
SELF ADAPTABLE ASTRO KITS. For
simple assembly. Ready adaptable parts to
fit any 2in. O/D tube. comprising similar com-
ponents as above telescope, less tube. (1)
Mounted objective. (2) Lined eyepiece focussing
mount. (3)50 x eyepiece. (4) Drawings with test
certificate. Price 55/-. Reg. postage and
packing 2/6.
HIGH POWER 80x Eyepieces, 251- extra.
PoSt
POLARIZED EYEPIECES. For Daylight
Astro. and Lunar observation. Fitted with
special half wave Polaroid filter. With instruc-
tions. 50x, 32/8: 80x, 35/- extra. Post If-.

Numerous testimonials. All parts machine turned. Precision lenses. Schools and
Colleges supplied. Stamp for lists.

J. K. M. HOLMES "Seientille Instrument Bakers" (Dept. PM9), 65 STEPHENSON
STREET, NORTH SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND

This IS the
BARGAIN OF THE YEAR

COMPARE THE VALUE
SILK SCREEN PRINTER SEE WHAT YOU GET 1

with ALL SUPPLIES

& FREE COURSE!

PRINTS IN SIX COLOURS This is the
great new

printing and colouring process for amateurs or
professionals alike and all hobbyists. Its versatility
is enormous. It will print a few copies, Or hundreds,
to a professional standard, in solid colours, or intricate
designs, on cloth, paper, wood, glass, metal, etc. Print
greeting cards, toys. models,'drawings, paintings in full
colour, photographs, type -script. Fluorescent colours,
suede flock and.novelty finishes, transfer papers for print-
ing your own transfers also available. Can also be used as
first-rate duplicator with any typewriter. Nowhere
else is such a large and comprehensive outfit offered
for so little money. As supplied to H.M. Government,
Educational Authorities, Printers and private users
throughout the world. Thousands testify to -the
quality and amazing value. Do not miss this oppor-
tunity.
-ON PAPER, WOOD, CLOTH, PLASTICS, etc.
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS SERVICE

(Graphic Arts Div.),
DOCKING ROAD, SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK

Large lffin. x lain. PRINT-
ING FRAME. Stout Lamin-

ated WOODEN BASE.
Pa tented ADJUSTABLE
HINGES (for printing on
material up to tin. thick).
Fine Quality SQUEEGEE

SIX CONTAINERS COL-
OURS - Red, Blue, Yellow,

Green, Black, White.
STENCIL FILM (design
traced and applied with hot

iron).
STENCIL CUTTERS and
HOLDER, Register Guides,

Masking Tape, etc., etc.
And FREE 10/- COURSE
giving step by step procedure
for every application of pro-
cess, including PHOTO
STENCILS, DAYGLO,

FLOCK finishes, etc.
for 47/6 Ng

REFUND GUARANTEED
IF NOT APPROVED

WITHIN 7 DAYS.

AMAZING OFFER !
First time on Surplus Market

MINIATURE
ACCUMULATORS

(American made
36v.

b0.2
A .M.

Willard Battery Co.)
Brand new and uncharged. Easily filled
with hypodermic syringe or ' Dermic ' oiler.
Note small size and weight :

36v. 31. x 11" x 1. 50 ozs.
Price : 36v., 5/-. P. & P. 6d., or set of four
comprising three 36v., and one 6v. (1.2 A.H.
31" x 15' x 40 ozs.) in sealed container,
£1. P. & P. 1/6. Brand new, high grade ex -
Govt. Hypodermic syringes with one needle.
Ideal for filling the above batteries. 4/9.
P. & P. 6d.
SAMSON'S SURPLUS STORES (Dept.

P.M.), 169.171, Edgware Rd., W.2.
Phone : Paddington 7851.

Open all day Saturday.

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit 4111,S

For Welding, Soldering
Brazing and metal constru2-
tion & repairs in the home, on
the ear or cycle. Instant heat
6,0000 P. Works from 6v. or 12v.
ear battery or transformer from
A.C. mains. Complete kit of Weld-
ing Tools, 9 ft. cable, clip carbons,
cleansing fluid, fluxes,11Iler rods, gog-
gles, instructions, hints. Thousands
In daily use. As supplied to Depts.
of H.M. Government. I.C.I., Standard
Telephones, etc. Heidi all Metals.
lip to one -eighth inch. 53/6C.O.D. IF REQUIRED.
Obtainable only. from Pod Free.
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO. (Dept. P.M.)

269 Kingsland Road, London, E.2

UNUSED

NIFE BATTERIES
In crates of 9 or 10 Cells 45AH.
10 Cells equal 12 volts. Size
I2V. crate 27iin. x 9in. x 5 -in.
Offered at the ridiculous price
of 10/- per cell plus 1/- carr.

HUNT & co.
WEST STREET, EXETER

'Phone 56687.

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

Booklets :
" Essen -
meats" 1911.
"Formulae

1011.

Borne

Chemistry "

2/8
Pod Paid.

BECK 6e;lit'ileSDPRiAET,
Stoke Newington, London, N.16

MAKE A RADIO SET
You can build the " Economy "
radio set with only a screwdriver and
pliers. Complete set of parts, with
valve, 33/- post free. Headphones and
batteries, 27/- extra. Building instruc-
tions only, 7td. Send now to :-
BLANCHARD'S RADIO (P.N.S),

13, GAINFORD GARDENS,
MANCHESTER, 10
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RULES
A stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny,
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue, which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes. Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Chemical Removal of Tree Stumps
T HAVE a large tree root quite close to
1 a building, which I wish to remove
but cannot use mechanical means or an
explosive.

I have read of a chemical method ;
can you furnish me with details of the
process ?-Charles Dale (Staffs).

WE have been in touch with the Timber
Development Association, who suggest

that you first fell the tree and drill a large
hole into the base of the tree. Fill this with
sodium phosphate or sodium chloride and
seal with some clay or rag. The chemical
will then act on the root and burn it away
in time. We would like to warn you that
sodium chloride is toxic and would, therefore,
be dangerous to animals or children.

Lime -sulphur Fungicide
CAN you please tell me how to prepare

lime -sulphur fungicide ?-George
G. Milne (Aberdeen).

AVERY effective type of lime -sulphur
fungicide can be prepared by placing

equal measures of lime and sulphur in a
pan, covering the mixture with water, and then
gently simmering the contents for half an
hour. The contents are then strained or
filtered, thus producing a yellowish liquid
consisting of calcium polysulphides together
with a little colloidal and semi -colloidal
sulphur. This solution can be diluted to any
extent by water. This solution is not stable
in air ; it slowly oxidises and deposits sulphur.

Fireproofing Scenery
CAN you inform me of a method of

fireproofing scenery for an amateur
dramatic society ? The materials used
in the construction of the scenery are
wood and sisal kraft paper (i.e., a water-
proof covering consisting of two sheets
of paper bonded together with pitch or
some similar substance). -Keith Elliott
(Edinburgh).
IT is quite impossible adequately to fire-

proof a kraft union paper of any type,
since such papers contain an inner layer of
pitch, bitumen or other combustible material

Queries
which is not affected by any fireproof medium.

Ordinary paper, fabrics and textiles of
most varieties can be fireproofed by simple
immersion in a variety of solutions. Here are
some of them :

Ammonium sulphate 14 parts by weight
Borax ... 2 33 33 33

Boric acid ...  31 33 13

Water loo 33 33 33

The fabric is immersed in the above
solution for about an hour, after which it is
dried slowly. This solution will probably
shrink the fabric. In the case of paper and
card scenery and of fine canvasses which have
already been painted, it is probably better
not to adopt the above method of immersion,
but to spray the fireproofing liquid on to the
material.

Another fireproofing solution can be made
as follows :

Calcium chloride
Anhydrous 4o parts by weight

Zinc chloride
Formaldehyde
Mix the above with :
Calcium chloride.

Anhydrous 3o parts by weight
Boric acid ... ... so 33 3) 31

Ammonium chloride
(sal ammoniac) 5

of this mixture dissolve io-15 parts (by
weight) in every too parts (by weight) of
water, and use it for impregnating textiles.

As above mentioned, it is quite possible to
spray these solutions on to paper and fabrics,
but they are seldom brushed thereon. At the

to 31 33 35

5 ,, ,, 33

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE
I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I,

3s. 6d.
10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d.'
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3, 5s."

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is.

" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, Ss..
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, Ss.*

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, Ss.*

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 3s. 6d.*

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.
Refractor. Object glass Sin. diam.

Magnification x 80.
No. 8 (2 sheets), 75..

CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 6d.'
DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d.
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. I I, 3s. 6d.

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, Is. 6d*.
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 6d.'

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blue -print, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.
Complete set, 10s. 6d.'

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, 2s.
" PRACTICAL TELEVISION " RECEIVER

(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.

Is..
P.M. TAPE RECORDER

(2 sheets), 55.

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An " denotes constructional details are available free

with the blue -prints.

same time there is no reason why the brushing
method should not be adopted. The whole
object of the process is to coat and to saturate
the material with chemical solution which,
after the water has evaporated, leaves on, and
in, the material a chemical salt which is
fire -resisting and which, therefore, inhibits
the active combustion of the treated material.
Note, however, that these processes only
fireproof the material against relatively small
conflagrations. They do not protect against
charring, but they do definitely set up against
the fire an initial barrier to its rapid spread.

Paint for Photographic Dishes
T WISH to make up some large photo-

graphic dishes from tin plate and
make them impervious to photographic

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Rept,...s that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible

with their enquiries.

chemicals. Can you suggest a paint
formula ?-W. T. Dimmock (Clapton).

THERE is, in our opinion, no paint which
will successfully resist the solutions

used in photographic processes. The best,
perhaps, is a bakelite varnish which can be
made by dissolving bakelite resin in a suitable
solvent.

Metallic dishes are most unsuitable for
photographic solution usages, unless they are
of stainless steel or of monel metal or pure
nickel. Tin, zinc, brass, copper and iron
dishes are unsuitable and they will contaminate
the solutions. That is why so many of the
larger photographic dishes are surface
enamelled with a hard " vitreous or baked -on
enamel. There is, however, quite definitely
no paint which you could apply with success
to your dishes for photographic use.

Varnish Coatings to Prevent the
Warping of Wood

THAVE been advised to treat thin wood
1 with shellac to prevent it from
warping when modelling. Is this satis-
factory ?-A. E. West (Northwood).

TO a certain extent a coating of shellac on
the surface of thin wood will prevent

warping of the wood. The effect is not in any
way due to the shellac itself, and, indeed, the
shellac does not actually prevent the warping
action. It merely slows it down. The anti -
warping effect is due to the fact that the shellac
layer inhibits the passage of moisture to and
from the material. Thus it prevents the thermal
movements of the wood cells, and so inhibits
their contraction and,or expansion. For this
reason any type of moisture -inhibiting varnish
would be successful.

The best of all coatings for this purpose
would be a thin layer of polythene resin.
This is made by I.C.I., Ltd., but is not
obtainable in small quantities. The resin is
melted at Ho deg. C. and applied in the
hot, molten condition. It is clear and trans-
parent, and forms an absolute barrier to the
passage of moisture through it. Other resin
or varnish coatings prevent or inhibit wood
warping in proportion to their inhibiting the
passage of moisture.

4111%
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Petrifying Liquid
COULD you give me any information

on a substance known as petrifying
liquid, which is brushed on to walls,
brick, plaster, etc., to create a non-
absorbent undercoat before paint is
applied ?-J. L. Cass (Chatham).
" PETRIFYING liquid " is a meaningless

term which is now used by the
decorating trades. It is misleading as all these
so-called " petrifying liquids " have no petri-
fying properties at all. They are merely
emulsions of linseed oil which are readily
made. Their function is that of a " sealing
fluid," that is, they are absorbed by porous
surfaces and, partially filling the pores thereof,
they prevent the absorption of paint oils and
other liquids. In this respect they are very
efficient, but it is a moot point whether they
are really able to prevent dampness in a wall
or a wall surface.

A petrifying liquid can be prepared readily
at home. Dissolve 8 parts (by weight) of good
glue or gelatine in 92 parts of hot water.
Stir into the solution a few drops of carbolic
acid to act as a preservative. If the solution sets
to a jelly on cooling add more water. Then
heat the solution again. Stir it rapidly (per-
ferably with a mechanical stirrer) and add to
it a little raw linseed oil (say about 4-8 parts
by weight). This will render the solution
turbid. Allow it to cool, and then it is ready
for use.

An entirely different type of sealing liquid
for use prior to painting on an absorbent
surface is :

Pale boiled linseed oil : 33 parts (by volume).
White spirit : 17 parts
Lithophone, or barytes, or white lead or

zinc oxide: 5o parts.
This is, in effect, a very thin ground paint,

but it is very good for the purpose named. It
should for preference contain a small quantity
of a paint drier.

Hand -painting Ties
T HAVE tried with little success to hand -

paint silk ties. Cellulose and oil
paint tends to crack. Water paint wears
off and dyes run during the execution.
Could you please recommend a really
fast colour medium ?-L. F. Ewington
(Romford).

you will be able to obtain fabric paints,
such as you need, from Dryad, Ltd.,

St. Nicholas Street, Leicester. If, however,
you wish to make your own we suggest a
flexible paint based on a synthetic resin,
polyvinyl acetate. A resin of this type is sold
under the name of " Gelva," by Shawnigan,
Ltd., Marlow House, Lloyd's Avenue,
London, E.C.3. We think that the smallest
quantity of this which you will be able to get
is about I lb. costing, say, 5s. There are
several grades of these resins. We suggest
" Gelva No. 7."

Dissolve zo parts (by weight) of this in 8o
parts warm methylated spirit. To the solution
add about I part of castor oil to render the
paint film more flexible. This clear solution
will form your " paint base." It will keep
indefinitely in a corked bottle, and it can be
used as a clear varnish as well. To make the
fabric paints take a small portion of finely
ground thy colour and grind it up on a slab
with about an equal amount of the paint base.
The consistency of the paint will of course
be readily adjusted by the amount of pigment
or paint base which you incorporate.

If you consult our advertisers of plastic
materials you may possibly be able to purchase
small amounts of polyvinyl acetate (Gelva)
resin.

Under -water Camera
T INTEND to make an under -water
1 camera case for my 35 mm. camera.
There will be two aluminium alloy

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

castings which will be made locally and I
would like to know how to give this alloy
a sea -water resistant surface, without,
if possible, the use of paints, etc. (e.g.,
anodising). There will be three external
controls - the film wind -on, shutter
release and focusing knob. I intend to
use rubber glands (greased) of the type
illustrated in sketch below.

Outs/de Will this arrange-
ment be satisfac-

Cap
Rubber a pressure of
glandtight about one atmos-

phere ? Also, what
type of rubber
should I use,
natural rubber,
foam rubber or

Inside //
Casing vulcanised ? Do

you recommend
the use of grease in the gland ?-
J. R. Warn (Paignton).

TO set up an anodising bath for this single
purpose would be expensive and we

would advise you to send your castings to :
Technical Platings, Ltd., Craig Works,
Luther Road, Teddington, Middlesex. The
type of gland you propose using seems to us
to be quite satisfactory and we would suggest
natural rubber in preference to foam rubber
or vulcanised. They should easily withslaild a
pressure of one atmosphere. We think grease
would be unnecessary.

Knob

screwed
tory to withstand
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Grouting Joints in a Wood Block Floor
T HAVE just laid an oak block floor

in my dining -room with a special
mastic which never sets " dead hard "
to allow for expansion and contraction.
I understand that it is advisable to
" grout " in the joints to ensure that no
blocks work loose, and I would like to
know the best material to use for this
purpose. I would also like to know the
best type of stain and polish to use, as
they will not be covered by carpets.-
A. Smith (Staffs.).

THE grouting compound commonly used
fotWood blocks is a bituminous mixture

which is applied in the hot, plastic state,
and which, when cold, sets to a hard, black
mass. These jointing compounds are of
various compositions and they are usually
obtainable from any firm dealing in asphaltic
compositions. You could, for example, make
a grouting compound for yourself by melting
together a medium soft bitumen and a hard
bitumen, utilising sufficient of the hard
bitumen to render the mixture sufficiently
hard for your purpose on setting. On an
average, the proportions are two-thirds
medium soft bitumen and one-third hard
bitumen, but these proportions are capable
of much variation. For use, the molten
compound is applied to the contacting
surfaces, which are then pressed together.
Any stray splashes or other markings on the
wood surface can be dissolved or wiped away
with ordinary paraffin oil or solvent naptha

Information
Sought

Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.
Mr. J. B. Wale writes to ask : " Can you

give me any details which would assist me
in making a soldering gun of the ' Burgoyne '
or Primax ' transformer type ? "

Mr. H. E. Bray, of Hereford, writes :
" Having in my possession a quantity of pure
beeswax, I should like to try to make some
candles, such as are used in religious services
in churches. 'Have you any information
(especially concerning the wick) which you
are able to supply ? "

J. Johnson (Harrogate) asks us : " Would
it be possible to give an article in PRACTICAL
MECHANICS on building a knitting machine ? "

From Sports Utilities,Ltd., Oldham,
comes the following : " e shall be pleased
if you can give us details, circuits, com-
ponent values, etc., of Electrostatic Flock
Depositing Machines."

From A. J. Jarvis, of Wellington, comes
the following : " My problem is producing
the following effects for a stage production :
(a) clouds of steam-the more the better ;
(b) a loud explosion-the louder the better;
(c) a loud hissing noise, as of escaping steam.
The whole effect required is similar to that
of a boiler explosion. Can (a) be produced
chemically, for instance, by tablets dropped
in water ? I should be grateful for any
suggestions, names of firms, etc."

C. J. Forsyth writes : " I am being trained
for watch and clock repairs. We have no
timing machine, and due to there being a
number of men on different stages of the
course, I have trouble in hearing the beats of
movements. Could you give me a plan of a
small amplifier or acoustic box, non -electrical,
with a clip to hold the movement ? I have
tried several small boxes, but these are not
suitable."

H. Punford (St. Albans) asks : " Can
you give me information on converting an

ex -Government G.45 camera gun for normal.
use as i6 mm. cine camera ? "

The following was sent by A. Whittaker
(Cheshire) : " I wish to construct an oil -
burning convection heater suitable for use
in a small modern house. Could you please
supply me with the best arrangement of
baffle plates for this purpose, and also advise
me as to the best type of lamp to use ? "

R. Laxton writes : " Can you help me
regarding the circuit, etc., for a faradic -
type surging machine, using valves to control
the surge and duration of the stimuli supplied ?
I would like to make and use such a machine
in my chiropody practice."

From Mr. A. E. Harris comes the
following : " I am trying to sand, buff
and polish a pair of crankcases of my motor
cycle ; they are made of magnesium alloy.
This, I am told, is useless because theywill not stay
polished long before
they return to their
old dull grey. Is it
possible to keep
these crankcases
polished ? Can you
suggest a way of
keeping magnesium
dust out of the
drill ? "

R. J. Shailer
writes : " I would
like to construct the
gymnastic appara-
tus shown in sketch.
I believe the top bar swivels. I wish to make
it full size, not a model. Could you let me
have any information ? "

From Belfast, W. White writes : " I
intend building a small workshop welding
plant to work off 220-230 volts A.C. mains.
I would need to be able to weld in. angle
iron framing, i.e., lin. thick x tin. X zin.
Could you give me some instructions on how
I should build this ? Galpins Electrical
Stores have for sale a heavy-duty spot welding
transformer. Would that suit ? Would it
have to be kept cool in an oil tank ? Would
I have to use welding rods or carbon and
where is the best place to obtain same ? "
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Handles with
many times the life of wood
and blades of Sheffield steel,

chromium -plated to prevent rust,
combine to make Screwmasters that

will last a lifetime. Fully insulated to 5,000 volts.

Obtainable
from

Suppliers
everywhere

PLASTIC & AMBER HANDLED

Manufactured
by

J. STEAD & Co. Ltd.,
SHEFFIELD 2

0 0 0 f) II 0 II 0 0 f) IP 0 I, 0 0 0 0 0 0

THE REVOLUTIONARY FLOORING ! !

40 40* `26 ohUOMar
the modern true

POLYVINYL PLASTIC FLOORING that you
' lay yourself.'

Builders all over the country are using
"REDIMIX " for their new bungalows and
houses because it is the most modern flooring
material-it does not require specialists to
lay it-and it is cheap in cost.

" REDIMIX " POLYVINYL FLOORING is a plastic
which comes to you in a tin-ready for laying. It is ideal for covering
any kind of existing surface-concrete, quarry tiles, flagstones, compositions
of all kinds, timber-in fact, any unsightly and uncomfortable dusty floors.

" REDIMIX "
is supplied in

a very wide
range of beauti-
ful colourings

from plain to a

multitude of
marbled and
veined colours.

'YOU LAY IT YOURSELF'
Desk P.M.R.S
THE LAYMATT FLOORING COMPANY
36-40 Seabourne Road Bournemouth - England

PER TIN

45/...
Carriage 11

6 SQ. YDS. 01 rilt
paid home

i ir
f. IA

t-

EXPERIMENTAL KITS
in Radio, T.V. etc.

Eti,Y k
-: till t0T4N1

\ VO\VJACt.%

----'-

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Specially prepared sets of radio parts (which you receive upon
enrolment) with which we teach you, in your own home, the working
of fundamental electronic circuits and bring you easily to the point
when you can construct and service radio sets. Whether you are a
student for an examination ; starting a new hobby; intent upon a career
in industry; or running your own business - these Practical Courses
are intended for YOU - and may be yours at very moderate cost.

EASY TERMS FROM 15/- A MONTH

POST THIS COUPON TODAY

Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses.
To : E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. No. I44X, Grove

Park Road, London, W.4.
NAME

ADDRESS

SURIECT(S) 1C.57
MAY

rriy,

EXPERIMENTAL OUTFITS:

BEGINNER'S RADIO OUTFITS -A course in basic principles.

ADVANCED RADIO OUTFITS - Instruction and equipment from which
rot, build a Radio Receiver.

TELEVISION - Instruction and equipment for building a Television
Receiver.

Also for Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry,
Draughtsmanship, Commercial Art, Amateur S.W. Radio, Languages.

All lessons

and equipment

supplied immedi-

ately and becomes

your own property

E.M.I. INSTITUTES The only Postal College which is part
of a world-wide Industrial Organisation
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TELEPHONE SETS
FOR PERFECT COMMUNICATION

BETWEEN 2 OR MORE POSITIONS.

WALL TYPE.-One pair of units, £5.
Batteries 516. Twin wire 5d. yd. Post 2'S.
DESK TYPE now available, latest modern
style. Two complete units with battery.
ready for use. £8.17.6. 3 -core flex -required
at 5d. per yard.
BLOWER MOTORS.-Dual voltage 12-24
volts. Recommended for car cooling or
heating. 251-. Post 2/-.
CHARGING RECTIFIERS.-Full Wave
Bridge 12 volts 21 amps, 1316, 4 amps, 22/6,
post 116.
HEADPHONES HIGH RESISTANCE.
-4,000 ohms. New, 12/6 pr., post 1/6.
ACFIL PUMPS.-These pumps enable
YOU to fill all accumulators on the bench
with the carboy at floor level. Brand new.
only 30'-, post 2!-.
TERRY ANGLEPOISE LAMPS.-Com-
plete with flex and S.B.C. holder, shade.
etc. Will stay put in any position, wall or
machine fixing. 35;-, post 2,6.
TELEPHONE UNITS. - Sound powered.
suitable as receiver or microphone. A pair
will provide perfect 2 -way communication
without the use of batteries. IY- each,
another type 5)- each. Insets only 41- each.
Post 6d.
LOW VOLTAGE CIRCUIT TINTER.-
A self-contained unit for making a complete
and rapid check of the generator -battery
circuit of a vehicle. Battery voltage. regu-
lator and cut-out settings and generator
performance can all be easily determined.
American made. Complete with instruction
book. £5/101-. post 2/-.
BALL RACES.-No. EE2, kin. x Lin.. 31-.
30/- doz.. post free.
THRUST RACES. -13/161n. x I In., also :M.
x lin.. LC 15'- doz. Post free.
SWITCHES.-A row of 5 in a flush mount-
ing bakelite moulding 5lin. x 1410. x 21n.
Ideal for model railways, etc.. 5'8, post 9d.
THERMOSTAT.-For frost protection.
on at 34 deg. F., off at 49 deg. F.. 14 amps.
at 250 volts adjustable, 4'6, post 6d.
12/24 VOLT D.C. MOTORS with double
ended shaft 21n. x 3in., 8/6, postage 1/-.
KLAXON GEARED MOTORS. -230 volt
A.C. Induction type. No. 1K5SB3-W7. Torque
15 lbs. /in. 175 r.p.m. £10.
GEARED MAINS MOTORS.-Universal
Series Type for 230 volt A.C.7D.C. 100 r.p.m.
torque 7 lbs.'in. Klaxon No. EK3UB1-W3
complete with control box to enable speed
to be varied. 115i-, complete.

ELEXTRO MAGNETIC COUNTERS.-
Post Office type 11A, counting to 9.999,
2 to 6 volts D.C., 3 ohm coil, 1276 each, post
V-. Many other types in stock. Lists sent
with order or send S.A.E.
MECHANICAL COUNTERS to 99,999
only 7/6 each. Post 6d.
ROTARY CONVERTERS.-From 12 volt
D.C. to 230 volt A.C. 100 watts. 9216 each ;
also available with 24 volt input, ergo., 7/6.
AUTO CABLE for car wiring and all
electrical purposes. waterproof. Single,
4/- doz. yds., 20'- 100 yds. 3 core or single
heavy. 5/- doz. yds.. 37/6 100 yds. 5 core
6/- doz. yds.. 45/- 100 yds.
VACUUM PUMPS or Rotary Blowers.-
Ex R.A.F. Brand new, 7 cu. ft. per min.
10 lbs. per sq. inch at 1.200 r.p.m. Ideal for a
brazing torch. etc. Size Sin. x 4in. x 4in..
2 x lin. shaft. 22/6 each, post 2/-.
MASTER CONTACTOR.-A precision
made clock movement, contact making and
breaking twice per second, with regulator.
Brand new in soundproof oak case. Many
uses, blinking lights, etc. Only 12,6, post
2/-.PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWER.-
This unit is a powerful 220 watts electric
motor, operating on 220-230 volts. Enclosed
type with handle. 8ft. of metallic flexible
hose and nozzle Is Included, also 7 yds. C.T.S.
flex for connection to the mains, 130/ -
complete. Carriage 7/6.
INSPECTION LAMP.-Complete with
Battery Case. Fits on forehead. Leaves
both hands free, 716, post 1'-. Takes a
standard Ever Ready battery. No. 0215,
2/9, post 6d.
MICROAMMETERS, 250 F.S.D. 31In.
FLUSH. MODEL 53'7.
Specially scaled for test meters. Knife
edge pointers, magnetic shield. Guaranteed.
Brand new. Not Govt. surplus. 55/-.
VOLTMETERS for A.C. Mains 50 Cy.
reading 0 to 300 volt with clear Sin. dial only

: 0/15 volts A.C./D.C. 2iin. Flush. 15/6 -
VOLTMETERS. -0/300 D.C. 21n. Flush
Square with external resistance. 10/6 ;
post II-. Easily converted to read A.C. by
using a 5 Milliamp meter rectifier at 7/6,
post 6d.
AMMETERS. -21n. Flush 0/20. 10/8 ea.
20-0-20. 12/6 ea. Moving Coil D.C.
MOVING COIL METER with 1 M/A move-
ment. 21in. round. Scaled 0/300 volts, 30!-.
LISTS AVAILABLE.-Motors, Meters.
Telephone, Rectifiers, Relays, Potentio-
meters. Resistances. Send large S.A.E.

WILCO ELECTRONICS
Dept. PM.

204, LOWER
CRO

ADYDONDISCOMBE ROAD,

RUSTED
FITTINGS?

Free them quickly with

Shell Eosin

Shell Easing Oil
collies in a handy 8 oz.
tin with .special pourer
spout to eliminate
waste.

Oil
Here's the way to free those rusted
fittings ! Free them quickly, too.
Shell Easing Oil is sure and swift,
penetrates deeply to loosen and
free.

From nuts and bolts to taps and
pipe joints, from bicycle frames to
window catches, Shell Easing Oil
is the answer to your rusted parts
problem.

SHELL EASING OIL is very handy in the
house. Buy some to-day-good ironmongers
stock Shell Easing Oil.

lIE IN THE LEAP...

Weighs only 61 ozs., has a
single bulb light unit which
projects an intense spot
beam yet gives ample local
light. 36/6 complete.

SPORTS
JOSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSORIES) LTD CHESTER ST ' BIRMINGHAM 6.

May, 195 5

GALPIN'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM,
S.E.I3

Tel.: Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham Hospital

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against

cash.

EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY

MEDIUM SPOT WELDING TRANS-
FORMERS, input 200/250 volts, OUTPUT
a combination of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 volts at
50/70 amps. New 15/216, carr. paid.
HEAVY DUTY L.T OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMERS, 200/250 volts input. Output

38.3combination of 6, 12, 18, and 24 volts a
amps. E412/6 each. C/paid.
Another, Input as above. Output 0, 6,12,
24 volts at 12 amps, 55/- each, post 2/-.
Another, Input as above. Output 0, 6, 12, 18,
24 volts, 6/8 ampS., 46/6 each.
HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFOR-
MERS suitable for rectifiers, soil heating,
etc. Input 200/250 volts. Output a com-
bination of 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 volts at 15
amps., 67/6 each, post 2/6. Another, Input
and Output as above but at 6 amps.. 47/6,
post 2/-. Another, Input and Output as
above but at 4 amps., 36/6 each.
CONVERTERS, 400 watts output, 24
volts D.C. input, 50 volts, 50 cycles, 1 phase
output. Complete with step-up transformer
from 50 volts to 230 volts at 400 watts,
E12/10/- each, C/F.
EX -RADAR MAINS TRANSFOR-
MERS. Input 230 volts. Output 4 or 5
kilo -volts at 30 min., also 3 L.T. windings
4 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a., 2 v. 2 a., these trans-
formers are capable of a larger output than
stated and are immersed in oil. 13/15/ -
each, carriage 5/-.
EX-U.S.A. ROTARY CONVERTERS.
12 volts D.C. input, outputs 500 volts SO
mA. 275 v. 100 mA. Complete with
smoothing, 22/6 each, carriage 2/6. As new.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS.
useful for subletting, garages, etc., all for
200/250 volts A.C. mains, 5 amp. load, 19/ -
each ; 10 amps., 22/6 ; 20 amps., 27,'- ; 25
amps., 32/6.
1,000 WATT AUTO WOUND VOL-
TAGE CHANGER TRANSFORMER
tapped 0/I 10/200/230/250 volts, E5/15/ -
each, carriage 4/6.
1,500 watt ditto, 0/5/-, carriage 7/6.
350 -watt, 55/-, 500 watt, 75/, 200 watt, 45/-.
CHARGING KITS CONSISTING OF
RECTIFIER AND TRANSFORMER for
charging 6 or 12 volt batteries at 2 amps.
(input 200/250 volts), 32/6 each ; ditto for 4
amps., 46/6 each.
EX-R.A.F. DYNAMOTORS 24/48 volts
D.C. input. 1,200 volts, 17 milliamps, hoar
rating, 11/6 each.
EX -RADAR IMPULSE TRANS-
FORMERS 2 Mu -Metal transformer in oil.
Output believed to be IS k.v. at 3 kw. R.F.
only 7/6 each.
ROTARY CONVERTERS 24 volts
input 50 or I10 volts, 500 cycles, 1 phase.
Output at 300 watts, E7/10.' each,
C/forward.
METAL RECTIFIERS, large type, 50 volts
at I amp. D.C. Output (70/75 volts A.G.
Input), these can also be broken down for
low tension rects., 7/6 each.
EX-G.P.O. EARPHONE with separate
carbon type Microphone, 40 ohms resis
tance, 6/6 each.
AUTO WOUND TRANSFORMERS
4 kilowatts 110 to 230 volts or vice versa,
EIS each, C/forward ; ditto double wound
3 kw., lnput 230 volts, Output 55/0/55 or
cat be used the other way round, 611/10/ -
each, C/forward.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, Input 200/250
volts, OUTPUT 25 volts 2 amps., centre
tapped, 22/6 each.
EX-R.A.F. MORSE TAPPING KEYS,
3/6 each.
EX -GOVERNMENT MAINS TRANS-
FORMERS suitable for soil heating, garage
lighting, etc. Input 180/250 volts, OUTPUT
0/14/17 volts 20 amps., 45/- each, carriage
3/6 ; another, same input, OUTPUT 4 volts
20 amps. twice, 30/- each, C/paid.
LARGE WIRE WOUND FIXED
RESISTANCES 350 ohms to carry I
amp., slider easily fitted, 5/- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS 200/230 volts.
Input 019/18 volts 3/4 amps., OUTPUT
suitable for battery chargers, etc. 22/6 each.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. 1,000
mfd. 75 volt working, 6/6 each ; 2,000 mfd.
12 volt working, 5/. each, post 1/-.
EX-W.D. CONVERTERS 18/24 volts
D.C., Input 450 volts D.C., Output com-
plete with reduction gear ; these can be
easily converted to work off A.C. mains,
approx. power A h.p., suitable for grinders,
lathes, etc., 20/- each, post 2/6.

Clients in Eire, please allow at least
double the carriage stated to allow for

customs clearance charges.
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, " THE CYCLIST,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C.2
Phone : Temple Bar 4363

Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London

The New Highway Code
THE new Highway Code, which rivals the

Bible as a best seller, has been avail-
able since March. Unlike previous

issues there has been no free distribution
except to learner drivers when they apply for
their first provisional licence. Free copies are
also to be distributed later to other drivers
when they renew their licences, to older
children at school and to the armed forces.
The new Code includes a number of new
rules. For example, pedestrians before step-
ping on a zebra crossing are advised to
" wait for a suitable gap in the traffic so
that drivers have time to give way." If a
police officer is in charge of the crossing,
they are told, " watch for his signals and
do not cross until he holds up the traffic."
Drivers giving way to pedestrians on zebra
crossings are reminded to signal to other
drivers their intention to slow down or stop.
The Code is not
an invitation to overtake. When pulling
up at the kerb, drivers are asked to give the
signal meaning, " I am ready to be over-
taken " where this is appropriate. This will
leave the slowing down signal to be used
in all circumstances where the rider is not
ready to be overtaken, as, for example, at
zebra crossings.

When the Code was first presented to

A charming little
village trig irtthe Arcot
valley two miles front
Anthedey. The chu re k
wilt its shingle spire lidS
many Interesthig features -

Parliament it contained a suggestion that the
turn -right signal might also be used by riders
stopping at a zebra crossing to warn traffic
behind not to overtake. This suggestion
has ' been dropped because it might lead
drivers of following vehicles to attempt to
pass on the near side.

Motor cyclists are told: " If riding a
motor cycle, even one fitted with a mirror,
glance behind before you signal or move
off, or change course or overtake or turn."

The Code, of course, has not the force of
law, but it can be quoted in a Court of Law,
as tending to establish or disprove liability.

Other major changes are: drivers are in-
formed to give way to pedestrians, who have
right of way, on uncontrolled zebra cross-
ings ; drivers are told never to cross a con-
tinuous white line along the middle of the
road unless they can see the road well ahead
and know that it is clear ; drivers are told
not to rely on sidelights in built-up areas
after dark unless the street lighting is good ;
when parking or stopping on the carriageway,
drivers are advised to get out on the nearside
whenever possible.

Footnotes have been added showing the
major factors contributing to accidents.
Accident statistics are related in this way

to the rules of the
Code.

The drawings of
drivers' signals have
been improved and
the signals to be
given by motor
cyclists have been
added. These draw-
ings leave no doubt
as to the proper
hand signals to give.

Many more traffic
signs are illustrated
and the features of
mandatory, prohibi-
tive and warning
signs are explained.
The significance of
the chequer symbol
on direction signs
are explained. Notes
on first aid have
also been added.

The Code, of
course, is designed
to make the roads
safer for all, but it
must be remembered
that all accidents are
not due to negligence
or carelessness. For
example, poli ce
reports show that
bad weather condi-
tions in January of

By F. J. C.

this year were the main cause of nearly z,000
accidents, mostly due to ice, frost or snow.

The Century Road Club
ELSEWHERE in this section a contributor

replies to correspondence he has received
from three members of the Century Road
Club. Our contributor last month stated
that this club owed its existence to a news-
paper competition, and the secretary of the
Century states that the Club never has and
never did owe its existence to a newspaper.
He then goes on to destroy his own denial
by stating that the club was formed out of
a small group of too -milers who entered this
particular newspaper competition. It is
surely beyond all doubt that had this com-
petition not been held neither the Century
Road Club, nor even its name, would have
been in existence. Apart from that the
first president, who has carried his bat
through to date, was the editor of the
paper concerned, and the club badge is a
facsimile of the initial letter of the title of
the newspaper. Can the Century still main-
tain, perhaps with an eye on the R.T.T.C.
rule, that it does not owe its existence to a
newspaper? The R.T.T.0 rule specifically
bans recognition of any club associated with
any firm, newspaper or periodical, in further-
ance of the R.T.T.C. policy to avoid shama-
teurism and publicity. We have always felt
that the Century Road Club in this respect,
by its very badge, has transgressed this rule
and it may be that the objection to our con-
tributor's remarks was based on this. The
secretary objected to our contributor's refer-
ence to this club as a comparatively unim-
portant one. The importance of a club is
decided by its present as well as its past
achievements. The Century has a past of
which it can be proud. It has not a present
worthy of its past. It may have imposing
names, as our contributor points out, on its
membership rolls. Are they, however, only
members of the knife and fork brigade who
turn up only at the Annual Dinner to receive
the plaudits in speeches made by the younger
generation? How many of them take an
active Merest in the club's affairs? Too
many of these old clubs live on and in the
past. They have no riders of the ability and
achievement of their past membership, and
their meetings in many eases are merely
occasions for nostalgic narrations of the
past deeds of daring -do of old members
or members who have passed to that
bourne from which no traveller returns.
It would be true to say that the
Century in common with the North Road
and Bath Road were great clubs. They
are not great clubs to -day. If these and
similar clubs wish to regain the positions
they once held they should train and put
into the ranks of racing cyclists riders of the
quality which made them great and the
oldsters should resign.-F.J.C.
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Frame
height

rank
/ength

Bracket
he'ght

Pedal clearance 1,

Wheelbase

The dimensions of the bicycle.

S0 many cyclists these days choose their
machines more or less haphazardly,
believing that as long as their choice

is a well-known or much -advertised make, it
is sufficient, but this is a sad mistake. Some-
times would-be cyclists (more especially,
perhaps, members of the fair sex) become
so disappointed with cycling, because they
have chosen the " wrong " mount, that they
dispose of their machines very early after
purchase, complaining that cycling was full
of aches and pains and soreness, and that
they were unable to keep the pace of their
associates.

When you enter a cycle dealer's showroom,
you should already know exactly what you
want, for it is only natural that a salesman
will attempt (and generally succeed) to sell
either the bicycle he reaps most profit from
or one that he is particularly' desirous of
removing from his stock. Many cycle sales-
men know little or nothing of practical
cycling. My first point of advice is: if you
want a special machine, make your purchase
at a store where the staff are cyclists them-
selves, for they alone realise the importance
of care in selection.

A " Ready Made "
If you cannot possibly secure a " ready

made ' exactly to your liking, then have one
built for you. It will not cost a great deal
extra.

Will you use the machine solely for busi-
ness purposes? If so, will you make just
short journeys or be in the saddle for lengthy
periods? Are you seeking a cycle to provide
pleasurable week -end trips? Are you going
to join a cycling club ? Have you any
ideas of racing ? Are you a tourist, a pot-
terer, a clubman, or a racing man ? Are
you short, tall, light, heavy, slim or stout,
strong or not so strong ? These are the kind
of questions that a would-be purchaser must
ask himself or herself, for the purpose to
which the machine will be put decides the
style of bicycle.

Do not let fashion worry you unduly. All
machines sold to -day are modern and up to
date. Do not buy a so-called " racing "
bicycle just for its " sporty " appearance, and
do not be influenced by flash finishes. A
sports model is usually fitted with dropped
pattern handlebars, narrow and hard saddle,
narrow rims and light tyres, and is hardly
the mount for long tours or business riding,
being designed more for speed than comfort.
If the saddle will be your seat for hours on
end, and high speeds are a factor not to be
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reckoned With, choose a saddle of the soft
mattress -top type, but not too wide. It is
debatable whether a rider obtains any degree
of actual comfort from dropped handlebars
but it is, of course, a matter of personal
choice. Do not select a bend simply
because it is popular or because it is the one
used by a particular racing " crack."
Endeavour to obtain a comfortable position
by trying several shapes until you find that
which suits you best. For utility work an
ordinary flat is usually suitable, or, if a more
forward position is favoured, a orth Road
drop. As for handlebar width, times have
seen ridiculously narrow ones, and very wide
ones. Of the two extremes I favour the
wider, but a good guide is to have some-
where about the width across your shoulders.
Probably this will be about thin.

Saddle Position
The correct position for the saddle and

handlebars can only be determined by the
rider, and although this can be indicated
approximately here, the final placing can
only be arrived at by individual experiment.
The peak of the saddle should be about
2in. behind the bottom -bracket axle and low
enough to allow the rider to reach the under-
neath of the pedal with his toe when the
crank is in a downward position. The ends
of your handlebars, from centre of saddle,
should be about 5in. less than the measure-
ments from centre of saddle to bracket axle.

Your arms must not be stretched forward
in a straight-line; a slight bend 'at the elbow
affords a little absorption of road shock. An
" upright " position is to be avoided quite
as much as a " crouching " attitude, as the
rider's weight must be evenly distributed
over the' machine. Whether handle -grips
of the shock -absorbing type are used or not
depends upon the handlebars and on personal
preference.

A very heavy cyclist might need heavier
and wider tyres than his lighter companions,
but, the skin. rims and tyres which are in
common use to -day .are quite suitable for
most people. The wider Gin. might be
selected by a man or woman well above
the average weight. A good substantial
tyre with a non-skid tread would suit the
utilitarian or business rider, while a reason-
ably light and lively type is the clubman's
choice. Always keep your tyres pumped
hard.

A Variable Gear
If your machine is to have variable..gear

If You Cannot Choose a Cycle
Exactly to Your Liking, Then
Have a Machine Built for You

or hub brakes, see that heavier gauge spokes
are used-t3 or 54 -gauge for speed gears
and 12 or 13 for hub brakes, according,
again, to weight of the user. The lighter
gauge spokes are suitable for lightweight
machines. A good plan is to have them
tied and soldered at the crossings, thus
making a more rigid and generally stronger
wheel. The question of brakes is a Matter
of taste.

Variable gears are in everyday use and
whether they be of the hub or derailleur
type, their assets greatly exceed the slight
disadvantage of additional weight. They
are well worth the extra initial outlay. A
moderate -sized gear must be obtained as
" normal," one that is comfortable for
lengthy pedalling spells. A man should find
his " normal " between 65 and 70, a
woman a little lower.

Do not buy the tallest machine you can
reach ; in fact, it is better to err on the
small side, for adjustments can always be
made with saddle and handlebars. Your
machine must be rigid to sideways springi-
ness or " whip," otherwise the give or bend
in the frame will absorb part of the thrust
you intend to propel the machine. A frame
built with first -quality steel tubes, or
preferably in the well-known " 531 " tubing,
and with straight (not cranked at mudguard
bridges) seat and chain stays is the best to
purchase.

Up-and-down resilience is essential to
comfort, and without comfort there is little
enjoyment in cycling for with it the speed -
man can ride faster and the tourist farther
and longer. Vertical resilience is provided
mainly by the front forks, so see that they
have a rake of 21in. or Sin. if your mount
be in the roadster class. If your choice is
a lightweight sports model with more
upright head angles, tin. to 2iin. will be
more suitable. Light and easy steering is
an attribute and the longer the steering head
the better. Frame angle, measured inside
the top and seat tube, should be about
69 deg., or about 71 deg. to 73 deg. for
racing cycles,

Frame Height
To arrive.at the size frame you require

deduct 12in. from your full inside leg
measurement (women r tin.). Frame height
is taken as the distance from the top of
seat lug to the centre of the bracket axle.
The bracket axle should be tokin. from the
ground if the cycle is fitted with 61in.
cranks and Itin. if yin. cranks. The dis-
tance from the centre of front hub to rear
hub (wheelbase) may be anything from 4oin.
to 44in while the measurement from centre
of bracket axle 24in. if the cycle is fitted
with 26in. wheels, Olin. cranks and mud-
guards.

The weight of a bicycle depends entirely
on the components fitted, but if a machine
for business riding weighs 321b., or, a sports
Model turns the scale at 251b., you should
not have cause to complain.
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Heatproof, waterproof and trans-
parent Durofix will stick almost
anything to anything. Handy tubes
9d, large tubes 1/3 and also in tins.

DUROCI

RAWLPLUG ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRON

Guaranteed for six months
voltages 100/110, 200/220,
230/250 Universal Ac/oc.
Consumption 110 w.

Supplied with six feet
3 -core cable.

If you cannot obtain Rawlplug

1/

30/- with Pencil
or Hatchet Bit.

W.1:FLUGS

FOR FIRM FIXINGS
IN ALL MATERIALS

When you wish to fix cabinets, book
racks, shelves, etc., securely to walls
use Rawlplugs. The most popular
size is No. 8 at 1/- per packet of
assorted lengths. A No.8 Rawltool for
making the correct hole costs only
1/6. The 2(6 Popular Rawlplug Outfit
contains Rawlplugs and Screws and
the No. 8 Rawltool or you can have
a larger outfit at 6f- or 9/6 complete.

FOR FASTEST EVER
MASONRY DRILLING

The Rawlplug Durium Drill will make
holes in tile, brick, stone, slate, etc.
with amazing speed. Can be used
in a hand or electric drill.
Sizes are from 5/32" to t"
diameter and there's a long
series for drilling
through walls.
Durium Glass
Drills can also
be obtained.

Be sure you
always ask

forRa wiplug
DURIUM

Tipped Drills.

Rawlplug PLASTIC WOOD gives the
professional touch. Real wood in
putty form. Large tubes at11- and tins.
COLOURS: NATURAL, OAK,
MAHOGANY AND WALNUT.

1.0.01c_

RAWLPLUG PLASTIC METAL

For Repairs to Metal Articles.
No Soldering Iron required.
Just spread the Plastic
Metal on and leave to dry
hard. Useful for metal
utensils in house, gar-
den or garage. IOW.
per handy tube.

Products at your local Ironmonger, Hardware Dealer or Stores write to: 8S12

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED, CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7

THE AMAZING EMCO-UNIMAT
I

, 4.
pr',Er /2

# /

4

Tile Emco-Unimat, a miniature ball -bearing

machine tool, is the perfect equipment for model

makers and amateur craftsmen. The standard

motorised lathe, as illustrated, can be used as a

pillar drill, milling machine, grinding machine,

or hand-drill-and no extras are needed-

though much additional equipment is available

for its more extended use. We emphasise the

fact that the

17. -k

- 1. TURNING
2. DRILLING
3. MILLING
4. GRINDING
5. WOOD

TURNING
6. POLISHING

Emco-Unimat is a pre-

cision tool, capable

of a variety of

machine shop
operations on a

miniature scale.

ly

FOR

£217.6
a nfodr 416

2.1-m opri.trnh s.
DEPos,-

CASH PRICE £27 17 6

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO SOLE
CONCESSIONAIRES:

Table drill pre,.

Tool grinding machine.

SPECIFICATION
Centre height I in. Takes
between centres 6
Hollow Spindle admits in.
Drill Chuck Cap tin.
Chuck to drill table, max.
4

ADDITIONAL
EQUIPMENT

Jig saw, SC Lathe
Chuck, circular
saw, drilling vice,
milling table, and
clamps, Flexible
shaft.

J. & H. SMITH LTD., Dept. P.M.2, 16 Harrison Street, Leeds, 1.
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Biographies and Biographers
IHAVE received a letter from Walter L.

Howe, Hon. Secretary of the Century
Road Club, regarding my biographical notes
on the late B. W. Best, who was a member
of the Century. Mr. Howe thinks that my
notes were scurrilous and he tells me that the
Century Road Club does not owe its existence
to any newspaper. I have never subscribed
to that stupid doctrine of De mortuis nil nisi
1-num. If a biography, however brief, is
to be written at all it should state the good
and the bad, so that those who did not know
the person concerned can get an accurate
picture of him. Otherwise, every man
becomes a saint when he dies! A man is
protected by the law of libel from the truth
being told about him whilst he is alive. It
is only right that a man should have all the
facts stated and all the facets of his character.
It is natural, of course, for the Century Road
Club to wish to defend one of its members.
I do not know whether Best was a first claim
member. I should doubt it, as he was a
member of so many clubs, including the
spurious Hornchurch Wheelers, which he
founded in order to obtain a delegacy to the
R.T.T.C. at a time when no other club would
appoint him.

So many clubs to -day like to have some
imposing names on their membership roll.
Large numbers of clubs to -day have members
who never turn up at any meetings, except
the annual dinner, when they can bask in a
little glory, never support the club's
functions, and indeed are members in name
only. Mr. Howe overlooks the fact that I
knew Best for many years, and far better
than he did. As I have stated, he was on the
staff of this journal for a short time only.
It was obvious that Best as a timekeeper
could not keep time at the office. He was
an unemployable person, as many had found
out, although he was useful as a contributor.
Even then one had to sub -edit his copy very
carefully indeed to ensure that he was not by
oblique and veiled means waging one of his
numerous vendettas. I challenge anyone who
knew Best well to deny the accuracy of my
comments, and nothing has nauseated me
quite so much as some of the obituary notices
written in a sickly sycophantic and fawning
adulatory style by those who ran Best down
to the lowest whilst he was alive. It cannot
be denied that Best was a trouble -maker, that
he was untruthful and underhand. Although
he frequently libelled and slandered others
he objected when reprisals were taken. In a
later letter Mr. Howe admits that he did
not know Best well, and therefore fortifies
the policy of the good and the bad being
stated. I am referring to this matter not
because of any intention to degrade Best, of
whose good points I am aware, and to which
I referred. I write merely in the interest of
historical accuracy. I received another letter
from one Draisey, a non-reader. Draisey is
also a member of the Century Road Club!

Regarding the quibble about the founda-
tion of the Century Club, what I said was

By ICARUS

" it owed its existence to a newspaper." I
do not withdraw that statement, in spite of
the denial by Mr. Howe that the Century
Road Club does not and never has owed its
existence to any newspaper. He admits that
it was formed in 1912 by some of the riders
in the Century Competition organised by a
cycling journal. But for that competition
the club and its title would not have come
into existence.

I referred to the Century as an unimpor-
tant club, aware when I wrote it of its past
glories, and the famous rides and records of
some of its members, but can it be said that
the Century to -day has the same sheen to its
escutcheon that it formerly had? Has it not,
like all other old clubs, had its rise and its
fall? Is it not now living on its past glories,
like the Bath Road Club Ltd. and the North
Road Club Ltd.? The Bath Road Club
seldom finds a rider to enter into opens which
it promotes. Mr. Howe in his letter to me
tells me that the Best All Rounder Competi-
tion of 1935 was won by Stan Miles of the
Century. But the year 1935 was 20 years
ago ! It was in the thirties that Hubert
Opperman broke R.R.A. records and it was
also many years ago when Frank Lipscombe
and Jack Rossiter were in their glory. What
is the Century doing to -day, and where are
its riders of that calibre ? Imposing names
as presidents and members do not make a
club great, and age proves nothing but
antiquity. There are many new clubs which
have outshone the two limited liability clubs
I have mentioned, the Century and others,
in spite of these imposing names, which to
the modern generation mean very little
indeed. It is not until some younger blood
is infused into the veins of these old clubs
that they may once again produce first-class
riders instead of becoming largely meeting
places for those suffering with nostalgia, and
who cannot forget the deeds of the past,
believing that they are adequate to cover the
defects of the present. I have nothing,
therefore, to with-
draw from what I
have written about
Best and the
Century, in spite of
the letters from Mr.
W. L. Howe and
one Draisey.
NCU Officials Panel
THE National

Cyclists' Union
intends to set up a
panel of persons
willing to serve in
t h e capacities o f
team managers,
mechanics, masseurs,
etc. Any person
who would be pre-
pared to undertake
these duties when
British teams travel
abroad should
submit application,
in writing, to N,C.U.
headquarters, 3 5,
Doughty Street,
London, W.C.r.

their races as possible selection events for
the World's Championship Team. The
events should be approximately 110 miles
in distance, a climb in the region of 7ooft.
should be included approximately every
52 miles, and laps should be not more than
20 miles in distance. The races may take
place throughout June and up to and
including July 3rd. Application should be
sent to N.C.U. headquarters.

" Two on a Tandem "
READERS will know from past references

in this feature that I collect old cycling
literature. For some years I have been
endeavouring to obtain a copy of " Two on
a Tandem," published in 1896 by Chapman
and Hall. Through the good offices of my
friend R. L. Jefferson, himself a keen
collector, and the son of the Jefferson, I
have now obtained a copy. This neat little
book was the first of a cyclist library
inaugurated by the publishers. It is the
story of two gentlemen who sally forth on a
tandem on a cycling tour through Kent, and
it describes the various accidents which befell
them. They are arrested as burglars in a
Kentish village, for example. This book
could not have had a very large edition and
was never reprinted. It breathes enthusiasm
for wheeling in the early days of the cycling
boom, but I doubt very much whether such
a book would sell to -day. An amateur author
before the war wrote a cycling novel, but it
was not successful and I believe that a large
part of the edition was janked off. From
what I remember it was printed on foul-
smelling paper!

Track Tandem Records
THE N.C.U. Racing Committee has set up

standards for unpaced tandem records
(to be established) as follows: 5 miles, so
minutes ; in miles, 21 minutes ; 25 miles,
52 minutes. Women's records in the same
classification bear standards as follows:
5 miles, 1 t minutes ; 10 miles, 23 minutes ;
25 miles in one hour.

tiertiordslwo.
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World's Championship Selection Races

THE
N.C.U. Racing Committee invites

applications from race promoters to use
EVERY CYCLIST'S POCKET BOOK
7/6, or 7/10 by post from Geo. Newnes Ltd.
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Wayside Thoughts
By F. J. URRY, M.B.E.

ALF R. STOK
SUSSE`A

Witk ifs old inns and cottages
act agantst beautiful clownland.

Long Ago
HOW things revert. The other day

Mr. James B. Bayliss, late of the Perry
Company rang me up and, with an air of
humorous truculence, asked if I had ever
considered myself a cycle tourist.

Having suggested that I did imagine that
I knew a little about the game, he informed
me he had just come across a postcard hail-
ing from Russia and sent in 1896 to say
that the Perry chain had stood the long
journey well and had only been adjusted
once, in Moscow. The signature was R. L.
Jefferson. " Ever heard of him ? " James
Bayliss asked. I replied that I had and had
known him as one of my early wheeling
heroes. " Ever heard," I countered, " of a
book entitled My Ride to Khiva ? " Of
course he had not. " Well, that man wrote
it," I told him, " and was probably one of
the first long-distance cycling adventurers to
be sponsored by the trade, in this case by
the Rover Company, and at that date one of
the great cycle -makers turning out a bicycle
famous the world over for quality."

Somewhere at home I have a copy of that
book, signed by the author, presented as a
tribute to an admiring youth for my
" Guv'nor " knew R. L. J. well and spent
many hours in his company. I well remem-
ber thinking at the time how gracious it
must feel to be able to afford to roam a
country considered barbarous, and what a
rare adventure to sleep on the prairies, carry
a revolver and really rough it. I had no
idea of sponsoring then and thought every
rider, except the known professionals, was a
real amateur in the strict sense of the term.

The discovery of that postcard opened a
door on my earlier years through which the
shades of Harty Smith, the then Rover boss,
and J. K. Starley, Junr., flitted past and for
me wore the mantle f kings. James B.
Bayliss told me that this date was prior to
any Bayliss family connection with Perrys.
How time flies.

The Quiet Process
DURING the next decade, the Rover

bicycle was a favourite mount of many
racing cyclists and the silver shield of its

head was always in the
competitions. The Rover
Club, still preserving
cycle racing interests,
was formed by the late
Walter B. Goodwin, the

1.; Rover representative in
Birmingham, and he
gathered round him
many of the finest
riders of that day. Vic

fr Johnson, Billy Baxter,
Arthur Taylor, Leon
Meredith, Dennis Hod-
getts, Ernie Payne, to
mention but a few, and
I have little doubt now

46' that quite a lot of mild
sponsoring came from
the parent company.
However, we did not
speak of these matters
then in a general way,
though I expect they

were discussed by the parties concerned in
private conclave. The N.C.U. were strict
on the amateur status then and not even
rail fares or hotel expenses were allowed.

Yet Walter Goodwin was prominent in
N.C.U. circles and I suppose his ever -
buoyant approach to such matters gave him
that dual mind on sport and business, the
like of which we now see
in so many people, but with-
out the necessity for the mild
intrigue of surreptitious fin-
ance. A great character was
Goodwin, a great servant to
the Rover Company and
almost as great a one to the
cycle racing world. Like other
men of those times, he went
over to the motoring interests
along with his firm and was
the first Rover car agent in
Birmingham. He died too
early, from tuberculosis, in
the fullness of his manhood.

More Individuality
IN those times bicycles had

a more distinct pedigree
and presentation; the cyclist
could tell make from make
by a glance without looking
ax the transfer. The only
feature left to -day, of the
glance recognition, is the
tubular fork crown of the Raleigh. That
has outlasted all of them and functions
as well as it looks. The old Rover was a
very neat machine, with clean lines and box -
fork crown and-that which I always con-
sidered the secret of its sweet running-big
balls in wheel bearings and bracket. You
could hear the balls drop when turning a
perfectly adjusted bearing slowly and to me
the spin of the wheel seemed to outlast the
running qualities of other wheels fitted with
smaller bearings.

I have often mentioned this fact to modern
makers, but to my knowledge none of them
has been interested or even sought to prove
if such impressions were correct. It was
not until the Osmond came on the market
that any great advance in cycle design
occurred and it was, in its way, a mild revo-
lution. The old ordinary and safety
champion, F. J. Osmond, certainly pushed
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the industry into a new conception of cycle
design. The one great thing that he handed
down was the half -inch pitch roller chain,
the type of drive that will never now be
superseded. The Rudge Whitworth, always
a lone member of the industry outside the
range of standardisation, with its inverted
V -fork crown-still in service-fitted a Bin.
pitch roller chain, the cotterless bracket, and
nuts and spindles of non-standard thread.

But standardisation was bound to win in
the end, for it meant simplicity in repair
and replacement.

An Old Query
SOMETIMES when I speak to friends on

the subject of quality machines in the
early days as compared with the best class
bicycles of to -day, they ask me if there
has been little or any improvement in per-
formance.

It is not easy to answer, for it is not
only the machines that have changed but
the men who ride them, then and now,
roads, tyres, bearings-particularly bearings
-and the attitude of the cycling public.
If you possessed a class bicycle, towards
the end of the last century, you were some-
body in the travel world, for I suppose the
number of riders was then well short of
a million. Now, that number is nearer
12 millions, and though discrimination in
choice is as keen as ever, it automatically
follows that the widening of that choice
by manufacturers has given a greater incen-
tive to the public looking for cheap, easy,
active transport, either for utility, pleasure
or sporting purposes.
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I think the answer to the question of
whether the modern best is as good as the
old best, is a decided yes, accounted for
in the main by the enormous improvement
in tyres and bearings. Tyres are an
important feature in the easy running of a
bicycle and the best of them, not necessarily
of the racing type, are very good indeed.
Bearings to -day are no worry to the rider
and, apart from an occasional oiling, he
can forget about them. Their perfection
is, of course, due to the improvement in
quality steels and modern manipulation.
When one speaks of weight, it should be
remembered that the 19th century machine
had no variable gears, no free wheel, and
as often as not neither brakes nor guards.
One cannot compare them and it is unfair
to try; I once heard Freddy Osmond say
he could build a faster bicycle weighing
23-241b. than one of 18-191b.
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Your Customers will be clamouring for
the New

JOHNSON BATTERY PRINTER

* No mains required
It can be operated anywhere

* Long life battery
With proper use it lasts Tot
hundreds of prints

* Built-in safelight
Wah separate switch

J4.31ANM

HENDON

OF

LTD

Complete with
three bulbs and
set of three
printing masks

28/6
Battery

extra) - 2'6

Luminous switches

Prints all sizes of
negative up to x 31'

All plastic construction
a completely self-containeo
nut

THE WORLD-FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS.

APPARATUS AND ACCESSORIES

LONDON, N.W.4 Established 1743

4C1.11aaN 145
INSTRUMENTS
E SLIDE RULES.

For over 70 years Thornton's Drawing Instruments
have been used by the Engineers and the Surveyors
responsible for the world's most famous constructions.
The more important your work the greater the neces-
sity for Reliable and Accurate Drawing Instruments.
Insist on using only Thornton's for complete satisfaction.
Illustrated catalogue sent post free on request.

A. G T +-f 0 RN TO N LTD
.97ust/uunent Spectaitht4

.ev Y T 44 N 4- A WE , MANCHE/TER.
Tel: WYThenshawe 2277 (4 lines)

AMAZING LATHE VALUE
THE ZYTO 12 B.G.S.C. LATHE

CET the benefit TODAY of the reduced price of the world-famous
ZYTO B.G.S.C. 3 ins. lathe. Reasons for this reduction are

production economies effected by new machinery and factory
reorganisation. This lathe, sturdy and built for long life, represents
Britain's finest lathe value.

CASH PRICE

L28114.F FIRST PAYMENT OF L4112/021(1
SUPPLIED ON

12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF £2/5/0
Height of Centres ... 3 ins. Headstock mandrel admits ...
Distance between centres 12..j ins. Tailstock barrel admits ...
Height from gap 41 ins. Headstock pulley 3 speeds (in
Height from saddle 2 ins. Faceplate-diameter
Guide screw ... 8 T.P.I. Overall length of lathe ...

Change wheels 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65.
Back -Geared Guards, Wheels, together with Catch Plate and Finished Back

Chuck are all included.

ins.
!, ins.

. flat belt
6 ins.

30 ins.

Plate for

FULLY ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET POST FREE ON REQUEST.

S. TYZACK & SON, LTD. SHO
Telephone:

341-345, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.1 I.%ees)

Send Now for New Brochure detailing all points and
interesting features ; answered questions you would ask, showing machines in
use and articles such as toys, patterns and turnery made on these machines. Ask
also for details of fitments to the " Coronet " range and other makes. Is long hole
drilling a problem to you ? Send now for details of BORING ATTACHMENT
Ind long drills, to suit any lathes.

LastLissam

f Summit taLgli

_Jil
b9 0 0

TALUS
T4.36AEI V}Wir

FITMENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL LATHES:
CUP CENTRE No. I Morse Taper Shank.
4 Prong DRIVING CENTRE (Positive Drive for large or small work).
GRINDING \FFIEEL ARBOR N I Morse Taper-suit any machine with

No. I Morse Taper.
REVOLVING CENTRE.
S'WOBBLE SAW-Ploughs 316" to F. Index for quick setting and fine adjustment.
TURNING TOOLS, set of six 18' overall, beautifully handled.
WOODSCREW CHUCK to suit any machine No. I or 2 Morse.
I Jaw CHUCK and Self Centering 4 jaw Independent Chuck.
COMPOUND SLIDEREST-for wood and metal turning.
ELECTRIC MOTORS, Brook A and h.p.

GRINDING WHEELS, SLIPSTONES, etc.
Write Dept. P.M., enclosing stamp, for Catalogues showing photographs

and price, etc.

CORONET TOOL CO. 8, MANSFIELD ROAD,

Also at CITY ROAD MILLS, DERBY.

101.1.9w

Lryy21
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"Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until May 31st, 1955, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped, addressed envelope must also he enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. May, 1955.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig& Tool Design
Press Tool& Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt.& Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing& Estimating
Time& Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metalluirgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches)
Maintenance Engineering
Steam Engine Technology
I.C. Engine Technology

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
12/F Concrete 
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring& Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering
Generators& Motors
Generation& Supply
Aircraft Mainten. Licences
Aerodynamics

Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design
Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.San.L. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs& Accounts
Surveying& Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.San.I. M.R.San.l.
L.A.B.S.S. A.R.LC.S
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.,

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.LS., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Sanitary Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Elfctrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132- PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY hYTMSTINC COURSES

TO SELECT FROM!

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.San.I.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

free
Maw

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

r

Free Coupon
To  NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-x so, Holborn, London, E.C.1.

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

SEND Off t
COUPON1

NOW AND SE
;4LL5tr"Fog

SWCCESS
'4441Jfk9g,'

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING (Place a cross against
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING the branches in which
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK You are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
tsid. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


